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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL

To THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES:
b compliance withthe provisions of the act of Nlarch3, 1915, estabHshingt heNational

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Isubmit herewith the tweIfth annual report of thecom-
rnitkee for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1926.

Attention is invited to Part V of the committee’s report presenting a summary of the present
status of aviation with special reference to teehnical development and to the aeronautical
situation as affected by the constructive legislation enacted at the last session of Congress.
Although it wiLl take time to accomplish resuIts under the air commerce act and the approved
five-year aircraft-building programs of the Army and Navy, it is gratifying to note the com-
mittee’s opinion that America leads the -world in the private ownership and operation of aircraft.,
is keeping pace with other nations in the technical development of aircraft for miIitary purposes,
and has the technical knowledge necessary at Ieast to equaI the commercial developments abroad.

I concur in the committee’s opinion that the development of commercial aviation on a
sound business basis depends primariIy upon the soIution of the basic problems of reduction
in cost and increase in safety, which are~ in turn, in the last analysis largely dependent upon
the continuous prosecution of scientific research on the fundamental problems of flight. I
believe that the American aviation program is sound in principle and when carried into effect
will go far toward making America fist in the development of aircraft for mil.ita~ and civil
purposes.

THE lVHITE HOUSE,
lkcernb 3,

CALVIN COOLIDGE.

1926.
111





LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

ATATIONALADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR
TadingtorqD. (7.,

Mr. PRESIDENT:

AEROxAIJTIcs,
.ATowrnbr .20, 1926.

In compliance with the provisions of the act of Congress appro~ed March 3, 1915 (Public,
No. 271, 63d Cong.), I have the honor to transmit herewith the Twelfth Annual Report of the
National Adviso~y Committee for Aeronautics for the Escal year ended June 30, 1926.

Scientdlc study of the fundamental problems of flight has been continued, and the progress
made has been reflected in a. steady improvement. in performance and reliability of aircraft for
W purposes.

The recent enactment by Congress of constructive aeronautical legislation should promote
the orderly development of military and naval aviation on a sound basis and shouId stabilize
and encourage the aircraft industry and stimulate commercial aviation.

The present state of development is outlined in Parb V of the committee’s report. In
this part the committee shows the relation of research to national defense and to aeronautical
progress in general, and focuses attention on the basic problems of reduction in cost and increase
in safety, on which substantial progress must be made in order that the American people may
recei~-e the benefits of the full possibilities of aviation.

The report concludes -with a statement of the bright outlook for the future, and emphasizes
the need for the continuous prosecution of scientific research as the most fundamental activity
of the Government in comection with the development of aeronautics.

Respectfully submitted.
CHARLES D. WALCOTT,

L%airrnan.
The PRESIDENT,

l’he White Eouse,
Tf’a.diington, D. C.
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TWELFTH ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

NATIONAL ADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR
AERONAUTICS

TVASEINGTOX,D. C., Notwder 17, 1926.
2?0fhe Congres~:

In accordance with the act of Congress approved March 3, 1915, establishing the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the committee submits herewith its twelfth annual
report for the fiscal. year 1926. Final approval of the committee was given to this report. on
hTovember 9, 1926. In this report the committee has described its organization; its general
activities during the pasb year; the progress made in the scientific study, under Lhe co~zance
of the various technical subcommittees, of the fundamental problems of aeronautics; the
coordination of research work in general; the creation by law of the Aeronautical Patents and
Design Board and the relations of the committee Mfih that board ~ co~ection ~th the con.
sideration of aeronautical inventions; the priuciples embodied in the air commerce act for
the encouragement of commercial aviation and the committee’s pmt in connection with the
formulation thereof; and the collection, analysis and dissemination of scientific and technical
data. This report also contains brief descriptions of the technical reports, and references to
the technical notes, technical memorandums, and aircraft circulars issued by the committee
during the past year.

A statement of expenditwes for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1926, is also contained in
&hereport.

In Part V of his report, the committee presents an outline of “The Present Status of Avia-
tion, ” including references to the present sttite of technical development; aeronautical research
in the United States and its relation to national defense; the general problem of aeronautical
organization, with a summary of the legislative situation; the status of commercial aviation;
references to the Air Mail Service, the aimraf t industry, and to the relation of the work of the com-
mittee to aeronautical progress.

1



PART I

ORGANIZATION

FUNCTIONS OF THE COMMITTEE

The National Advisory (!ommittee for Aeronautics was established by act of Congress
approved March 3, 1915. The organic act charges the committee with the supervision and
direction of the scientific study of the problems of flight with a view to their practicabolution,
the determination of problems which shouki be experimentally attacked, and their mv@ig~-
tion and application to practical questions of aeronautics. The act also authorized the com-
mittee to direct and conduct research and experimentation in aeronautics in such laboratory
or laboratories, in whole or in part, as may be placed under its direction.

Supplementing the prescribed duties of the committee under its organic act, its broad
general functions may be stated as follows:

First. Ufider the Iaiv the com~ ittee holds itself at the service of any department. or agency
of the Government interested in aeronautics, for the furnishing of information or assistance
in regard to scientific or technical matters relat,ing to aeronautics, and in particular for the
investigation and study of fundamental problems submitted by the War and N?avy Depart-
ments with a view to their practical solution.

%cond. The committee m%y also exercise its functions for any individual, firm, association,
or corporation within the United States, provided that such individual, firm, association, or
corporation defray the actuaI cost involved.

Third. The committee institutes research, investigation, and study of problems which,
in the judgment of its members or of the members of its various subcommittees, are needf u]
and timely for the advance of the science and art of aeronautics in its various branches.

Fourth. The committee keeps itself advised of the progress made in research and experi-
mental work in aeronautics in all parts of the world, par~icuIarly in England, France, Italy,
Germany, and Canada.

Fifth. The information thus gathered is brought to the attention of the various subcom-
mittees for consideration in connection with the preparation of programs for research and experi-
mental work in this country. This information is also m~de available promptly to the military
and naval air services and other branches of the Go~-ernment, and such as is not confidential
is immediately released to university laboratories and aircraft. manufacturers interested in the
study of specific problems, and also to the public.

Sixth. The committee holds itself at the service of_ the President., the Congress, and the
executive departments of the Government for the consideration of special problems which may
be referred to it.

During the past year the Congress made the first legislative change in the functions of the
committee+ In the act approved July 2, 1926, an Aeronautical PatenLs and Design Board was
created, consisting of Assistant Secretaries of War, Naw, and Commerce. Section 10(r) of
that act (Public, ATo.446, 69th Cong. ) provided that “upon the recommendation of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics” the Patents and Design Board shallde.termine questions
as to the use and wdue to the Government of aeronautical inventions submitted to any branch
of the Government.

ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMITTEE

The committee has 12 members, appointed by the President. The law provides that the
personnel of the committee shall consist of two members from the War Department, from the
office in charge of military aeronautics; two members from the hTavy Department, from the
office in charge of naval aeronautics; a representative each of the Smithsonian Institution,

2



REPORTNATIONAL ATWISORYCOMMITTEE FOR AEEOITAUTICS 3

tha United States Weather Bureau, and the United States Bureau of Standards; and not more
than five additional persons acquainted with the needs of aeronautical science, either civil or
military, or skilled in aeronautical engineering or its allied sciences. The law further provides
that all members as such shall serve without compensation.

h~o change has occurred during the past year in the membership of the committee.
During the last session of Congress a biIl was passed by the Senate (S. 4529) providing for

an increase in the membership of the N’ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics from 12
to 15 to include the new Assistant Secretaries of War, A’avy, and Commerce. A similar bill
was introduced in the House of Representatives and was favorabIy reported by the committee
to which it was referred, but w-as not reached for consideration prior to the adjournment. of
Congress.

The entire committee meets twice a year, the annual meeting being held in October and
the semiannual meeting in April. The present report incIudes the activities of the committee
bet~veen the annual meeting held on October 22, 1925, and that held on October 21, 1926.

The organization of thg committee at. the close of the past year was as follow-s:
Charles D. ‘iVaIcotfi, Sc. D., chairman.
David W. Taylor, D. Eng., secretary.
Joseph S. Ames, Ph. D.
George K. Burgess, Sc. D.
Llaj. John F. Curry, United States Army.
Tlllliam F. Durand, Ph. D.
Capt. Emory S. Land, United States Aravy.
Charles F. Marvin, S1. E.
Rear AdmiraI ‘iYilliam A. Moffett, United States Navy.
Liaj. Gen. Mason M. Patrick, United States Army.
S. ‘W. Stratton, Sc. D.
Orrille Wright, B. S.

MEETINGS OF THE ENTIRE COMMITTEE

The semiannual meeting of the entire committee was held at. the Langley MemoriaI .3ero-
nautical Laboratory, Langley Field, Hamptonj Vs., on April 22, 1926, and the annual meeting
in Washington on October 21, 1926. .&t these meetings the general progress in aeronautical
research was retiewed and the problems which should be e.sperimentally attacked were dis-
cussed. .-ldministrative reports were submitted by the Secretary and by the Director of the
Office of .AeronauticaI Intelligence. Doctor ties, chairman of the ~xecuti~e committee, made
complete reports of the research work being conducted by the committee at. the Langley
YlemoriaI Laboratory and reported briefly on the general acti-rities of the committee.

In correction with the semiannual meeting at Langley Field on April 22, the committee
made an inspection of the facilities and activities of its laboratory, the -rarious h~estigations
under way being explained in detail by members of tbe laboratory staff. On that occasion also
the members of the committee were conducted by the commandtig officer of Langley Field on
a tour of inspection of the Army’s f13ing facilities and airship hangar, where they savr the non-
rigid airship TC–~ and the recently de~-eloped tank car especiall-y designed for the transporta-
tion of helium.

At the- annual meeting in Washington on October 21, a motion-picture fihn was exhibited
showing some of the tests being conducted at the Langley SIemorial .Aero~autical Laboratory
on the problem of autorotation, or the flat spin. At this meeting also the committee had as its
guests Hon. Edward P. Warner
NlacCracken, jr., .

, .&istant Secretary of the Na~, and Hon. William P
lssistant Secretary of Commerce.. Assistant Secretary of War Da-risen,

who had been intited as a guest., and General Patrick were absent from the city. Brig. Gen.
William E. Gilhnore, new chief of the mat6riel division of the Army Air Corps, was present on
invitation as a representative of General Patrick.

. ..-

-
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4 REPORTNATIONAL ADVISORYCOMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS

The election of officers was the concluding feature of the annual meeting. The present
officers of the committee were elected for another year, as foIlows: Chairman, Dr. Charles D.
Walcott, secretary; Dr. David W. Taylor; chairman, executive committee, Dr. Joseph S. Ames.

THE EXE~UTIVE COMMITTEE

For carrying out the work of the Advisory Committee the regulations provide for the
election annually of an executive committee, to consist of seven members, and to–inc.~ude in
addition any member of the Advisory Committee not otherwise a member of the executive
committee but resident in or near Washington and giving his time wholly or chiefly to the
special work of the committee. The present organization of the executive committee is as
falows :

Jose~h S. Ames, Ph. D., chairman.
David W. Taylor, D. E&., seixetary.
George K. Burgess, Sc. D.
Maj. John l?. Curry, United States Army.
Capt. Emory S. Land, United States Navy.
Charles F. Marvin, S1. E.
Rear Admiral WiI1iam A. NIoff ett, United States Navy.
Maj. Gen. Nfason M. Patrick, United States Army.
S. W. Stratton, Sc. D.
Charles D. WaIcott, Sc. D.
Orville Wright, B. S.

The executive committee, in accordance with the general instructions of the Advisory
Committee, exercises the functions prescribed by law for the whole committee, administers the
affairs of the committee, and exercises general supervision over all its activities.

During the past year the executive committee, on invitation of General Patrick and Major
Curry, held one of its regular meetings at hfcCook Field, Dayton, Ohio, in connection with
which the members inspected the facilities and activities of the Engineering Division of the
Army Air Corps. At its last meeting the executive committee accepted an invitation from
Admiral Moffett for the members to visit the naval aircraft factory, at the Philadelphia Navy
Yard, and become directly acquainted with the work in progress there.

The executive committee has organized the necessary clerical and technical staffs for
handling the work of the committee proper. General “responsibility for the execution of the
research program in aeronautics approved by the executive committee is vested in the director
of aeronautical research, h~r. George W. Lewis. In the subdivision of general duties he has
immediate charge of the scientific and technical work of the committee, being directly respon-
sible to the chairman of the executive committee, Dr. Joseph S. Ames. The assistant secretary,
Mr. John F. Victory, has charge of administration and personnel matters, property, and dis-
bursements, under the direct control of the secretary of the committee, Dr. David TV. Taylor.

SUBCOMMITTEES

The executive committee has organized six standing subcommittees, divided into two
cIasses, ~dministrafiive and technical, as follows:

ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNICAL

Governmental relations. Aerodynamics.
Publications and inte~igence. Power plants for aircraft.
Personnel, buildings, and equipment. Materials for aircraft.

The organization and work of the technical subcommittees are covered in the reports of
those committees appearing in another part of this report. A statement of the organization md
functions of the administrative subco rnmittees follows:
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COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL REL.4TIONS

FUiSCTIOXS

1, Relations of the committee with executive departments and other branches of the
Government.

2. Governmental relations with civil agencies.

0RGAMZATIOB7

Dr. Charles D. ‘iValcott, chairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor.
John F. Victory, secretary.

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS AND INTELLIGENCE
FUNCTIONS

1. The collection, classification, and diffusion of technical knowledge on the subject of
aeronautics, including the results of research and experimental work done in dl parts oft he
world.

2. The encouragement of the study of the subject of aeronautics & institutions of learning.
3. Supervision of the Office of Aeronautical Intelligence.
4. Supervision of the committee’s foreign ofFice in Paris.
5. The collection and preparation for publication of the technicaI reports, technical notes,

technical memorandums, and aircraft circuIars of the committee.

ORGAhTZATIO?l

Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Prof. Charles F. Llarvin, vice chairman.
Nfiss hf. hf. LluIIer, secretary. .

COMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL, BUILDINGS, AN’DEQUIPMENT

FUNCTIONS

1. To handle all matters relating to personnei, including the employment, promotion,
discharge, md duties of all employees.

2. To consider questions referred to it and Lake recommendations regarding the initiation
of projects concerning the erection or alteration of laboratories and offices.

3. To meet from time to time on the call of the chairman, and report its actions and recoin-
mendations to the executive committee.

4. To supervise such construc~ion and equipment work as may be authorized by the
executive committee.

ORGAhUATION

Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman.
Dr. David W. Taylor, vice chairman.
Prof. Charles E’. &farvin.
John E’. Victory, secretary.

QUARTERS FOR COMMITTEE

The headquarters of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics are Iocated b
the Navy Building, Seventeenth and B Streets NW., Washington, D. C., in close proximity
to the Army and hravy services. The atistrative office is FJSOthe headquarters of the

-.

various subcommittees and of the Office of Aeronautical Intelligence.
.-

ITield stations of the committee are the Langley Lfemorial Aeronautical Laboratory, at
Langley Field, Hampton, Vs., and the office of the technicxl assistant in Europe, located in
Paris.

The scientific investigations authorized by the committee are not all conducted at the
Langley hlemorial Aeronautical Laboratory, but the facilities of other governmental labora-
tories and shops are utilized, as well as Lhe laboratories connected with institutions of learning
vihose cooperation in the scientific study of specific problems in aeronautics has been secured.
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THE LANGLEY NIERTORIALAERONAUTICAL LABORATORY

The greater part of the research work of the committee is conducted at the LangIey ;~iemorial
Aeronautical Laborata~y, which is located at Langley Field, Vat, on a, plot of ground set aside
by the }1’ar Department for the use of the committee when Langley Field was originally laid
out, Langley Field is one of the most important and best equipped stations of the Army Air
Corps, occupying about 1,650 acres and having hangar and shop facilities for the accommoda-
tion of four bombing squadrons, a service squadron, a school squadron, and an airship squadron.

The laboratory is organized with four subdivisions, as follows: Aerodynamics division,
power plants division, technical service division, and property and clericaI division, The
administration of the laboratory is under the immediate direction of an engineer in charge,
Mr. Henry J. E. Reid, subject to the generaI supervision of the officers of the committee.

‘- The laboratory consists of seven buildings: A research laboratory building, containing ,
the administrative offices, the headquarters of the aerodynamics and power plants divisions, ;
the. technical library, the photographic laboratory, and a lunch room; two aerodynamical
Laboratories, one containing a wind tunnel of the open type and the other a variable-density
wind tunnel, each unit being complete in itself; two engine dynamometer laboratories of a ‘
semipermanent type, both equipped to cariy on investigations in connection with power plants
for aircraft; an airplane hangar equipped with a repair shop, dopo room, and facilities for tdiing ~
care of 16 or 18 airplanes used in flight research; and a service buiIding, containing an im.tm- .

, ment laboratory, drafting room, machine and woodworking shops, and storeroom.
On June 25, 1925, the committee authorized the construction of propeI1er res~arch equip-

ment large enough to investigate full-sized propellers. It is expected that the propeller rezsearch
equipment will be completed and in operation before the end of this fiscal year. The test
chamber will be of sufficient size to accommodate the fuselage of an airplane, on which the
propeller will be mounted and operated by the airplane engine. The throat of the test chamber
will be 20 feet in diameter and the air speed will be approximately 100 miles an hour.

Recognition by the Government of the necessity of satisfying the increasing demand for
new and accurate linowledge on the fundamental problems of flight has made possible the
development of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory as an efficient research organi-
zation numbering 126 employees at the close bf the fiscal year 1926.

-.
THE OFFICE OF AERONAUTICAL INTELLIGENCE

The Office of Aeronautical Intelligence was established in the early part of 1918 as an integral
branch of the committee’s activities. Its functions are the collection, classification, and dif-
fusion of technical linowledge on the subj ect of aeronautics to the military and naval air organiza-
tions and civiI agencies interested, including especially the results of research and experimental
work conducted in all parts of the world, It is the officially designated Government depository
for scientific and technical reports and data on aeronautics.

Promptly upon receipt, all reports are malyzed and classified, and brought to the special
attention of the subcommittees having cognizance, and to–the attention of other interested
parties through the medium of public and confidential bulletins. Reports are duplicated where
practicable, and distributed upon request. Confidential buI1etins and reports are not. circulated
outside of Governmental channels.

To handle efficiently the work of securing and exchanging reports in foreign countries, the
committee maintains a technical assistant in Europe, with headquarters in Paris. Itis his duty
to visit personally the governmental and private laboratories, centers of aeronautical information,
and private individuals in England, France, Italy, Germanyf and other European countries,
and endeavor to secure for America not only printed matter which would in the ordinary course
of events become avaiIable in this country, but more especially to secure advance information
as to work in progress} and any technical data not prepared in printed form, and which would
otherwise not reach this country. h!lr. John Jay Ide, or hTe=wYork, is the present incumbent.
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‘I’he records of the office show that during the past year copies of technical reports and papers
were distributed as follows:

Committee and subcommittee members---------------------------------------- 1, 010
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory ____________________________________2, 074
Paris oficeof thecotitfee __________________________________________________3,581
.kmy Aik Corps--------------------------------------------- ________________ 2,9SS
Na\alairo rgatization,i ~cludingl larineC orps _________________________________ 3,015 ‘
lfantiacturers -------------------------------------------------------------- 4,637
Educational institutions ------------------------------------------------------ 5,259
Bureau of Standards --------------------------------------------------------- ~~~

X1iscellaneousrequwts _______________________________________________________16,199

Totaldktribution --------------------------------------------------------- 39,207

The above figures include thedis~ribution of 16,725 technical reports, 6,624 technical notes,
7,729 technical memorandums, and984 aircraft circulars of the ATational A.dvisory Committee
for.aeronautics. Five thousand sLx hundred and twenty-nine writt-en requests for reports m-ere
received during the yearin addition toinnume.rable telephonermd personal requests, smd 21,029
reports -were forwarded upon requesL

FIA’ANCIALREPORT

The appropriation for the NTationaI Advisory Co.mmittee forA.eronautics for the fiscal year
1926, as carried in the independent offices appropriation act approved April 22, 1926, was
$5~2,0cto, under ~fich ~he Cokttee reports expenditures and obligations during the year

amounting to $516,709.27, itemized as follows:

Salaries (including en@neeringstaE)-------------------------------------- $192,SS4.43
Wag= ---------------------------------------------------------------- 109,763.96
Supplies and materials__________________________________________________22,562.11
Communication sertice ------------------------------------------------- 1, 059.52
Tra\reI---------------------------------------------------------------- 12, S26.75
Transportationof things ------------------------------------------------ 4,962.26
FurnisMng of electricity------------------------------------------------- 10,96S.60
Rent ----------------------------------------------------------------- 634-7S
Repairs and alteration _________________________________________________ 3, 097.29
SpeciaI investigations___________________________________________________33,450.00
Equipment ------------------------------------------------------------ 8+507.07
Laboratory Builting ---------------------------------------------------- 39,992.50

Eqen&tww----_-__._____--_________-________-----_=----------- 516,709.27
Reserve, ’’One Per Cent Club''------------------------------------------ 5,245=00
Une~ended balance ---------------------------------------------------- 45.73

Total ------------------------ ----------------------------------- 5227000-00

\
i

-— ---

Inaddition tothe above, thecommittee had aseparate appropriation of f$12,000 forprinting
and binding, of which $ll,518.19 -ivas expended.

.Q~&~7—~



PART II

GENERAL ACTIVITIES

~ONSIDERATION OF AERONAUTIC INVENTIONS

The President’s Aircraft Board, known as the Morrow Board, in Section 111 (7) of its
report submitted to the President ~ovember 30, 1925, recommended that ‘(the functions of
the NTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics should be extended to cover the field of
advice to inventors regarding aeronautic inventions. ” The executive committee at its meet-
ing on February 5, 1926, went on record as being willing to assume definitely the duty of render-
ing such further assistance in this respect as the Congress may determine. This was followed
on February 17, 1926, by a Ietter from The Adjutant General of the Army stating that all
aeronautic inventions received by the War Department would be referred to the committee
with the understanding tkat ‘(these inventions wiII be investigated and such &ction will be
taken as appears advisable in each case. ” 13y a prior agreement with the Navy Department
dated April 12, 1921, the Navy had been referring to the committee “ alI inventions on aero-
nautics of a general character end not of a specific va~ue to the lJa~y nor in repIy to a request
for designs. ”

The committee had first begun the consideration of aeronautic inventions during the
war period at the request of War and Navy represen-tatives on the committee. After the
war the committee continued to receive inventions and to advise inventors and the military
services upon alI inventions submitted by individuals direct- or through other governmental
agencies. The difficulties with this method were:

1. That-there was no agency with power on the part of the Government to reimburse an
inventor for a va.IuabIe design.

2. The committee could only advise an inventor, and there was no governmental agency
authorized to render a final decision on the merits of an invention.

The Congress met this situation by the creation of a patents and design board composed
of Assistant Secretaries of War, hTavy, and of Commerce. This legislatiori was contained in
the Army Air Corps act (Public, No. 446, 69th Cong. ), section 10(r) of which reads as folIows:

.4 board to be known as the Patents and Design Board is hereby created, the three members of which shall
be an Assistant Secretary of War, an Assistant Secretary of the A’avy, and an Assistant Secretary of Com-
merce. To thk board any individual, firm, or corporation may submit a design for aircraft, aircraft parts, or
aeronautical accessories, and whether patented or unpa.tentabIez the said board upon the recommendation of
the IQational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics shall determine whether the use of such designs by the Gov-
ernment is desirable or necessary, and ewluate the designs so submitted and fix the worth to the United States
of said design, not to exceed $75,000. The said designer, individual, firm, or corporation, may then be offered
tbe sum fixed by the board for the ownership or a nonexclusive right of the United States to the use of the
design in aircraft, aircraft parts, or aeronautical accessories and upon the acceptance thereof shall execute com-
plete assignment or nonexclusive license to the Uuited States: Provided, That no sum in excess of $75,000shall
be paid for any one design.

The Patents and Jlesign Board held its fist meeting on October 12, 1926, and was com-
posed of the fo~owing:

Hon. F. Trubee Davison, Assistant Secretary of War for Aeronautics;
Eon. Edward P. Warner, Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Aeronautics;
Hon. William P. McCracken, jr,, Assistant Secretary of Clommerce for Aeronau~ics._ ___

Mr. Davison as representative of the ranking department pr&ided, and Mr. ViTarner acted
as recorder.

The Patents and Design Board dee.ided at the outset that it would be a board of record
and it was agreed in the interests of economy that the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics would maintain the records of the board separate and distinct from its own records.

8
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The board adopted an outline of procedure which provides among other things that all projects
must be submitted in full and in writing; that they would be referred in the tit instance to the
hTa.tional Advisor-y Cotittee for Aeronautics for consideration, preparation of an abstract,
and recommendation to the board; that tinal action on each project so considered would be
taken at meetings of the board to be held periodically; that personal interviews with inventors
would not be granted by the board except after full consideration of the in-rention, provided that
in cases offering prospect of favorabIe action, the inventor should be invited to appear before
the board for its further information.

In the meantime, the 17ationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics had appointed a
special subcommittee to determine its procedure in discharging the adclitiod duties devoIving
upon it under the act that created the Patents and Design Board. This subcommittee consisted
of Dr. D. W. Tfiylor, chairman, Rear Admiral William A. Moffett., United States hTavy, and
llaj. Gen. Lfason M. Patrick, United States Army.

On October 18, 1926, this subcommittee made a report recommending that the outline of
procedure adopted by the Patents and Design Board in so far as it relates to the procedure of
the committee, be approved as a govertig policy of the committee. The subcommittee’s
report cent ained the following further recommendations which -were made ‘Cin harmony with
the above procedure or with the known views of the members of the board”:

(1) That the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics consider and report to the board cm all aero-
nautical inventions received direct or referred to the committee by the board or by any other governmental
agency.

(2) That in the consideration of an invention the committee will conduct with the inventor such direct
:orraspondence as may be necessary to disclose cIearly his idea and will then submit to the Board on Patents
md Design the papers in the case together with tin abstract of the invention and the committee’s recom-
mendation.

(3) That a technical committee on aeronautical patents and design be not organized at this time but that
the Director of Aeronautical Research be authorized to act for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
in respect to tbe committee’s functions as outlined in one and t-wo above and in connection therewith to call.
upon any subcommittee or member thereof for advice or assistance provided that in his discretion important
or doubtful cases may be submitted to the executive committee for determination of the committee’s recom-
mendation to be submitted to the Board on Patents and Design.

(4) That in the interests of efficiency and economy the committee oiYer t~e use of its conference room for
meetings of the Board on Patents and Design and agree so long as may be deemed necessary to provide the neces-
sary personnel and fadities for the maintenance of the board’s records separate and distinct from the records
of the committee.

The report of the subcommittee was approved by the executi~e committee of the National
Advisory Committee for A..eronautics on October 21, and became a governing policy of the com-
mittee. A satisfactory beginning has been made by the Patents and Design Board and the
~ationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics acting in cooperation in the consideration of
aeronautic inventions in full compliance with the spirit of the new law referred to.

The year 1926 will be memorable in aeronautics as marking the year in which Congress
enacted the air commerce act. (Public-~o. 254—69th Cong.—S. 41.) This act provides the
legislative cornerstone for the development of commercial aviation in America. It establishes
certain fundamental principles to govern the relation of the Federal Government t.o the whole
problem of aiding the development of commercial aviation in America on a sound basis. The
act asserts the doctrine of Federal sovereignty in the air over the lands and waters of the”United
States to the exclusion of foreign nations. It asserts under the commerce clause of the Constitu-
tion the right of the Federal Government to regulate interstate air commerce. It authorizes
the designation of airways by the FederaI Government and compels adherence to a single seti
of Federal flying ruIes on the part of alI who use such airways, regardless of whether &hey are
engaged in interstate or intrastate air commerce or private flying. It authorizes Federal lighting
systems along airways and the Federal establishment and maintenance of emergency landing
fields. It authorizes the transfer of the postal airways, including emeregncy landing fields, to

—_
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the jurisdiction of the Department of Commerce and the transfer of the postal air ports or ter-
minal facilities to the jurisdiction of the municipalities concerned under arrangements subject
to approval by the President. It contemplates the establish~ent and maintenance of air ports
by the municipalities or by private industries. It proi~ides for the compulsory registration of
aircraft engaged in interstate commerce and for the optional registration of other aircraft.
it-provides for the periodic examination and rating of airmen serving in connection with regis-
tered amcraft= It provides for the emergency use of existing governmental facilities, extends
the application of existing laws to foreign air traffic, and, in short, imposes upon the adminis-
trative officer concerned—the Secretary of Commerce-the duty of fostering the development
of air commerce in the, United States.

Although there had been an almost universal desire among all aeronautical elements in
this country for Federal legislation to- reguIate and encourage commercial aviation, there were
conflicting schools of thought on the print.ipIes to be followed and the methods to be employed,
After the bill had passed both the Senate and House .of Representatives and while it was in
conference there were difl’erences as to fundamental print.iples which threatened for a time the
enactment of the legislation into law. In this situation Senator Bingham, of Connecticut, the
sponsor of the legislation in the Senate. and one of the Senate conferees, called upon the lNational
Advisory Comrn.ittee for Aeronautics on April 15, 1926, for ‘ta full report embodying such
constructive criticisms and recommendations as your committee may deem advisable and
necessary.” At the semiannual meeting of the entire committee, held at Langley Field, Vs.,

on April 22, a special subcommittee on the encouragement and regulation of aircraft in com-
merce was organized in response to Senator Bingham’s.letter, as follows:

WiI1iam F. D urand, chairman,
Joseph S. Ames, Johns Hopkins University,
George K. Burgess, Director Bureau of Standards,
Maj. John F. Curry, United States Army, Chief Engineering Division, McCook Field,
Capt. Emory S. Land, United States Navy, Bureau of Aeronautics.
Rear Admiral William A. Moffett., LTnited States Navy, Chief, Bureau of .Aeronautics,

~aTa

Maj, Gen. ifason M. Patrick, United States Army, Chief of Air Service, War
Department,

S. W. Stratton, president-Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
David VT. Taylor, secretary hTational Advisory Committ~e for Aeronautics.
Orville Wright.

This special subcommittee considered the air bill carefully and submitted a unanimous
report, which was approved by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and trans-
mitted to Senator Bingham on April 23. ~it=eport the subcommittee enumerated a number
of change: in important details deemed advisable, but focused its attention primarily on two
principles involved which it characterized as “fundamentally unsound and prejudicial alike
to the best interests of aviation and to the Government. ” These were the policies at- that time
contained in the bill providing for the Federal establishment and operation of airports and
for the extension of Federal control to include all air navigation.

FEDERALESTABLISHMENTANDOPER.4TIONOFAIRPORTS

After citing specific provisions of the biIl authorizing the Federal establishment and opera-
tion of-airports, the subcommittee in its report commented on this principle as follows:

The policy of the Federal Government regarding airports and the encouragement of air navigation should
be analogous to its policy regarding seaports a~d the encouragement of water navigation. In the latter field
the Government makes charts, establishes and maintains ligt.hhouses, dredges channels, fur~ishes weather
forecasts and storm warnings, and provides for inspection and licensing, but leaves to municipaI authorities
the control of port facilities, In aid of air navigation the Federal Government should chart airways, establish
markers, including Iights for nighL flying, establish and maintain emergency landing fields, furnish weather-
report service, and provide for inspection and licensing, but leave to municipal authorities the control of airports.
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AIthough it is. not clearly stated in any one pIace, the bilI does authorize the Secretary of Commerce to
purchase, establish, maintain, and operate airports. If this measure should become a Iaw in its present form,
the effect would be to destroy the initiative of municipalities in providing their own airports and to bring about
demands for large appropriations by Congress for the acquisition by the Secretary of Commerce of land in cities
and towns in all parts of the country, and the preparation of such land for use as airports. The financial burden
on the FederaI Treasury -would be so tremendous that it would take a great many years to carry the policy
into effect, if, indeed, the responsibilityy thus a.sumed would ever be discharged. Oue result would be certain:
.Airports would not be established as needed, and the primary object of the bill-the encouragement of commer-
cial aviation—would be defeated. On the other hand, if the municipalities desirhg airports are given to under-
stand that they must provide their own airports, the job can be accomplished simnItaneously and witbout
delay in alf such cities and towns, and the cost involved -would fafi where it properIy belongs.

Ae to the disposition of the postal airports, after the Post Office Department has placed the air transpor-
tation of the mails upon a contract basis and has gone out of the business of operating aircraft, it would be a
mistake to tramfer these airports to the Secretary of Commerce to be maintained and operated by the Federal
Government. This would invol~-e discriminateion between the cities that had postal airports and those that
had not. It would he the entering wedge for Federal operation of airports. It is considered of great impor-
tance as a matter of policy that the Secretary of Commerce should not at any time be engaged in the operation
of postal airports, for, if the precedent w-ere to be established, the bad effects might last a long time. The
postal airports should be transferred to the municipalities concerried, upon arrangements to be made by the
Post master General, subject to approval by the President, or if no satisfactory arrangements can be made
they shouId be closed and the properties disposed of as are any other public properties no longer needed by the
Federal Government.

The report then recommended specific changes in the bill to carry into effect the views
expressed.

FEDERALCOXT120LOFALLFLYIXG

Under the subject of Federal control of all flying, the subcommittee reported as foLlows:

The bilI as it passed the Senate provided for Federal controI of air navigation used in interstate or foreign
commerce. The bill as it passed the House extends Federal control to int~astate commerce and to private
flying, interstate and intrastate. This principle involves tw-o major comiderat ions-one of constitutionality,
the other of poIicy. Although it appears to your committee that private flying can not be construed to con-
stit ute ‘‘ commerce” in the legal sense and that its regulation by the Federal Government “can not therefore be
justified under the commerce cIause of the Constit ution, nevertheless your comrnitt ee does not feel competent-
to do more than sound a note of warning as to the doubtfd constitutionality of this feature of the bill, and will
tontine itself primarily to the matter of policy involved.

.Lsuming for the sake cf argument that the regulation of intrastate air commerce and of all private flying
is constitutional, is it advisable? The primary purpose of the whole biil isl or should be, to encourage com-
mercial aviation, and as an incident to that encouragement to provide reasonable and needful regulations.
The regulation of private flying is not necessary at this time to encourage the de~-elopment of commercial avia-
tion, nor is the re=wlation of intrastate air commerce necessary to the major purpose of the bill-encouragement-
of commercial aviation. In the judgment of your committee, the wisest policy to pursue at this time is to
provide a maximum of encouragement with a minimum of regulation.

Commercial aviation has not been abIe to e.ust in European countries without direct subsidies that amount
to from 50 to 95 per cent of the cost of the service rendered the pubIic. Commercial a~-iation, on a sound com-
mercial basis is nonexistent in Europe. Private flying, due largely to strict and unnecessary governmental
regulation, is at a very low ebb in European countries. Mthough authentic statktics are not available, it is the
judgment of your committee that there are in America ta-da~-more privately owned and operated aircraft than
in alI Europe, and that the reason for this condition is that private tlying in Europe has sufiered from Premat Ure
regulation as -welIas from overregulation, w-hereasprivate fl~-ingin America has had complete freedom of devel-
opment. We believe that the effect of the bill in its present form on private flying in .!merica will be to dri~”e
out of the air a major portion of the privateIy owned aircraft and private flyers,primarily-becauseof the nuisance
and inconvenience of unnecessary=regulation. It is therefore recommended that the regulatory provisions
of the bilI be limited to the regulation of aircraft engaged in interstate or foreign commerce.

The subcommittee then proposed changes in the text deemed necessary to accomplish its
recommendation in this respect, and in the conclusion of its report said:

We are strongly in favor of the enactment of legislation to encourage and regulate commercia[ aviation.
We believe that the objections presented to the principIe of Federal estabIishment of airports and to the principle
of Federal regulation of private tl~-ingat this time and in the manner proposed in this bill are fundamental, and
that it would be better that the bili shouId faiI of enaetment than that either of these principles should be
retained.

.-
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In transmitting to Senator 13ingham the report of the subcommittee, which was signed by
each of the 10 members, Doctor Walcott, chairman of the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, concurred and invited particular attention to the concluding recommendation as
above. The report of the subcommittee was presented to the conferees on the bill and the
changes in principles recommended by the committee were accepted, and along with some other
minor changes were incorporated into the conference report which was adopted soon after by the
Senate and House of Representatives and t!ne measure was approved by the President and
became a law on May 20, 1926.

The act created the position of an additional Assistant Secretary of Commerce specifically
to aid in the administration of the Federal air law and in the encouragement of commercial
aviation.

Although the air commerce act may not be without fault in some details, it is the opinion of
the committee that experience will show that it is sound in principle and that it-will prove to be
the legislative foundation for the air commerce of the future.

CONFERENCE WITH AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY

Up to the present time the greater part of the productive thought and energy of those
interested in the development of aviation has been devoted to the interests of military and naval
aviation. In this respect the problems of the manufacturers and of the Government were
largely merged and came under regular consideration by the committee through its subcom-
mittees. With the passage of the air commerce act of 1926, an impetus has been given to the
growth of commercial a~iation, and the committee is of the opinion that a new series of problems
peculiar to commercial aviation will confront manufacturers and operators of aircraft.

In accordance witl the policy announced in its last annual report, and in order to give the
representatives of the industry an opportunity to present some of the new problems arising out
of commercial aviation with a view to the incorporation of the same in the committee’s research
program, the committee held, on May 24, 1926, at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory, Langley Field, Vs., its fist joint-conference with representatives of aircraft manufacturers
and operators. At this conference the committee was represented by its subcommittee on
aerodynamics and members of the laboratory staff, Dr. Joseph S. Ames, chairman of the
executive committee and of the subcommittee on aerodynamics, acting as chairman,

At a preliminary meeting held in the morning the history, functions, and work of the
committee were briefly outlined, following which the representatives of the industry were
shown the facilities of the laboratory and the character of ~he problems under investigation.
In the afternoon the conference proper convened. After a brief statement by the chairman as
to the purpose of the meeting, there was generaI discussion of the problems of commercial
aviation, in which the representatives of the industry participated, Among the needs of
commercial aviation as pointed out were the development of a small, light airplane for indi-
vidual use, which would have the ability to take oft’ and land in a much smaller space and
which would be safer than present-type airplanes; further information as to the problem of
control at low speeds; and greater consideration in airplane design for the comfort-and con-
venience of passengers. One research problem proposed at the conference, the investigation
)f the h’f-6 and M-12 airfoik equipped with trailing edge flaps, was promptly incorporated in

the committee’s research program.
Following the conference an executive session of the committee on aerodynamics was

held, while the representatives of the industry were conducted on an inspection of the Army
facilities at Langley Field as the guests of the commanding officer and witnessed a special
aerial demonstration which had been arranged in their honor.

THE DANIEL GUGGENHEIM FUND FOR THE PROMOTION OF AERONAUTICS

On January 16, 1926, Nfr. Daniel Guggenheim announced the foundation of the Daniel
Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics and his intention to place at its disposal
the sum of $2,500,000. The fund is administered by a board of directors consisting of 15
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members representatives of the highest type of commercial and scientific activities, and the
whole fund, including principal and interest, is available for expenditure in the discretion of
the board.

According to the statement of the founder, the general purposes to -which the new fund
WU devote itself may be broadly defined as follows:

1. TO promote aeronautical education both in institutions of learning and among
the general pubIic.

1. TO assist in the extensio~ of fundamental aeronautical science.
3. To assist in the development of commercial aircraft and aircraffi equipment.
4. To further the application of aircraft in business, industry, and other economic

and social activities of the -Nation.
Two members of the National Advisory Committee for Aerommtics, Dr. W. F. Durand,

past chairman, and Mr. OrvilIe Wright, are members of the board of directors. From the
statement of the purposes of the fund and the obviously high character of the members of the
board of directors, it may be confidently expected that its activities wfll be carefully planned
to produce a maximum of immediately practicaI and substantial assistance to aviation in its
commercial, industrial, and scientific aspects, while at the same time avoiding duplicatiort with
existing agencies, governmental and private.

COOPERATION OF AR31Y AND NAVY

Through the personal contact of the heads of the Army aud Navy air organizations serving
on the main committee and the frequent personaI contact on the subcommittees of their chief
subordinates who have to do with technical matters in aeronautics, there has been accom-
plished in fact not ordy a coordination of aeronautical research, -which is the major function of
khe committee, but aIso a coordination of experimental engineering activities of the services
and an exchange of &s&hand information, comment, and suggestions that have had beneficial
effects in both services. The needs of each service in the field of &eronautical research are dis-
cussed and agreements invariably reached that promote the public interests. The cordial
relations that usually folIow from frequent personal cent act are supplemented by the technical
information service of the committee’s office of aeronautical int eLligence, which makes available
the latest scientific data and technical information secured from all parts of the world. Although
there is a heaIthy rivalry between the Army and Navy air organizations, there 1s at the same
time a spirit of cooperation and a mutual understanding of each obher’s problems that serve to
prevent unnecessary duplication in technical developments in aeronautics.

l’fuch of the fundamental research work of the committee has grown out of requests received
from the Army and Navy for the study by the committee of particular problems encountered in
the services, and in connection with this work the committee desires to give speeiaI recognition
to the splendid spiri~ of cooperation of the $WO services with the committee. Each service .
has placed at the disposal of the committee airpIanes and engines required for research purposes,
and has otherwise aided in every prackical -way in the conduct of scientific investigations by the
committee. Without ttis cooperation the committee couId not have prosecuted successfully
many of its investigations that. have made for progress in aircr’aft development. The committee
desires especially to acknowledge the many courtesies extended by the Army authorities at
Langley Field, where the committee’s Laboratories are located, and by the naval authorities at
the Hampton Roads naval air station.

INVESTIGATIONS UNDERTAKEN FOR THE AR31Y AND THE NAVY

As a rule research programs covering fundamental problems. demanding solution are
prepared by the technical subcommittees and recommended to the executive committee for
approvaI. These programs supply the problems for investigation by the Langley MemoriaI
Aeronautical Laboratory. W%en, however, the Army Air Corps or the naval Bureau of Aero-
nautics desires special investigations to be undertaken by the committee, such investigations,
upon approval by the executive committee, are added to the current research programs.

The investigations thus under conduct by the committee during the past year for the
Army and the Navy may be outlined as follows:

—
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FORTHE AIRCORPSOF THEARMY

Full-scale investigation of different wings o.n the Sperry messenger airplane.
Investigation of the behavior of an airplane in landing and in taking off,
Investigation of the fiat- spin of the Douglas O-2 airplane.
Comparative wind-tunnel tests of the M.-6, 14–12, and Clark Y airfoils.
Investigation of pressure distribution over the wing section of a JTE-7 airplane.
Investigation of pressure distribution and accelerations on a pursuit type airplane.
Investigation of performance @aracteristics of the aerornarine variable-thickness and

variable-camber wing.
Acceleration readings on the PW–9 airplane.

FORTHEBUREAUOFAERONAUTICSO-F-THE-NAVYDEPARTMENT

Investigation of the effect of fineness ratio on airship models.
Investigation and development of a solid-injection type of aeronautical engine.
Development of supercharger for aircraft engines.
Distribution of loading between wings of biplanes and triplanes.
Flight tests of superchargers.
Effect of varying the aspect ratio and area of wings on the performance of a fighter

airplane with a supercharged air-cooled engine.
Investigation of aerodynamic loads on the U. S. S. Los .4ng&s.
In\-estimation of spoiler aileron control for TS airplane.
Investigation of performance characteristics of DT and CS seaplanes.
Investigation in the variable-density wind tunnel of standard propeller sections with

various camber ratios.
In-restigation of performance of five propellers in flight.
Investigation of water-pressure distribution on seaplane hulls.
In~estigation of the forces on seaplane floats under landing conditions.
In~-estimation of autorotation on the NB-1 afiplane.
Investigation of performance of model air propellers in a free air stream and in front,

of a VE-7 model.
Propeller tests on an SC-1 airplane.
Determination of the- effectiof polish on the surface of airfoil models.
Determination of stresses in aircraft in flight.
Effect of various forms of cowling on performance and engine operation of fighter

airplane with supercharged air-cooled engine,

USE OF NONGOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES

The various problems on the committee’s approved research programs areas a ruIe assigned
to governmental agencies for study and investigation. In cases where the proper study of a
problem requires the use of facilities not available i~. any governmental establishment, or
requires the talents of men outside. the Government, service, the committee coutracts dircc t]y
with the institution or individua~ best equipped for the study of each such problem to preparo
a special report on the subject. Such special reports are published the same as other technical
reports of the committee. In this way the committee makes effective use of the facilities of
educational institutions and the services of specialists in the scientific study of the problems
of flight.

COOPERATION WITH BRITISH .4ERONAUTICAL RESEARCH COMMITTEE

Cordial relations have existed for the past several years between this committee and the
British Aeronautical Research ComInit,tee, These ha~e been greatly strengthened by the
delivery on four different occasions of the annual Wilbur Wright memorial lecture before the
Royal Aeronautical Society of Great Britain, by Americans closely affiliated with the work
of this committee. Three members of the A’ational Adyisory Committee for Aeronautics—
Dr. ’77. F. Durand, Dr. Joseph S. Ames, and Dr. David II*. T~ylor—and a member of our
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subcommittees on aerodynamics and materials for aircraft who later became a member of the
ad-risory committee-Commander J. C. Hunsaker, United States hTa~y—have had “the honor
of delivering his lecture. This led to a closer interchange of thought between those interested
in aeronautical research in the two countries.

These cordial relations were further strengthened by the visit, in 1925, of the chairman of
the British Aeronautical Research Committee to the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Labora-
tory and to other research laboratories in this country at which the work is coordinated by the
A’ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. This visit led directly to the request on the
part of the British committee for the loan of certain instruments specially designed by this
committee for aeronautical research work, which was granted. After completion of their tests

of the instruments, the British authorities furnished this committee the information they had
obtained, which proved to be ~-ery usefuL

The research committees of the two countries have cooperated for several years. in an
attempt to bring about a standardization of wind tunnels so that the results of tests in -rarious
tunnels -ivilI be strictly comparable. .For this purpose models of airships, airplanes, and wing
sections first tested by the British committee ~ere sent to this country and tested by this com-
mittee. The tests in the variable-density wind tu~eI at Langley Fi~d ~~-ereespecially valu-
able in gitig results at values of Re-ynolds 3Tumber comparable with results obtained in full-
scale flight tests.

STANDARDIZATION OF lYIND-TUNNEL RESULTS

For the. past se-reral years a program of tests has been under -way in various wind tunnels
in this country and abroad on several series of standard models with a view to bringing about,
a standardization of wind-tunnel resuIts by a comparison of the results of these tests.

As part of this program, tests have been under ray in various mind tunnels on three-cylin-
der models having a length ratio of 5:1 and four models of the U. S. A. 16 airfoil section ha-ring
an aspect ratio of 6:1 and Iengths varying from 18 to 36 inches. The tests on these models
have not yet been completed.

During the past year the program of standardization tests for the wind tunnels of this
country has been extended to include tests of three geometrically similar disks 4, 8, and 12
inches in diameter, respectively. These disks ha~e been constructed and have been tested at
the LangIey Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, and will later be tested in the wind tunnels
at the Washington NTavy l“ard, the Bureau of Standards, the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology, and McCook Field.

On request of the Aeronautical Research Committee of Great Britain, the committee is
now testing in its variable-density wind tunnel at Langley Field a model of the R. A- F. 15
wing section on a Bristol fighter airplane, a modeI of the R. A. F. 19 wing section on a BE–2E
airplane, and a model of the R. A. F. 30 section on a Bristol fighter airplane, for comparison
with the results of wind-tunneI and full-scale tests conducted on these sections in England.

In response to suggestion of the Aeronautical Research Committee that valuable informa-
tion might be obtained if a metal propeller model which had been tested in this country in an
open-type wind tunnel could be sent to England and tested in one of the cIosed-type tunnels
of the Xational Physical Laboratory, the committee forwarded to England for this purpose R
metal propeller model which had previotdy been tested in the open-type wind tunnel tit
Stanford University.

STANDARDIZATION OF .4ERONAUTTCALSYMBOLS AND ABBREKL4TIOXS

During the past year the American Engineering Standards Committee has had under way
a program for the simpMcation and standardization of s~ymbols and abbreviations used in
technical and scientific fields. This program is being carried out, by a sectional committee on
scientific and engineering symbols and abbreviations of the standards committee, the sponsors
for -which are the American Association for the .4d-rancement of Science, the American Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers, the American Society of Civil Engineers, the American Society
of Mechanical Enbtieers, and the Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education.

.—
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The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has cooperated in this project in the
preparation of the proposed standard symbols for aeronautics. Dr. Joseph S. .4mes, chairman
of the executive committee and of the subcommittee on aerodynamics of the National Advisory
Committee, acted as chairman of the subcommittee on aeronautics of the sectional committee
on scientific and engineering symbols and abbreviations. The following organizations were
represented on this subcommittee in addition to the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics: The Army Air Corps, the Naval Bureau of Aeronautics, the Bureau of Standards,
the United States llreather Bureau, the Air Mail Service of the Post Office Department, the
.4merican Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Society of Automotive Engineers, and the
Society for the Promotion of Engineering Education. A meeting of the subcommittee was
held on April 23, 1926, and a list of aeronautical symbok was recommended for approval as
American stand~rd. This list is now being considered by the sectional committee.

EXHIBIT AT NATIONAL SESQUICENTENNIAL EXPOSITION

On invitation of the United States commissioner for the h’ational Sesquicentennial Expo-
sition in Philadelphia the committee installed an exhibit in the Transportation BuiIdingj where
other Clovernment exhibits were installed. The direct expenses involved were defrayed from
allotments made by the United States commissioner. The committee’s exhibit occupied a
prominent position just inside the main entrance of the Transportation Building. It covered
an area of approximately 450 square feet. The e~bit was composed mostly of working
models illustrating facilities and methods employed in the conduct of aeronautical research in
the committee’s laboratories at Langley Field, J7a. There was a scale model of the variable
density wind t&nel; a model showing the working of the control system of an airplane; a mode~
showing why an airplane flies, which illustrated graphically the dynamic reaction of the air
upon the wings of an airplane in flight; a model showing the effect of a rotating cylinder in an
air stream and ilhstrating the principle involved in ihe F1ettner rotor ship; an airplane fuse-
lage section showing special research instruments installed to record various flying character-
istics of an airplane, and various models showing the distribution of pressure over the surfaces
of airplane wings and airship envelopes and controls. There was also a comprehensive photo-
graphic display showing the work in progress and the methods and facilities used by the
committee at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory. Over the exhibit was an inflated
spherical balloon 12 feet in diameter.

The exhibit was one of the first Government exhibits installed and opened for inspection,
and because of the public interest in aeronautics and the fact that many of the models could
be operated by the visitor himself by pressing buttons, the exhibit proved to be popular to such
an extent that visitors kept the working models in nearly continuous operation.

The general message conveyed to the public by the committee’s exhibit was that there
is an agency in the Government devoted to the study of the fundamental problems of flight
and that the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics supervises and conducts scientific
research in aeronautics.



PART III

REPORTS OF TECHNICAL COMMITTEES

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON AERODYNAMICS .

ORGAPilZATIOX

The commit tee on aerodynamics is at present composed of the following members:
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Johns Hopkins University, chairman.
Capt. Il. C. Richardson, United States Navy, vice chairman.
Dr. L. J. Briggs, Bureau of Standards.
Lieut. Ernest TV. Dichman, United States Army, ma.ti%iel division, Air Corps, McCook

Field.
Lieut. W. S. Diehl, United States Navy.
Prof. Alexander IKIemin, Department of Commerce.
George W. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Maj. LesIie LfacDill, United States Army, mat6riel division, Air Corps, kfcCook Field.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin, Weather Bureau.
Dr. Max LI. Munlc, A’ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Hon. Edward P. Warner, Assistant Secretary of the ATavy for Aeronautics.
Dr. A. F. Zahm, construction department, Washington Navy Yard.

FUNCTIONS

The functions of the committee on aerodynamics are as follows:
1. To determine what problems in theoretical and experimental aerodynamics are the

most important for investigation by governmental and private agencies.
2. To coordinate by counseI and suggestion the research -work invoIved in the inves-

tigation of such problems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange “of information regarding aerodynamic

investigations and developments, in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct research in experimental aerodynamics in such laboratory

or laboratories as ma-y be placed either in whole or in part under its direction.
5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and

recommendations to the executive committee.
The committee on aerod~amics, by reason of the representation of the various organiza-

tions interested in aeronautics, is in close contact with all aerodynamical work being carried
out in the United States. In this way the current work of each organization is made known to
all, thus preventing duplication of effort. &o all research -work is stimulated by the prompt
distribution of new ideas and new results, which add greatly to the efficient conduction of
aerodynamic research. The committee lceeps the research workers in this country supplied
with information on all European progress in aerodynamics by means of a foreign representa-
tive who is in close touch with alI aeronautical activities in Europe. This direct information
is supplemented by the tr~slation and circulation of copies of the more important fordign
reports and articles.

The committee on aerodynamics has direct controI of the aerodynamical research con-
ducted at Langley Field, certain propelIer research conducted at Stanford University under
the supervision of Dr. W. F. Durand, and a number of special investigations conducted at
the Bureau of Standards. The aerodynamical in-restigations undertaken at the Wasbingtori
Navy l“ard, the mat&iel division of the Army Air Corps at McCook Field, the Btieau of
Standards, and the Massachusetts Institute of Te&noIogy are reported to the committee on
aerodynamics.
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LAKGLEYkfEMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY

ATMOSPHERICWIND TuN~EL.—Ai~od&.-Durintf efe past year models of the N. A. C. A. 81,
N. A. C. A. 8l–J, Clark 17, M-6, and M–12 airfoils were tested for lifb, drag, and pitching
moments. In addition, two wing rnodek of particular interest were tested. The first, had a
section developed by Professor Witoszynski to give a high lift, The second modeI had ihe
U.S. .4.27 section with protuberances added to the upper surface. The purpose of the protubera-
nces was to lower the induced drag by reducing the lateral flow of air, but the tests showed
only a uniform increase in profile drag and no reduction of induced drag.

The results of the biplane-triplane tests made last year were reported for publicat.ion.
The magnitude and distribution of aerodynamic pressures was determined on a model of

the upper wing of the Fokker D–VII airplane. This model was equipped with an aileron of
the overhanging balanced type and unusually large pressures were observed on this overhanging
portioh, indicating t~at specifications for the sand loading of this type of aileron should be
changed. The effect of a “spoiler” on the pressures over the wing was also investigated with
this modeI. The. results showed the spoiler flaps to be a ~-ery effective-means of producing
large rolling moments through the “ spoiIing” of the lift.

A model of a tapered and twisted thick wing (N. A. C. A. 81–J) was tested to determine
the effect of twist on the distr~bution of lift along the span, This research is stilI in progress.

.4 model of the PW-9 wing cellLde was designed and constructed for pressure distribution
tests. These tests wiI1 be made in cooperation with the flight research section to compare
with similar pressure-distribution tests on the full-scale airpltine.

lnzwtigation oj spins.—A number of tests have been made during the past year on a model
of the Boeing NB-1 airplane in an investigation of its spinning characteristics. These tests
which were made at the request of the Bureau of .4eronautics, consisted chiefly of autorotation
tcsts. In order to simuIate-as closely as practicable a true spin, it was necessary to construct
a specifilly designed holder which allowed the model to rotate freely with R limited degree of
freedom in pitch and yew. Observations were made on the autorotation rates and angles for
various model conditions, wind speeds, nngles, etc. In particular, studies were made of the.
effects of changing the c. g. location, the gap, the size of the vertical tail surfaces, and the
location of the ver~ical tail surfaces.

The tests on the NTB–l were foliowed by somewhat similar series of tests on a model of the
Douglas O–2 airplane for the Army Air Corps. In the 0-2 tests the investigation was extended
to the eflects of aileron settings, ffap settings, and stagger on the nutorotation rates and angles.
It was found that a definite reduction in autorotation range and rate follows the use of differ-
ential ai~erons, upturned flaps; or stagger in the form of sweepback of the lower ~ving.

It became increasingly evident during the NTB–l and 0–2 tests that the restrictions neces-
sarily imposed in this type of test arc sufficient to prerent a duplication of the full-scaIe spin.
Analyses of the wind-tunnel and the free-flight test data showed that precessional moments
plfiy a \-cry important part. It v-as therefore concluded that the wind tunne~ could best. be used
for quantitative determinations of the effects of given modifications on the autorotation rates
and angIes, while the spin itself could ‘oe.st be studied in a ‘(dropping ~’ test. For the dropping
test a scale model is constructed of balsa wood in such a manner that its loading find mass
distribution can be adjusted to correspond to any desired condition within reasonable-limits.
Such a model, when dropped in still air from a considerable altitude-in the present case from
the top of an airship shed—very closely duplicates the motion of the full-scale airplane. The
dropping tests which have been made to date have given very satisfactory results and appear
to be a.n excellent method of extending the wind-tunnej investigations.

Jfkcelhzneous.-The resistances of three geometrically similar disks were measured for
the purpose of standardization of wind tunnels. The same disks are to be tested in other
tunnels with a view to their standardization.

The investigation of the forces on rotating cylinders at Iarge ratios of peripheral speed to
air speed was concluded. ~

The results of the tests on flapping fabric have been completely analyzed.
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As in the past, instruments for tunnel and flight research ha~e been caIibrat.ed and checked
in the wind tunnel.

JTARIABLE-DEYSITYWIXD Tcnwm.-with the exception of one or two short periods of
minor repair, this tunnel has been in operation through the entire year. Seventy tests, corn-
prising 220 runs, were completed--43 tests on airfoils, 11 on airplane modeIs, 4 on airship
models, and 22 ort air flow, calibration, and work of a similar nature.

Tunnel wall-interference tests.—Tests were made in the tunnel OR five airfoils of the
N. A C. A. 11–6 section having &flieren& aspect ratios to determine the effect of the tunnel
~alk on the airfofi characteristics. Further tests using the R. A. F. 19 airfoil section are being
made to check the results of the abo~e tests. A report co-rering the entirere search wilI be
pubIished.

A transverse cross-sectional surrey of the air flow at SLYpressues was made along three
diameters at the test section. Particular attention was given to the dynamic pressures close
to the walI. The results of this survey were then utilized in determining the theoretical effect
of the flow structure. Further work on the theoretical effect is being done.

lS@ernJmessenger airplane model.—Tests were completed on this model fully rigged, using
six sets of wings of different section (U. S. A. 5, U. S. A 27, U. S. A 35B, R. A. F’. 15, Clark Y,
and Gottingen 387); the model was aIso tested with and without a propeller (to scale) at five
different pressures ranging from 1 to 20 atmospheres. A report of this work is in preparation.

A. D. C. ( Ppson) airship model.-A series of tests -ivas completed on this model through
a complete pressure range (1 to 20 atmospheres) under the following conditions: Bare hull,
hull with car and fins, and hull completely rigged as the >IC-Z, al at zero angle of pitch; and
hull completely rigged at 10 degrees angle of pitch. The resistance of the bare hti was found
to be only 40. per cent that of the fully rigged airship. At the maximum pressure the ReynoIds
h~umber was equivalent to that of the airship flying at one-quarter cruising speed.

P. S’. A’. propeller sections.--sk airfoik generated from sections of the United States
h~avy standard propeller form were tested at 1 and 20 atmospheres density. These sections
occur at various radii of a propeller blade. The results obtained are of special interest because
of the opportunity for the study of scale effect on a family of airfoil sections having d.it?terent
thickness ratios. A report on these tests has been completed.

h’. A. C. A. X+ and X–I.Z airfoils with $aps.—~ series of tests is now under way to
determine the Iift, drag, and pitching moment of the N. A. e. A. M-6 and M-12 airfoils with
flaps of various sizes and at various flap angIes. On these tests the ang!e-of-attaGk range
is being extended to +-48° to determine the aerodynamic characteristics past the burble point.
The tests on a 6 by 36 inch M-o airfoil have been completed. The model was equipped with
zo per cmt flaps and ailerons. These were set at seyen angles and airfoil characteristics
determined. The center of pressure travel was computed for the entire wing under these
various conditions.

lf&cellaneous.-1mprovements in tid-tunnel technique are being continually made.
Experiments in the use of plaster-of-Paris a.irfoiIs have been conducted. The effects of surface
texture and of irregdarities in models are being studied.

Several miscellaneous airfoil models have been tested and reported upon, as fo~ows:
Clark Y, Witoszynski B-47, N. A. C!. A. }1-12, N. A. C. A. CyH, R. A, F. 15, N. A. C. A. S1
N. A C!- A. 81–J, R. A F. 19, and Gottingen 398.

PROPELLERRESELRCE E~uwmzxT.-The committee has under construction at the Langley
k~emorial Aeronautical L&bora.tory a new piece of equipment. kUO~ as the propeller research
equipment. Its purpose is to make tests on full-sized airpIane propellers under flying con-
ditions. It consists of a wind tunnel of the open-ttioat type Iarge enough to permit the mount-
ing of a fuII-sized airplane fuselage with its e@.ne and propeller.

The throat diameter of this tunnel is 2(I feefi, and an ah ~eloeity of 100 miles per hour at
the throat is expected. The experimental chamber is 50 feet by 60 feet in plan and 50 feet
high. The dritig propeller is to be 28 feet ~ diameter and to have eight cast-aluminum
blades. It is to be driven by two Diesel engines of 1,()()() rated horsepower each. The ah’-
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pIane to be tested will be mounted on a balance by which the torque and thrust may be meas-
ured. Lift, drag, and pitching moments may be measured also if desired. There is also to be
a special test fuselage provided with a dynamometer for measuring engine torque. This is for
checking resuIts obtained on the regdar b a.Iance,

It will be possible with this equipment to make tests which could not-heretofore be made
on engines, engine cowlings, and other full-sized airplane parts, as well as tests of propellers
under actual flying conditions.

The main structure of this equipment has been completed. The power plant is now under
construction. It is expected that the tunnel will be put in operationin a few months.

FLIIS~~ REsEAEcH.—Airsh$ps.—The most extens~ve research conducted at the Langley
M.emoriaI Aeronautical Laboratory during the last year, and probably the most complete of
its kind, was the series of tests conducted on the U, S. S. Lots Angeles to find the stresses and
loads experienced by a rigid-type airship in maneuvering flight and in flight in gusty air. The
Ioads were determined from pressure measurements made simultaneously at approximately
300 points OHthe tail surfaces, hull, and car, together with acceleration tests and turning trials.
.kt the same time stress measurements were made by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the stresses
in a number of the main structural members of the airship, By means of instruments record-
ing other measurements, such as air speed, angle of yaw, angular velocity, and control position,
the motion of the airship was determined. Since all the measurements were simultaneous and
continuous for a period of time, the result is a history of the motion of the airship through the
air, the pressures arid loads experienced during this motion, and the stresses imposed in the .
structure by the loads experienced, The large amount of data obtained hag not as yet been
arranged in the form of & report, but such resuIts as have been worked up show definitely that
the Ioadings and stresses experienced in gusts greatly exceed those in maneuvers.

Airpkznes.—Within the year a research has been compIeted in which a study was made of
the effect of the proximity of the ground upon the aerodynamic characteristics of a full-scale
airpkme. The tests conducted consisted irt the determination of the lift and drag character-
istics of an airplane C1OSCto the ground and at-an altitude sufficient to avoid any possibility of
“ground effect.” It was found that the drag of the airpiane was materially reduced upon
approaching the ground find that the reduction might be satisfactorily calculated according to
theoretical formuke. In continuation of this work, smoke-flow photographs and pressure-
distribution measurements were made to study the type of air flow over the wings when the drag
was reduced, but because of excessive experimental difEculties the work was discontinued for
the time being.

The information obtained lnst year on the landing and take-off characteristic.s of nine of the
service type airplanes in use by the Army Air Corps has been studied and analyzed, and formuke
derived for determining the distance required for the ground run of an airplane in wind of any
velocity. By use of the formuke the ground run of any airplane of normal design can be cal-
culated to a reasonably close approximation, thus enabling the estimating of this characteristic
in a proposed design, and also providing data for estimation of the requisite size of proposed
Ianding fields.

The aerodynamic characteristics of an airp~ane equipped with several different sets of
wings has been determined. The tests were conducted on a Sperry messenger airplane equipped
successively with R. A. F. 15, U. S, A. 5, U. S. A, 27, and Gottingen–387 wings, and the lift and
drag characteristics of the airplane with each set of wings determined throughout the flight
range of angle of attack. The results establish the comparative characteristics of these airfoik
free from sca~e effect, and furthernlore provide a standard for comparison with wind-tunnel
tests.

A complete investigation is in progress of the air-pressure distribution over the wings and
tail surfaces of a high-speed pursuit airplane. Together with the pressure measurements,
accelerometer readings are made of the accelerations of the wing tips, tail surfaces, and center
of gravity of the airplane, in order to determine the occurrence of the inertia loads at these
places with respect to air loads and also the correlation of the inertia loads at the.wing tips and
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tail surfaces wit.ht.hose at the center of gravity. Since the investigation is being conducted to
provide the data necessary for a revision of the methods of load computations and loading
specifications, the investigation includes violent maneuvers to make certain the obtaining of the
most criticaI Ioadings.

The work on seaplanes during the year has been on the probIem of measuring the pressures
and forces experienced by a seaplane hfl or pontoon at Ianding or while taxiing. For this type
of research an apparatus has been developed and constructed with which it is possibIe to measure
the water pressures over the bottom of a pontoon. The apparatus is of the recording type
and is capable of recording continuously over a period of time the pressures that occur as a resu~t
of the impact at Ianding and the impact of waves striking the hull. Since these pressures
e..ist for onIy a very short time it has been necessary to construct the apparatus to record
pressures one one-hundredth of a second in duration.

In addition to the water-pressure distribution tests the investigation includes the determi-
nation of the magnitude and direction of the resultant force on the seaplane. This is accom-
plished by means of three 3-component accelerometers mounted; respectively, in the pontoon’
nose, pontoon tail, and fuselage of the seaplane which measure the magnitude and direction of
the forces experienced at each pIace. A knowledge of this resultant force is required for use
ia the design of the pontoon bracing. Both researches are in progress at present.

A study of the possible increase in IateraI control by the use of spoiIer flaps acting in con-
junction with ailerons has been completed. The anguIar velocities and accelerations in roll
and in yaw of a TS airplane fitted with spoiler gear were measured and the change of altitude
was determined when the spoiler gear was empIoyed and when the ailerons alone were used.
The resuIts showed that this particular type of gear offered little if any improvement over the
usual aileron control.

A knowledge of the character of gusts and the velocity of the air in them is of importance
in studying the behavior of airplanes in Ianding, but is of even greater importance in the study
of the forces on airships encountering gusts. AS a prelimhary step in the study of gusts an
apparatus has been installed at the laboratory to measure the velocity of air in gusty and
stormy weather. With the apparatus a series of measurements are taken over a period of time
when the weather is stormy or the air particularity bumby and the resulting information studied
to determine the possibility of forecasting the nature of gusts to be expected in different con-
ditions of weather.

For the better study of the maneuverability of airpIanes, particularly in spins, experiments
were conducted with a specially constructed camera obscura wihh which the maneuvers were
photographed from the ground. As yet the development is in a preliminary stage, but the
results obtained indicate the practicability of this method of studying maneuvers.

Propelkrs.—The flight tests of four experimental propellers on the VI1--7 airplane, men-
tioned in last year’s report, are practicably completed. Wind-tunnel tests of similar model
propellers are being conducted and the results will be compared with flight results to establish
the applicability of the former to full-scale use and if possible determine the correction
necessary.

Several propellers are being calibrated to be used in determining the torque characteristics
of supercharged engines in flight.

Performance.—The performance tests mentioned in last year’s report are st~ in progress
on the DT and CS airplanes to determine the possible improvement in the performance of
these airplanes equipped with Wright T–2 and T–3 engines when the use of (a) overcompression,
(b) superchargers, (c) gears, or (d) combination of gears with overcompression or supercharg-
ing, is resorted to. A series of performance tests of a DH–9 airplane equipped with a hub-
type engine dynamometer has been compIeted. These tests were conducted for the duaI
purpose of testing the practicability of the dynamometer and of obtaining data on the ~ariatio~
of engine power with altitude.

.-—
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ANALYTICALSEcmoiv.—During the past year the f.o]]owing investigations were undertaken.
Pressure loss in tubes.—This research, which had been begun during the previous year,

was concluded. Experiments in the laboratory and tests on an airplane in flight showed ~hat
the pressure loss is negligible in apparatus as now installed for pressure-distribution tests.

Simple formula for determining the error caused by mass forces in connecting tubes as
used in tests on large aircraft such as airships were worked out and the limits wherein friction
and elasticity cause no appreciable error of the pressure reading were laid down from experi-
mental curves, However, considerable rnathematicaI analysis failed to reveal any formuke
for computing the pressure errors, if any exist.

lnfi’uence of the win&t~nnel flow structure on the wing air forces.-This investigation deals
with the modification of the air forces on an airfoil in a wind tunnel caused by an uneven dis-
tribution of the flow velocity over the throat cross section.

An analytical method suitable for the investigation.of this and other problems was deveIoped
and was applied to- the study of flow structure in the variable-density wind tunnel. The
research will be completed by combining the analytical and experimental results.

Study of ori$ces.—A study has been begun of khe relation be~ween the–size of the orifice
used in pressure-distribution measurements and the size and form of the surface over which the
pressure is being measured. A wind tunnel with a 6-inch throat diameter was built and put in
operation to supplement the analytical work by researches of a physical character. Although
it has been in operation only a part of the year, there has been completed an investigation of
one phase of the more general problem of the measurement-of air pressures. This consisted
in the determination of the effect of orifice size on the pressure distribution around a circuIar
cyIinder. The results show that orifices now being used on aircraft and models in making
pressure-distribution measurements do not introduce appreciable errors in the pressure readings.

INSTRUMENTRESEARCH AND DEVELOPLIENT,—A considerable amount of work has been
done during the year in adapting instruments previously constructed to meet the more exacting
requkeInents of the tests recently undertaken by this laboratory, The changes made k the
design and operation of the instruments hare made the procurement of ~aluable test data,
possible.

An example of work of this nature is the instruments which were prepared for a series of
flight tests with the U. S. S. Los Angeles. Here the physical measurements taken were extremely
small and changed in vaIue slowly, the pressures being of the order of 1 inch of water. The
pressure-recording instruments used on this test ticluded three muItiple recording manometers.
Each manometer contained 6(I complete differential pressure gauges, which simultaneously
recorded upon a sensitized film pressures at various points on the airship, The pressure records
were synchronized with other records by electrically operated chronometers, The same record-
ing instruments have been modified for a somewhat similar test on the Boeing PlJ7–9 airplane,
in which the pressures measured will probabIy be one hundred times greater than on the lighter-
than-air craft and will change very rapidIy in vaIue. Such wide changes of characteristics
illustrate the adaptability of these special research instruments.

The adaptation of two 30-capsule type recording manometers to record impact-pressures
on seaplane pontoons in landing was carried out successfully by converting the pressure capsules
to–electric recording instruments. There are 15 complete electrical units on each recorder,
each unit consisting of a solenoid-operated optical sysfem, connected electrically to a pressure-
operated step-by-step rheostat secured to the pontoon being tested, Impact pr&sures of
one one-hundred-and-fiftieth second duration can be recorded.,

During the past year a number of the standard recording instruments were duplicated,
such as recording altimeters, automatic observers, flight path recorders, and recording acceler-
ometers. The optical and damping systems of the three-component type recording acceler-
ometer were redesigned to permit of easier adjustment. The opportunity was taken on each
instrument duplicated to incorporate improvements that– would increase its reliability and
usefulness.
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~ fixture for calibrating accelerometers md turn recorders was constructed
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and placed
in service. Through its use the time required to make routine calibrations of these instruments
is materially reduced and at the same time accurate calibrations may be made throughout
the entire range of accelerations and anguIar ~elociiies encountered by aircraft in free flight.
In addition, the apparatus has been used to investigate the time lag and damping of acceler-
ometers and it is intended to extend this investigation to turn recorders.

A large liquid manometer having 30 glass tubes was constructed for use in connection
with wind-tunnel work. With this instrument permanent records of pressures are obtained on
photostat paper. A second manometer of this type having 116 glass tubes is now under con-
struction. An automatic yaw observer, a new continuous recording fiIm drum, and special
control reduction apparatus for use in recording position of aim%ip controls were deveIoped
for use on the test of the U. S. S. LOS Angeles.

kluch valuabIe -work was done on the elimination of temperature effect on recording ih-
st.ruments by the use of the altitude chamber which was constructed lasfi year. ln-vestiga-
tions of temperature and pressure effects have been made on practica~y all of the recording
research instruments no-w in use at this laboratory. Changes have been made, vi-here possible,
in instrument construction to minimize this effect. However, in nearly all tests the temperature
correction is determined before the instrument is insta~ed, and a check is made after the test.
In connection with this work a study of the change in viscosity with temperature of a number
of oils suitable for instrument damping is under way. It is expected that an oiI or a combination
of oils will be found that will be satisfactory at the 1O-Wtemperatures encountered in some of
the flight tests. Nlore work remains to be done on this investigation before any definite con-
clusions can be drawn. The altitude chamber has been valuable in the investigation, at re-
duced pressure and temperature, of the performance of magnetos and spark plugs before their
insta~ation in airplanes for high-altitude tests.

.&n investigation is no-iv in progress to determine the practicability of the use of carbon
disks in conjunction with a cathode-ray oscillograph as an engine indicator for high-speed air-
craft engines. Such an indicator would eliminate the inertia errors now present in the major-
ity of such indicators and would be a means of obtainbg the much-needed information as to
the true pressures encountered in high-speed internal-combustion engines.

Considerable skudy has been given to the design and construction of a fuel-flow recorder
for power-plant use. The worlc was undertaken for the purpose of making an instrument that
would record the rate of fuel consumption of an aircraft engine during flight, thereby giving
information needed in the investigation of engine characteristics. A Venturi type, a vane
type: and a diaphragm type meter have so far been investigated. The latter type has proved
the most satisfactory. It consists of a metal case which is divided into two compartments of
different volume by a metal diaphragm. The fuel is directed through both compartments in
lts flow, thereby creating a cli-flerence in pressure which deflects the diaphragm. An optical
system is provided to record the diaphragm deflection upon a moving Hm. However, more
work remains to be done on this type of meter with a view to eliminating the eftect of vibration.

At the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics a recording accelerometer was prepared and
a series of tests made at the naval &ircraf t factory to instruct their personnel in taking records
of catapult acceleration and deceleration.

STANFORDUNIVERSITY

The follotig investigations have been completed during the past year at the Stanford
University aerodynamic laboratory:

(1) Tests of three model propellers in a free wind stream and in combination with a “model
V31--7 airplane. Two of the model propellers were of duralumin, one two-bladed and the other
three-bladed, the driving face of the blades being concave or cambered somewhat more than
the conventional design. The third model was of pressed steel (two-bladed) and provided with
cloth fairing.

~.f~~i~
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(2) Tests of a modeI propelIer with symmetrical bIade sections. The sections used in these
tests were Gottingen airfoiI No. 409.

(3) Tests of five metal model propellers of adjustable pitch. These models consisted of a
single steeI hub and five pairs of duralumin blades. Each set of blades was carried through
complete tests with six separate angular settings, thus making in all 30 models.

Aeronautical activities at Stanford University, both in research and instruction, will be
increased as a result of a grant received from the Daniel Guggenheim fund for the promotion of
aeronautics. The wind tunnel wiII be moved from its present-situation in a temporary building
to a permanent Iocation, and additional facilities and apparatus provided for research, including
a wire aerodynamic balance in addition to the speciaI propeller balance which bas been in use
for several years in the prese~t laboratory. The grant ivill also provide for two new professor-
ships—one in aerodynamics and one in design’ and construction. These two new chairs, together
with the strengthened and improved laboratory facili~ies, are expected to lay a foundation for a
well-balanced and thorough course of training in aeronautical engineering, as well as secure
considerable extension in the amount and scope of the research work carried on.

WASHINGTONNAVYYARD

.4irplane models .—During the past year the 8-foot wind tunnel at the Washington Navy
Yard has been employed largely in testing airplane models. In alIj 31 complete tests in pitch
and yaw were made on 18 different designs. Eleven of these models accounting for 20 of the
tests were Bureau of Aeronautics design studies. The remaining seven models were chiefly
made up of service types which were tested for particular requirements.

In continuance of p~st practice four design studies were tested in both the Iandplane and
the seaplane arrangement, while two modek. were tested with two wing sections and one modeI
was tested with three wing sections. These tests have supplied data of considerable inte’rest
and value to- the bureau, the most important feature probably being the high efficiency of the
Gottingen-398 wing section and its modifications in bipIane arrangements. The magnitude of
the improvement as shown by thoroughly checked wind-tunnel tests is ~pproximateIy 10 per
cent in L/D at all normal angIes, Flight tests are to be made at an earIy date to verify the wind-
tunnel indications, Analyses of the tests on Iandplane and seaplane arrangements, which are
now under way, indicate a remarIiabIy uniform difference in parasite area, running from 1 to
1~ square feet greater for the seaplane than for the Iandplane.

Another series of tests of great interest was made cm the PN–9 model, in which wing inci-
dence of 2°, 4°, and 6“ to the thrust line were used. It was found that increasing the incidence
from the original value of 2° to 4° (the value adopted for the PN–10) gave a marked improve-
ment in tal<e-off and cruising characteristics, with an unexpected increase in static stability.

Other tests included a study of the effect of flaps on the OL-1, tests on the ~0-1 model
through 360° in pitch, and the test of a biplane in which the lower wing had considerable tstper
and dihedral, so that its outer tip was atAached to the upper wing.

Airfoils and wings. —Owing to the press of urgent airplane model tests, only four airfoils
and on~ wing model have been tested during the past year, However, a number of airfoil tests
have been projected and the models are now awaiting tests at a convenient opportunity. As
explained in the previous report, these sections have been developed from standard sections with
a view to producing desirable structural characteristics while retaining desirable aerodynamic
characteristics.

Miscellaneous tests,—Tests have been made in pitch and yaw and at various speeds on 14
seapIane float models, These tests were made in the 4 by 4 foot wind tunnel and cover, in con-
nection wi~h previous tests, about every type of float now used or proposed for use. A report
of the tests will be submitted later to the National Advisory Committee for publication.

The tests on fuselages have also been exkended along the lines. followed previously, A
total of 12 models have now been tested and a report of these tests will also be submitted for
publication later.
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Three models of a special IZeimich wing radiator for racing airplanes were given the usual
radiator tests while mounted on a dummy f@-sc.ale -wing. ~dditiond tests on the wing aIone
gave the resistance added by the radiator and indicate that whale this type of radiator has
much less resistance than the celIular type, it probably has considerably more resistance than
the true -wing type. Tests were to be made on a section of a vii..ngradiator to determine this
resistance, butt it has not been practicable to obtain a satisfactory model.

Tests have been started on a series of 12 struts, using the N’a.vy lie. 1 section. These
tests vriH cover the effect of fineness ratio, scale, and trailing-edge radius.

Two models of the .3f&2 airship were given tests in pitch and yaw and for damping
moments. It was oria@naIly intended to make the complete series of tests on the first model,
buk a -rery large scale effect was found in the damping tests, necessitating the construction of
a second and larger model from which satisfactory data. were secured.

‘iI%zd-tunnei! equiprfient.-Only one importanfi change has been made to the wind tunnels
during the past year. The chain drive for the 4 by 4 foot tunnel has been repIaced by a direct
drive, which eliminates considerable vibration while giving steadier operation at higher speeds.

During the tests on fuselages and floats a new type of stream-line spindle was used with
very satisfactory results. This spindle replaces the conventional tapered cylindrical spindle
and not only reduces the correction to a very 10-wfigure but also practically eliminates mutual
interference.

~~REA~OF STAh~ARDS

Kind-tunnel inre.stigations.-.h mentioned in the last annual reporb of the committee,
measurements have been made at 13dgewood &senal of the pressure distribution over six
airfoils ranging in camber ratio from 0.10 to 0.20 at speeds from 0.S to 1.(?S‘times the speed
of sound. During the past year the necessary computations have been made and the results
ha~e been presented to the committee and accepted for publication as a technical report.
.&n interesting resuIt of the tests was a limiting value of the decrease in pressure on the upper
surface of any airfofi of about one-half to one atmosphere.

.ipparatus is now being installed at the Bureau of Standards of capacity comparable to
that at Edgewood &senal for conducting investigations at high speeds. lt is expected to con-
tinue work on the design of wpandimg nozzles to give speeds much greater than the speed of
sound and a stream free from standing pressure waves. TYork will also be carried out on air-
foils, especially force measurements on thin airfoik.

Xleasurements have been made of the aerodynamical characteristics of several aircraft
bombs for the Ordna~ce Department of the ~rmy. The bomb fms were designed by the method
developed at ihe bureau, and in alI cases the observed center of pressure was the same as the
computed cen~er of pressure within about 3 per cent of the bomb length. A study ~as made
of the comparative effectiveness of 4, 6, and 8 fis. Four fins are most favorable when the
dimensions are kept within a prism containing the bomb body.

The investigation of turbulence in wind tunnels has been continued in cooperation with
the hTational .Advisory Committee for ~eronautics. JTarious experiments have been carried
out -with hot wire instruments for measuring variations in air speed and with small direction
vanes for measuring variations in wind direction. h’either of the instruments has yet been
developed to give satisfactory measwements of variations the frequency of which is greater
than about 10 per second.

The measurements of the distribution of pressure over the surface of a square base prism,
8 by 8 by 2+1inches, have been published as Scientific Paper S23 of the Bureau of Stmdards.
During the past year measurements have been made of the total forces on square-base prisms of
several heights in continuation of the work on wind pressures on structures. kleasurements of
the distribution of pressure over two cylinders, one 8 inches in diameter and 60 inches Iong,
the other 12.6 inches in diameter and 60 inches long, have been completed and the results are
now being prepared for publication.
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~largenull~ber ofmeasuren~ents ba\~ebeen n~adeon anairplane mode1subn~itted byhfr.
(lharles WardHall. The measurements included pitching, rolling, andyawingm oment.swith
various control set t ings on the original model and on several modifications of the original model.

Aeronautic instrument irwestigations,-The research and development work of the aero-
nautic instruments section of the Bureau of Standards has, as in other years, been IargeIy in
cooperation with the hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, the Bureau of Aeronau ~ics
of the hTavy, the Air corps of the Armyj and other Government departments.

The instruments constructed for the hTational Advisory committee for ,Aeronautics include
three electric resistance thermometers and two galvanometers units each containing three galvano-
meters. The electric thermometers are for measuring the free air temperatures in flight to an ;

accuracy 01 less that 10 F. in the range – 40° to + 90° F.. The galvonometer units contain small,
highly sensitive galvanometers of the type deve~oped during the previous year, Rubber
diaphragms of unusually good aging characteristics hgve been inserted in SLYOgilvie air-speed
meters which are now being given service tests at the Langley hlemorial Aeronautical Laboratory.

b electric type air-speed meter of the frequency type has been developed and constructed
for the iirmy Air corps. The output of an alternating current generator, driven by a propeller
in the air stream, is measured by an induction type indicator which is calibrated in air speed.

ii superheat meter and a gas-pressure alarm, both fol use on the U, S, S. Los Angeles, were con-

structed for the Bureau of ,Aeronautics. The gas-pressure alarm is an improvement of an earlier
model constructed at this bureau. ~onsiderabIe work of an experimental nature has been
under way on earth inductor compasses which has resulted, among other things, in reducing
greatly the troub~e inherent in Jhe use of brushes. ~att}ing tests have been conducted on speci-
mens of duralumin containing patches riveted in the same manner as for the proposed aI1-metal
airship.

The equipment of an altitude chamber in w-hich both the temperature and pressure can be
reduced has been in progress. The chamber is of such size as to admit two observers and the
instruments under test.

Altitude-pressure tables based on the t~nited States standard ah-nosphere have been pre-
pared with especial reference for use in determining altitudes. These supplement the tables
given in Technical Report No. 218 and are being issued as Technical Report No. 246.

A summary of the current experimental Worli on the friction of instrument bearings and pivots
has been prepared for the Army Air Corps. A report on the theory of the deflecticin, temperature
errors, and lag of capillary type rate-of-climb indicators has been under prep~ration during the
past year for the Bure-au of Aeronautics.

Assistance has been given the. Army -Air Corps and the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy
in standardizing the specifications for aircraft instruments. About 20 specifications were rewrit-
ten and submitted to the air services. The revisions related largely to the tests and tolerances,

The theoretical and experimental \vorli on statistical hysteresis has been summarized in a
report now in press as a Bureau of Standards scientific paper. A new property of materials,
the statical bysteresi.s modulus, is propoesd and evaluated for Armco iron. h extension of
this work promises data important to designers of precision instruments.

M&W/LCHUSETTSINSTITUTEOFTECHNOLOGY

R’i.nd tunnels and equipment.—No radical changes have been made. in the wind tunnels or
equipment, A new wire balance with automatic beams of light construction has been designed
for the 4-foot wind tunnel. The beams have been bufit.

propeller interference tests .—The tests commenced during 1925 in the 7~-foot wind tunne]
to find propeller effects on a one-fourth scale 11~~~ model have been continued throughout-
the year. Complete measurements have been made at angles of attack from 0° to 20° of the
forces and moments on the model due to various slip streams, the effect of the model on the
propeller, the increase in control moments due to slip stream, the downwash caused by the
propeller, and the slip-stream velocity in so far as it affects the force on the horizontal tail,
l’ollowing the tests with the regular DFf-+IB fuselage, some investigation has been carried on
of the effect o~ rounding the fuselage with and without a spinner on the propeller,
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Wwellaneous tests.—A few complete models o~ airplanes ha~e been tested in tihe 4-foot

tunneI. Other researches in the tunnel include an investigation of -iv@ locations in multi-
planes, air-flow tests of several radiator cores, and some work on the cooling capacity of a.radiator
unit. Student researches included ground effect on controI moments, the air force on bridge
trusses, and the effect of hinge gap on cent rol forces.

M’COOKFIELD A
General.-Only about 50 routine tests were made in the WCook Field 5-foot wind tunnel

Iasti year. The work done has been largely of the nature. of impro~ements in apparatus and
technique.

High-force tesk.-TJse of the wire balance has been inaugurated for routine ~-rork on 6 by
36 inch airfoils at 120 miles per hour, and on model airplanes at whatever velocity the model
will stand. The high forces obtained, reaching 250 pounds, have introduced noveI problems,
for example, some metal airfoils bow up in the middle; in one case the steel “skid” carrying
the pitching moment force deflected sufficiently to take a permanent set. Ii has been necessary
to adopt optical methods of aligning the model during tests, since wire stretch becomes large at
high velocities, and ordinary mechanical methods are insticient. By means of telescopic
model aIibmment, the use of seIf-balancing scaIes has been justified, especially for the higher
velocities. TraveI of the scale pans is taken iare of simultaneously -with -wire stretch by raising
a~d lowering the platforms on which the scales rest. The motion is deri-red from eIectric
motors under control, by means of push buttons, of the telescope operator.

Lou~jorce tests.—The X. P. L. t-ype balance is retained for low-speed tests under 60 miles
per hour, since at these lower speeds the mire baIance is less accurate and less convenient.

It has been necessary to reopen the question of “spindle and guard corrections, ” and
new values have been determined which seem to be more satisfactory than the con-rentional
values ori-+ated at the h~ational Physical Laboratory. The correction was found sullicient
to jeoparchze one series of tests made to determine the ‘effect of size of airfoil; in this series
models from 1 by 6 inches to 6 by 36 inches were under examination and ultimately required
the adoption of a stream-line wire in lieu of a spindle.

Pressure drops through Goodyear-ZeppelFn radia~or.—In order to predict the energy loss in a
tunnel-type radiator proposed by the Goodyear-ZeppeIin Corporation for airship use, a dummy
section representing the radiator was connected to the 14-inch wind tunnel, air was caused to
flow through the section, and the pressure drop under various ~onditions ~as observed= The
purpose of the data was to predici the amount of flow to be expected through the radiator,
rather than to measure resistance or heat transmission.

Surface-$ow pi.ctures.-hlany photographs have been taken of the air flow at the surface
of various models> using a method borrowed from the General Electric. steam turbine laboratories
and developid for use at low velocities. This method invol-res painting the model with a mix-
ture of lampbIacI; and kerosene; the air flow then records its direction by scouring fine channels
in the pigmenfi; “surface lines” result and may be photographed at Ieisure. A study has been
made of the divergence between this “surface” flow and the adjacent fiow outside the boundary
layer.

O@cers’ scliool.-The usual period required by the McCook Field officers’ school was devoted
to instructing 13 05cers in wind-tunnel procedure.

RemocaZ to Wright Field.—In anticipation of moving the 5-foot and 14-inch tunnek to
TTright. Field in 1927, new construction has been discontinued. The propeller dynamometer,
though completed, has not been put into use, and various other de-relopment. projects have
been postponed.

Test of model of engine-dynamometer stand.—To facilitate design of ventilation apparatus
for the engine test laboratory proposed for wright Field, two mode-k have been tested in th~
14-inch tunnel. One was an exhaust flue actuated by an air jet; the other was a cooling-blasl
system.

—
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Service te.sts.-Service tests have incIuded the following:
l/24 -sca}e model, long distance reconnaissance (on wire balance at 100 miIes per hour).
l/50-scale model, Huff-DaIand ~HB–1 heavy bombardment (on N. P. L. balance at 40 miles

per hour).
1/36-scale model, Huff-D aIand 2CLB-I light bombardment,
1/36-scale model, Douglas C–1 transport.
l/30-scale model, Douglas 21hT0-1 night observation.
Twenty 3 by 18 inch propeller airfoils at speeds from 30 to 250 miles per hour (hT, P, L. and

wire baIances).
Six 6 by 36 inch air foils on wire balance at 40 to 140 miles per hour, as follows:

STAE–27A. ‘ Clark Y-18.
Clark Y-. Clark Y-21.
Jlark Y-15. Gtittingen-398.

Lhlodel of Gligorin rotor wing.
,

Hinge moments on &-scale model ~HB–1 rudder.
Hinge moments on model of a balanced elevator.
Various instrument calibrations, including! rate-of-climb indicators, yaw meters, anemometers,

experiment al Pitot=static tubes, etc., and a Nipher statis-head orifice.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON POWER PLANTS FOR AIRCRAFT
ORGAIQZAITON

The committee on power plants for aircraft is at present-composed of the fo~lowing members:
Dr. S. IV. St;atton, Massachusetts Institute of !Fechnology, chairman,
(leorge W. Lewis, RTational .&dvisory Committee for Aeronautics, vice chairman.
Henry &f. Crane, Society of ~utomotive Engineers,
Prof. Harvey N. Davis, Harvard University.
Dr. H. C. Dickinson Bureau of Standards.
Prof. C. Fayette Taylor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Capt. T. E. Tillinghast, United States Army; mat&iel division, Air Corps, McCook

FieId.
Commander E. E. TVilson, United States Na~.

FUNCTIONS

The functions of the committee on power plants _for aircraft-are as follows:
1. To determine w-hich problems in the field of aeronautic power plant research are the

most important for investigation by governmentiaI and private agencies.
2. To coordinate by counsel and suggestion the research work involved in the “investigation

of such probIems.
3. To act as a medium for the interchange of information regarding aeronautic power

plant research in progress or proposed.
4. To direct and conduct= research on aeronautic power plant probIems in such laboratories

as may be placed either in whole or in part under its direction,
5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairmm and report its actions and recom-

mendations to the executive committee.
By reason of the representation of the Army, the Navy, the Bureau of Standards, and the

industry upon this subcommittee, it is possible to maintain close contact with the research
work being carried on in this country and to exert an influence toward the expenditure of energy
on those problems whose solution appears to-be of the greatest importance, as well as to avoid
waste of effort due to unnecessary duplication of research.

The committee cm power plants for aircraft has direct control of the power plant research
conducted at Langley Field and also of special investigations authorized by the committee
and conducied at the Bureau of Standards. Other power plant investigations undertaken by
the Army Air Corps or the Bureau of Aeronautics are reported upon at the meetings of the
committee on power plants for aircraft.
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L.kh-GLEY31EMORIALAERONAUTICALLABORATORY

FUEL lFTJECTION lkx~E.-The performance requirements of aircraft engines are exacting.
Maximum power per pound engine -weighit, minimum fuel consumption per horsepower per hour,

and maximum reliability are required. The application of hydraulic injectioR and compression
ignition of fuel oils to aircraft engines not only involves alI the problems of the usual heavy,
slow-speed oiI engine but considerably intensifies them and introduces many new problems
because of the combination of high speeds, high mean effective pressures, low fuel consumption,
and light weight with reliability required.

The major fundamental problems involved in building a successful fuel-injection engine
for aircraft service are, first, the efficient physical and thermal preparation of the fueI to obtain
its practically imtanta~eous autoignition at injection into the engine cyIinder; second, the
efficient and complete distribution of the fuel throughout the combustion chamber by the use
of proper oiI spray shapes, atomization, and energies, combustion chamber shapes, and turbu-
lence to obtain its complete uniform mixing, and therefore combustion, with the air in the cyL
inder early in the power stroke; third, the determination of the effects of a number of e~gine
variables, such as compression ratio, speed, temperatures of the air, water, and oil, and engine
design details upon mechanical, volumetric, and thermal efficiencies.

The solutions to these fundamental problems are obtained by conducting systematic
investigations in injection hydraulics, on the characteristics of fuels, on the characteristics of
oil sprays in dense gases by means of ultra high-speed motion-picture photography, on the
bench and engine performance of injection valves, pumps, and miscellaneous oil injection equip-
ment, on the engine performance of cylinders, cylinder heads, and oil injection systems on
single-cylinder test engines for various test conditions and engine design details, and by theoret-
ical analyses.

Engine performance—~ombusttin chamber ~esign.—The study of the effects of combustio~
chamber design, chiefly as regards shape and turbulence, on engine performance has been con-
tinued. This work has been carried on with a single-cylinder Liberty ’engine base fitted with a
special steeI cylinder to which the severaI cylinder heads to be tested are bolted. The effects
of compression ratio may be investigated by inserting metaI gaskets between the enbgine base
and cyLinder or between the cylinder and cylinder head. The cylinder bore is 5 inches and the
stroke 7 inches. Standard aircraft engine pistons, connecting rods, and valves are used.

The performance of a flat disk-shaped combustion chamber having one inlet and one
exhaust valve in the head, and the injection vaIve Iocat ed at the circumference of the combustion
chamber, has been determined for speeds up to 1,800 revolutions per minute, various injection
rates and injection pressures, and various powers with a compression ratio of 12.’7 to 1, and a
controlled maximum cylinder pressure of 800 pounds per square inch. The fuel pump used was
of the impact type, cam-actuated and fitted with means for timing the injection of the fuel.
The injection valve was of the automatic spring-loaded stem type, with an impact surface to
direct and atomize the fuel. The performance of thie cylinder head with and without directed
flow of the irdet air was determined for a speed of 1,500 ~evolutions per minute. The best
results were obtained with an injection valve opening pressure of 1,400 pounds per square inch,
a high rate of fuel injection, and with the flow of the inlet air directed to produce turbulence
in the cylinder. For full-load conditions, i. e., a fuel weight per cycle giving 15 per cent excess
air, and 1,500 revolutions per minute, the indicated mean effective pressure was 82 pounds per
square inch and the fuel consumption 0.65 pound per indicated horsepower per hour with the
flow of inlet air not directed. ‘iTith directed flow of the inlet air the indicated wean effective
pressure was 99 pounds per square inch and the fuel consumption 0.53 pound per indicated
horsepower per hour. At two-thirds load, i. e., two-thirds the fuel weight per cycIe at full load,
the indicated mean effective pressure -was 82 pounds per square inch and the fuel consumption
0.41 pound per indicated horsepower per hour.

The performance of a precombustion or bulb-type cylinder head with the greater part
of the clearance volume in the bulb was completed from the previous year for speeds up to 1,800
revolutions per minute, and various powers with a compression ratio of 9.9 and a controlled

-.
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maximum cyIinder pressure of 1,000 pounds per square. inch. The orifice between the cylinder
and bulb produced moderate turbulence. An eccentric-operated fuel pump and an automatic
diaphragm type injection val~~ewere used. A high rate of fuel injection and injection pressures
up to 10,000 pounds per square inch were investigated. The indicated mean effective pressure
obtained at full load and 1,800 revolutions per minute was 106 pounds per square inch, and
the fuel consumption 0.48 pound per indicated horsepower per hour. At two-thirds load, the
indicated mean effective pressure was 99 pounds per square inch and the fuel consumption
0.35 pound per indicated horsepower per hour.

The construction of the second buIb-type cylinder head, arranged to permit the investiga-
tion of compression ratios up to 15 to 1, ~nd providing for various precombustion chamber
volumes and shapes and degrees of turbulence has been_ comp~e.ted, The performance of this
cylinder head has bee~determined for a compression ratio of 13.5 to 1, a precombustion chamber
volume equal to one-half the clearance volume, speeds from 600 to 1,800 revo~utions per minute,
maximum cylinder pressures from 500 to 750 pounds per square inch, and a high degree of ~ur-
bulence. The effects of extending the fuel valve nozzle various distances into the precombustion
chamber have been determined. Power performance characteristics ha~e been determined for
progressive alterations in the orifice between the cylinder and precombustion chamber. A cam-
operated fuel pump and an automatic injection valve having special discharge characteristics
and producing extremely fine fuel atomization were used. The best results thus far have been
obtained at 1,300 revolutions per minute with the injection val~-e nozzle extended one-quarter
inch into the precombustion chamber, and with the orifice flared to discharge the burning gases
from the preccrrnbustion chamber so as to produce uniform fuel distribution and a high rate of gas
rotation in the c.yIinder. At fuIl load and 1,600 revolutions per minute, the indicated mean
effective pressure was 119 pounds per square inch and the fuel consumption 0.44 pound per
indicated horsepower per hour, with 74o pounds per square inch maximum cylinder pressure,
The indicated mean effective pressure attwo-thirds load was 107 pounds per square inch and the
fuel consumption 0.32 pound per indicated horsepower per hour, with 690 pounds per square
inch maximum cylinder pressure. At one-third load the indicated mean effective pressure
was 65 pounds per square inch and the fuel consumption 0.26 pound per indicated horsepower
per hour, with 610 pounds per square inch maximum cylinder pressure.

Engine perjorinance-Engine wriabZes.-The investigation of the effects of a number of
engine variables} chiefly compression pressure, inj ect,ion timing, injection vaIve opening pres-
sure, and maximum injection pressure or engine power performance, mechanical, volumetric,
and thermaI efficiencies, is nearly completed for a wide range of conditions. “This work has
been carried on with the N. A. C. A. Universal test engine which is constructed so that the
compression ratio, injection timing, and inlet and exhaust valve timing and lift may be readily
varied while the engine is running. The present combustion chamber of this engine is well
adap-ted for and has been used extensively in carburetor engine work. It is pent-roof shaped,
howe~er, and no definite turbulence is provided so that complete mixing of the fuel and air in
oil engine research is not obtained. A special fuel preheating and atomizing injection valve
has been developed and used with an eccentric-operated fuel pump adjusted to give a high
rate of fueI injection.

The performance of this cylinder head has been determined for various powers at-1,500
and 1,750 revolutions per minute, with a compression pressure of 360 pounds per square inch
and a maximum cylinder pressure of 800 pounds per square inch. The indicated mean effective
pressure at fulI load and 1,75o revolutions per minute was 116 pounds per square inch and the
fuel consumption 0.45 pounds per indicated horsepower per hour. At two-thirds load the
indicated mean effective pressure was 96 pounds per square inch and the fuel consumption
0.35 pound per indicated horsepower per hour.

The performance of this cylinder head and injection system, for a constant quantity of
fuel injected per cycle equal to 83 per cent fuII Ioad, at 1,500 revolutions per minute, and for
compression pressures ranging from 325 to 560 pounds per square inch and a wide range of
injection timing and maximum cylinder pressures, has been completed., l~ith a compressionu
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pressure of 345 pounds per square inch and the fuel entering the cylinder 2 degrees before top
center, the indicated mean effective pressure was 81 pounds per square inch, the fuel con-
sumption 0.54 pounds per indicated horsepower per hour, the maximum cylinder pressure 590
pounds per square inch, and the mechanical efficiency 65 per cenL ‘iThen the injection timing
was advanced to star~ injection of the fuel 20 degrees before top center the indicated mean effec-
tive pressure was 112 pounds per square inch, the fueI consumption 0.39 pounds per indicated
horsepower per hour, and the mechanical efficiency 76 per cent. ‘iThen the fuel was injected
31.5 degrees before top center, the indicated mean effective pressure was 132 pounds per square
inch, the fuel consumption 0.33 pounds per indicated horsepower per hour, and the mechanical
efficiency 81 per cent. The maximum cylinder pressures for the Iast-quoted performance were
excessive and not permissible in a ser-rice engine.

Starting tests, made -when the engine was cold, show that, starting from rest, only one
revolution is necessary to obtain invariable starting with compression pressures of 420 pounds
per square inch.

The. engine idles continuously without load at 150 revolutions per minute, and at lower
speeds until the inertia of the rotating parts” f ail to carry the piston through the compression
sbroke.

Two cylinder heads ha-re been designed and are being constructed for use with the Uni-
versal test engine, in which special provisions ha~e been made for varying the compression
ratio, testing various types of injection valves, and investigating the effects of various kinds
and degrees of turbulence.

The design of a piston for high-speed oil engine operation, incorporating fundameritai
methods for minimizing mechanical and thermal distortion and friction, chiefly by small,
pressure-lubricated bearing surfaces and special autoseal piston rings, is practically completed.

A complete analysis of the cycle eEiciencies that may be obtained in practice for various
combinations of compression ratio, maximum cylinder pressure, and point of fuel cut-off has
been undertaken. A considerable amount of test data, taken with the Uni-rerwd test engine,
has been used to estabIish approximate pressures, temperatures, and efficiencies for use in this
investigation.

Fuel injection pump~ and z~alres.—Further investigations on the performance of an accentric-
operated injection pump have been made for various speeds, pump adjustments, injection
valve opening pressures, and maximum injection pressures. This work has been done vith the
special bench testing equipment, by means of which the effects of the several variables in an
injection system on the lag of the appearance of the spray behind the pump cycle, the duration
of injection, the weight of fuel discharged per cycle, and the maximum injection pressure have
been determined. ii critical point in the lag of the spray, at which the fist. part of the injection
changed from that caused by a pressure wave to that caused by normal pressure rise in the
system, was found when investigating the effects of the opening pressure of an injection valve
over a range from 600 pounds per square inch to 5,000 pounds per square inch. The information
obkained has been used in connection with engine tests with the same injection apparatus.

The fuel-injection bench testing equipment has been equipped with a light-tight. chamber
fitted with a small blower to remove oil -vapor, and an El~erson oscilloscope. This apparatus
has been used to observe the start, development, and cut-off of.fuel sprays under operating con-
ditions, and has aided in obtaining a knowledge of the action of different injection ~alues.

A new type of automatic injection ~alve, ha-ring only four parts and constructed without
springs or slidbg parts, has been developed for use with disk or conicaI shaped combustion
chambers. The valve preheats the fuel and produces highly atomized sprays. The seats
are constructed for continuous operation at temperatures up to 2,000° F. The performance
reported for the Universal test engine -was obtained for a small amount of fuel prehe~ting -with
this injection valve.

A design of a similar injection -valve, in-rolving several modifications and fitted with ther-
mocouples for temperature measurements, has been undertaken.

An automatic spring-loaded stem injection valve has been altered to give highiy atomized
fuel sprays with relatively high penetration. The valve has a high opening pressure, with

.
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injection and fuel cut-off at pressures approximately of the same value as the opening pressure.
The performance reported for the second btilb-type cylinder head was obtained with this
injection valve.

An automatic diaphragm-type injection valve has been constructed, the design of which
permits easy adjustment of the valve opening pressures, positive control of the maximum deflec-
tio~ of the moving parts, a wide variation in the stiffness of the diaphragm spring unit, and
interchangeability and alteration of different types of valv~ stems and nozzles. This injection
valve has been used in con.ne~>.tionwith several investigations on the characteristics of oil sprays
in dense gases, carried on with the committee’s spray photography apparatus.

Fuel spray characteristics.—SeveraI investigations on the characteristics of fuel sprays have ‘
been completed during the past year. The work was carried out with the fuel-spray photogra-
phy apparatus constructed and developed by the staff of the committee, This apparatus is
constructed to permit determination of the performance of ~-arious types of mechanically oper-
ated and automatic injection valves for injection pressures up to 10,000 pounds per square inch
and spray-chamber pressures up to 600 pounds per square inch. Records of the start, develop-
ment, cut-off, and distribution of the fuel sprays are obtained by photographing them on a
moving film at intervals of from 0.00025 to 0.0005 second during the period of injection. The
spray photography apparatus has been described in previous reports of the committee.

An investigation was made of the hydraulic and design factors influencing and controlling the
exact reproducibility of fuel sprays, and the phenomena of secondary discharges from auto-
matic injection valves. The reproducibility was found to be controlled by the initial pressure
in the injection valve and tube, and the secondary discharges by pressure waves produced by
the rapid opening of the fuel cut-off valve, in connection with the dimensions of the various
parts of the apparatus.

The effects of altering the spray-controlling parts of centrifugal injection vaIves on the
characteristics of fuel sprays have been determined. The investigation also included studies of
a noncentrifugal valve. For this work the angle of the helic.aI fuel groo~es that produced the
rotation of the fuel jet was varied from 90 degrees, i.” e., axial grooves, to 23 degrees; the ratio
of the orifice area to the total cross-section area 01 the helical grooves was varied from 0.19 to
2.05; the ratio of the orifice Iength to the orifice diameter was varied from 0.20 to 2.50; and
the Iocation of the seat changed from a position before the helical grooves and orifice to a position
between the helical grooves and the orifice. It was found that a considerable change in the
characteristics of the sprays was caused by the first three variables. The results are for an
injection pressure of 8,000 pounds per square inch and chamber pressures up to 600 pounds
per square inch, and are given in terms of spray penetration, -velocity, volume, cone angle,
and effective distribution, i. e., ratio of spray volume to oil volume. The effects of the four
variables investigated are too numerous and interdependent to be summarized in this report.

An investigation of the effects of fuel and spray-chamber gas density and viscosity on the
characteristics of fuel sprays has been completed. A standardized injection valve and stand-
ardized injection and spray-chamber pressures were used. Gasoline, kerosene, Diesel engine
fuel oil, and a furnace fuel oil were compared when injected into compressed air. Diesel engine
fuel oil sprays were studied when injected into air, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and helium at
pressures ranging from atmospheric pressure up to 60Q pounds per square inch. The results
of major importance were the increase of penetration and decrease in spray cone-angle and dis-
tribution with increase in fuel density; the negligible effect of gas viscosity on the spray character-
istics; and the fact that the density of the gases controlled the penetration and other character-
istics of fuel sprays at room temperatures.

An investigation of the performance of several types of injection valves for various in-
jection and spray chamber pressures and a wide range of related conditions is under way.

It has been decided to extend the present spray photogmphy equipment to permit the
study of the effects of air pressure, temperature, turbulence, and dilution with exhaust gases,
upon the lag of autoignition, source of ignition, and combustion of atomized fuels for oil engines,
Conditions comparable to those existing within engine cylinders wiJl be sought, but. ~he ap-
paratus will be designed to permit the fundamental investigation of each variable over a wide
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range of conditions independently of t-he other variables. Act.iye ~ork on this project has
been started.

Fuel rapor pressures.—The datii obtained in the investigation of the -rapor pressures of si~
fueIs, various mixtures of three of the fuels, a lubricating ofi, and water are being prepared for
publication. Temperatures up to 900° F. and pressures up to 5,000 pounds per square inch
were recorded. The results indicate the stability and instability of the liquids tested and give
the temperatures required to force the rapid -vaporization of the fuek in an engine cylinder.

SuP~Rc-Gn’+Adaptability of supercharged air-cooled engines to $igbt condiiions.—
l?urther study has been made of the adaptability of air-cooIed engines to supercharging, using
a Wright J4.A engine and a Roots type supercharger in a KIO-1 airplane, in which the amount of
supercharging was increased abo~e that previously employed; that is, the supercharger capacity
was increased to enable the maintena.pce of full supercharging to 28,000 feet, as compared to
18,000 feet., in order to determine the possibilities of utilizing the extra amount of supercharging
with this type of engine. During this in~estigation considerable engine trouble was experi-
enced from preignition caused by o-rerheated spark plugs, the bronze bushings of which had
become loosened in service, causing poor thermal conductivity and consequently poor spark-
plug cooling. Extremely high eyIinder temperatures accompanied this preignition condition
both in flight and when operating at full throttle without. supercharging on the ground. After
the cylinders were fitted -ivith new bushings this trouble was partially remedied, and several
flights to 27,000 feet were made using varying amounts of benzol in the fuel mixture. ln
these flights the climb performance to 18,000 feet obtained with the lesser amount of super-
charging was duplicated, but above that altitude cylinder temperatures increased somewhat
above the maximum of 530° F. observed previoudy and, as no air cooler -was employed, car-
buretor air temperatures increased from 160° to 200° F. Under these conditions there -was a loss
in engine speed and very little, if any, improvement.,. in the climb performance abo-re 18,000
feet; in fact, the climb performance in some cases was considerably inferior.

From these resuIts it was concluded that the extra amount, of supercharging was not prac-
tical with this engine, owing in part to insufllcient cylinder cooling capacity, poor spark plug
cooling, and existence of high carburetor air temperatures, all of which combined to minimize
the improvement in airplane performance to be expected from the additional supercharging.
These conclusions must be qualified, however, as an engine having better spark-plug cooLing
might very probably have given better restdts.

In view of the success met with in employing the lesser amount of supercharafig -with the
Wright J type air-cooled engines, a supercharger of more suitable proportions for use with
zoo horsepomw engines has been constructed. This supercharger has a displacement of 0.19
cubic foot per revolution and is designed to operate at rotor speeds from two to three times
crankshaft speed. Tests of this supercharger in the laboratory have indicated a reduction of
only 8 to I.Oper cent in volumetric efficiency at a rotor speed of 6,000 revolutions per minute.

Oiiaracteristics oj Roots superekargms.-Three superchargers suitable for use with 400 horse-
power engines, having 25 per cent less displacement than the original supercharger designed for
the Liberty engine and being geared to operate at increased rotor speeds to offset the reduced
displacement, have been constructed. One of these machines has been tested in the laboratory
to determine the characteristics of this type supercharger at the higher rotor speed;. lt was
found that the volumetric efficiencies at a rotor speed of 5,300 re-rolutions per minute ranged
from 95 per cent with no compression to 90 per cent -with 12 inches of mercury pressure differ-
ence across the rotors. & this speed and pressure difference, about 63 horsepower was required
to handle 1.4 pounds of air per second with 75° !J’.intake-air temperature. The power required
for a given air weight and pressure difference was slightly higher than for the original super-
charger, owing to the increase in rotor speed necessary. The pover required t.o drive the
supercharger with free intake and discharge was 7.5 horsepower &t ti,300 revolutions per minute,
the power at. lower speeds following an approximate cubic relation. A.t a given speed the power
was proportional to the pressure Werence, but at a giyen pressure difference the power increased
with speed somewhat more rapidly than proportionally.

.—
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These tests have shown that the higher rotor speeds are practicable, thus enabling the
advantages of reduction in size of the unit LObe realized.

me effect oj supe~charger capaci& on airplane performance.-One of the new type Ftoots.
superchargers has been mounted in a modified DH–4 airpIane and ilight- tests started to deter-
mine the effect on airpIane and engine performance of varying the supercharger capacity by
changing the rotor speed. The present supercharger is geared to operate at 1.97 times crank-
shaft speed, giving a critical aItitude of about 13,000 feet; and it is planned to usc three addi-
tional drive ratios, giving criticaI altitudes from 9,000 feet to 22,000 feet= Engine power wiII
be obtained by using calibrated propellers.

Problems incidental to superchmging.-In connection with the probIem of determining
directIy the altitude performance of supercharged engines, and thus establishing the relation
between theoretical and actual performance, the full:scale propellers used in supercharger
research with the DH–4 airplane are being calibrated in flight to obtain power and torque
coefficients. A Bendemann hub type dynamometer used in obtaining these calibrations has
proved suitable for this purpose. A report on the results obtained during preliminary flighb
tests of this dynamometer apparatus has been issued.

An investigation is also being undertaken to determine the relative specific fuel consump-
tion of normal and supercharged engines in flight. In this connection, fuel-flow meters suitable
for flight-use are being investigated, but so far no instrument suitable in all respects has been
developed.

IIUREAUOFStandards

$%percharging oj aircrajt engines.-The purpose of this investigation has been to determine
the maximum improvement in engine performance to be expected as a result of supercharging.
By means of the aItitude-laboratory equipment it was possible to maintain sea-level pressure
at the entrance to the carburetor and the pressure of the desired altitude at-the exhaust ports.
During the past year a Liberty-12 engine has been tested over a wide range of temperatures
and pressures, and the results of this test, together with results of a previously made test of a
Curtiss D-12 engine, are to be incorporated in a report to be published by the National Advisory
(!ommittee for Aeronautics.

Friction qf a~iation engines.—: & report of this investigation has been completed. It dis-
cusses the influence of certain factors upon engine friction, among which are temperature of the
air entering the engine, atmospheric pressure, throttle opening, engine speed, j acket=water
temperature, compression ratio, and piston design.

Phenomena of cornbusfion.-This investigation has been in progress se~-eral years. It is
primarily a study of the factors which are of fundamental importance in governing the rates
of explosive gaseous reactions and the nature of the physicaI and chcmiea~ phenomena in-
volved, the uItimate object being more compIe~e data on the explosive gas rcaciion in engine
cylinders, During the year velocities of the carbon-monoxide-oxygen reaction ha~e been
measured for pressures of 1~400} 1,520, 1,7oo, and 1,900 millimeters of mercury. Several
hundred measurements have also been made for pressures less than atmospheric.

Tests of Juel volatility .—Atmospheric distiIIat.ions are at present generally used as the
basis for ,judging the volatility characteristics of fuek+. The results of such distillations are
not, however, readily translatable into expected performance in the engine nor do they permit.
of direct quantitative comparison of fuels. For these reasons other methods of measuring
fuel volatility have been in~-estigated and a method which gives promise of being very useful
has been developed. This method consists essentially of an atmospheric distillation in the
presence of air.

.

Fuels for kigkompression en.gines.—A considerable number of cracked gasoIines have been
tested in the single-cylinder engine during the past. year. These gasolines in general are superior
to straight-run products as regards antiknock characteristics. In tha~respeet, therefore, they
are particularly adapted for use in high-compression engines.

Investigation of bearing friction ,—By means of a simple friction machine, comparisons have
been made between the friction of a bearing when a light mineral oil is used and when the same
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oil containing 1 per cent of diatomaceous earth is used. The results suggest. the desirability
of high viscosity from the standpoint of reducing wear, but. the work has not been carried far
enough to show whether or not, in a gi-ven type of equipment, the advantages of E high viscosity
would outweigh the added ditliculty of supplying an adequate amount of lubricant to the bear-
ing surface and the increase in friction due to the higher ~iscosiky.

Heawrernents of “break-away” -torque.-.-l study has been made of the relation between
oil viscosity and the torque required to stint an engine in rotation. Results indicate that
while the viscosity of the oil does ha-re a pronounced effect upon the po-iver required to rotate
the engine at speeds of 100 revolutions per minute and higher, it does not affecb appreciably
the power required to start the engine nor to rotate it very S1OWIY. In the light of these results
it appears probable that when an engine starts or is operating very slovdy practieaIIy all of
the oil is squeezed out from between the rubbing surfaces and lubrication is dependent upon
the so-called “oiliness” film.

Anti freezing .soZutions.-The past. year has witnessed unusual activity in the development
of antifreezing solutions for the cooling systems of internaI-combustion engines. The freezing
point of rna~y of these solutions has been measured by the Bureau of Standards and their
corrosi~e properties investigated.

ISEWENGINETYPES

The Army .&r C’orps has discontinued for the present. the development of the Almen e@ne
upon -which it has been working for some time. T7hile this engine has interesting possibilities
as compared with other water-cooled types, it suEfers by comparison with the new air-cooled
engines -when power-plant weight is ta.ke.n into consideration. The cam en=giue on which the
preliminary work -was done by the Army Air Corps has now been taken o-rer by the Fairchild
company and is being flight tested and further de~eloped. It appears to hare interesting possi-
bilities from the standpoint of cheapness of construction. The Attendu heavy-oil engine under
development by the Bureau of Aeronautics has shown sufficient promise to warrant the con-
sideration of the riext step in the development of such an engine, nameIy, a multicylinder engine
for service use. It is expected that by utilizing the interesting resuIts of the fundamental
research conducted by the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory of this committee, sub-
stantia~ progress can be made in heavy-oiI engines for aircraft.

In the -water-cooled engine field but one new t-ype of engine has been initiated. The .&my
Air Corps and the Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor Co. ha-re brought out. the new Curtiss V–1550,
an engine incorporating the e--cellent features of its predecessors, the Curtiss D–12 and l’–l4OO
engines. The new engine is conservatively rated at 500 horsepower at 2,100 revolutions per
minute, and is being built with direct and with geared drive. The gears are of Curtiss design
and construction and have successfully passed their endurance tests. The two Pac:kard engines,
the 1,500 and 2,500 cubic-inch models, have gone into quantiby production for the L’avy.
Through refinements and impro~ements they have been advanced from the lA-1500 and
1.<–2500 to the 3A models of both engines. The ATa~ is using the 1,500-cubic-inch engine as
direct drive, inverted, and geared types, the direct-drive engine being used in the aircraft-
carrier pursuit or fighting type airplanes, the inverted engines in the aircraft-carrier and battle-
ship amphibian spotting-type airplanes, and the geared engines in the long-range patrol airplanes
of the PAT–10 type. The Army Air Corps is using the Packard 2,500-cubic-inch gewed engine
in a number of single-engined bombers. The Navy has on order 150 Packard 3.4–2500 direct-
drive engines for its a.ircraft-carrier type of bomber.

The most striking development. of the year is the advance made in air-cooled engine types.
The wright model J4 has advanced to the J–5 type, of which type the A’avy has ordered over
300. This engine includes among its impro~ements a greatly improved cylinder construction,
fulIy incIosed valve gear, the new Eclipse concentric-impulse or flywheel starter, and a three-
barreled carburetor. The new cylinder construction permits full throttle operation at fuel
consumption 10 per cent less than that usually obtained in engines using water-cooled cylin-
ders. The J–.5 engine has been supercharged at sea leveI to an unusually high mean effective
pressure. Its cooling is excellent. The ‘iTright P–2 radial air-cooled engine which has been
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under development for some time has been superseded by newer types which are far more
promising.

Two new types of radiaI air-coo~ed engines are being developed for the Navy by the Pratt
& VV1.itney Aircraft- Co. The first of these engines, t~e “ l~asp, ” has a displacement a little
o~er 1,300 cubic inches. On this capacity it deveIops a normal horsepower of 425 on a dry
weight of 650 pounds, incIuding the propeller hub but excluding the EcIipse starter. This engine,
the development of which began with the organization of the Pratt & VThitney Co. August 1,
1925, has proved most successful. The “ 17Tasp” has been thoroughly flight-tested in various
types of fighter airplanes and has been adopted by th~ Navy as the standard type engine for
pursuit or fighting airplanes. A contract has recentIy been let for 200 of these engines, which
are required to meet the ~Navy’s building program for this year.

Simultaneously with this development, the Pratt L%VThitney CO. has been developing a
larger radial air-cooIed engine for the Navy, to be known as the “Hornet,” The engine con-
forms in generaI to the “ Vi’asp” design but has a displacement of 1,690 cubic inches and is
expected to deve]op 500 horsepower at 1,800 revolutions per minute. This engine is desibgned
for use in heavy-duty types of aircraf i, -such as scouting, bombing, and torpedo seaplanes, either
single or twin engined.

In competition with the “Hornet-’-’ the l~right Aeronautical Corporation is building a
large radial air-cooled engine (the R.–I 750 “Cyclone “), which is being tested. This engine .
aIso is designed to meet the Navy’s requirements for a heavy-duty engine. It incorporates aIl
the results of the V7right Co.’s previous wide experience in the radial air-cooled engine field.
From these two engines the A’avy expects to be able to choose an excellent power plant for its
aircraft-carrier bombers.

The Army Air Corps has continued the developrnegt of its air-cooled Liberty with & view
to conducting flight tesis and determining the possibilities of the JT-type air-cooled engine=
The results to date have been encouraging. The success of both the radial and V type air-
cooled engines in pursuit or fighting types of airplanes is one of the striking events of the year.
At present the trend in practically aII new types of aircraft engines is away from water cooling
and toward air cooling.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON MATERIALS FOR AIRCRAFT

ORGANIZATION

The present organization of the committee on materials for aircraft is as follows:
Dr. George K. Burgess, Bureau of Standards, chairman.
H. L.- Vilhittemore, Bureau of Standards, vice chairman and acting secretary.
S. K. Colby, American hfagnesium Corporation.
Henry A. Gardner, Institute of Paint and Varnish Research.
Dr. H. V?. Gillett, Bureau of Standards.
Prof. George B. Haven, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum CO. of America.
J. B. Johnson, --rnat4riel di~’ision, Army Air Corps, lMcCook Field.

—.

George TV. Lewis, hTationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex officio member).
Capt. H. C. Richardson, United States Navy. -
G. ~. Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service.
Starr Truscott, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,
Hon. Edward P. TVarner, Assistant Secretary ef- the Navy for Aeronautics.

FUNCTIONS

Following is a statement of the functions of the cornmittae on materials for aircraft:
1. To aid in determining the probIems relating to materials for aircraft to be solved

experimentally by governmental and private agencies.
2. To endeavor to coordinate, by counsel and suggestion, the research and experimental

work in~olved in the investigation of such prob~ems.
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3. To act as a medium for the interchange of information regarding investigations of
materials for aircraft in progress or proposed.

4. To direct and conduct research and experiment on materials for aircraft in such Labora-
tory or laboratories, either in whole or in part, as may be placed under its direction.

5. To meet from time to time on call of the chairman and report its actions and recom-
mendations to the executive committee..

‘The committee on materials for aircraft, through its persormel acting as a medium for
the interchange of information regarding investigations on materiaIs for aircraft, is enabled to
keep in close touch with research in this field of aircraft development. Much of the research,
especially in the development of light alloys, must necessarily be conducted by the manufac-
turers interested in the particular probIems, and both the AIuminum Co. of America and the
American 31agnesium Corporation are represented on the committee. In order to cover
effectively the large and varied field of research on mat.eriaIs for aircraft, three subcotitte”es
have been formed, as follows:

Subcorn7niWe on metals:
Dr. H. TV. Gillett, Bureau of Standards, chairman.
Zay Jeffries, Aluminum Co. of America.
J. B. Johnson, mat6rieI division, Army Air Corps, McCook F’ieId.
George TV. Lewis, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (ex officio member)
Starr Truscott, N’ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
H. L. Ti%ittemore, Bureau of Standards.

Subcommittee on woods and glues:
G. W. Trayer, Forest Products Laboratory, Forest Service, chairman.
1+. S. Betts, Forest Service.
George TV. Lewis (ex officio member).
H. L. TVhittemore, Bureau of Standards.

Subcommittee on cocerings, dopes, and proteetice coatings:
Henry A. Gardner, Institute of Paint and Varnish Research, chairman.
Dr. V1. BIum, Bureau of Standards.
lTarren E. Emley, Bureau of Standards.
Prof. George B. Haven, kfassachusetts Institute of Technology.
~sadore ~f. Jacobso~, Bureau of standards.

George TV. Lewis (ex officio member).
P. H. ~alker, Bureau of Standards.
E. R. weaver, Bureau of Standards.

Most of the research in connection with the development of materiaIs for a;rcraft is financed
directly by the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Navy Department, the mat6riel division of the
Army Air Corps, and the National .4dvisory Committee for Aeronautics.

The Bureau of Aeronautics and the matkriel division of the Air Corps, in correction viith
the operation of tests in their own laboratories, apportion and finance research problems on
materials for aircraft to the Bureau of Standards, the Forest Products Laboratory, and the
Industrial Research Laboratories.

MEETINGSOF TEE COMMITTEE

The committee held several meetings during the year. The corrosion of the light alloys
having received considerab~e attention in both the technical and the lay press as a result of the
loss of the Shenandoah and the subsequent in~estigat.ions, this subject was discussed at each
meeting. At a meeting held at, the Langley Memorkd Aeronautical Laboratory, Langley
Field, Mr. J. A. Boyer, chief chemist of the American Magnesium Corporation, discussed the
corrosion of magnesium and the magnesium aIuminum alloys containing manganese in a most
illuminating manner. This paper vdl be published by the committee as a technieil reporb.
After this meeting the committee inspected the laboratory and later visited the naval air station
at Hampton Itoads, Va. In the course of this visit an aI1-metaI airplane about 6 years old,

—
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which had been exposed for three yearsl was inspected and samples of the parts of the struc-
ture were taken. ~Iuch interest was shown in the all-metal floats of certain seaplanes which
had just returned from the Tropics. The personnel of the station discussed the behavior of these
floats in considerable detail.

SUB~TITUTEFORSILKPARACHUTECLOTH

The general increase in the use of parachutes makes it desirable to develop American-
made substitutes for the silk cloth used in their manufacture. At present this is practically all
imported as cIoth. ?Tery good succe-ss has been obtained in the development of American-
woven silk cloths to be substituted for the imported.

The committee has also had under way for some time an investigation intended to develop
a cloth acceptable for use in the manufacture of parachutes which might be made in this country
from materials produced here. After preliminary investigation the problem has resolved
itself into the finding of a method of treating cotton yarns which will impart to these yarns the
added strength and elasticity required to make them equal silk yarns.

A very careful study has been made of the physical properties of silk parachute do th and
its constituent yarns and these have been compared with cotton yarns. In order to prociluce
the necessary increase in the strength and elasticity it has been found necessary to subject the
yarns from which the cloth is to be woven first to a process of mercerization and then to a coating
with a special dope. It has been demonstrated that it is possible to increase the strength of cot t~n
yarns very considerably by the. special dope, and this phase of the problem is fairly well along.
However, the stretch is little affected by the doping, and the treatment which promises most
improvement here is mercerization.

A very careful study has been given to the general subject of mercerization, especially as
appIied to fine cot~on yarns, and processes which appear to give the desired resuIts have been
developed.

The question of the origin of the yarns has also been studied and yarns made from Egyptian
(probably Sakellaridis), Indian Sea Island, Egyptian, and Sea Island cottons have been experi-
mented with. lncidentalIy this \vorIi has required a lengthy study of the effect of twist in the
yarns on their properties.

So far the work has been done on a laboratory scale and it has proved difficult to produce
any large quantities of treated yarns having generally the same characteristics. However,
several pieces of experimental cloth have been woven to determine whether the woven cloth
would develop the properties expected from the yarns, In order to economize on treated yarn,
the cloths were woven using a warp of normal yarn and filling of treated yarn. When tested for
tensile strength, stretch, and resistance to tear, these cloths have given fairly satisfactory results,
but not-what was anticipated. Certain difficulties due to the scale on which the work is being
carried on must be overcome, probably by working on a somewhat enlarged scale.

Although the progress is not m great as was hoped for the past year it has been materiaI,
and in view of the information which has been obtained it is believed it will not be long before an
acceptable substitute can be supplied to replace the importe-d silk parachute cloth.

SUBCOMMITTEEONMETALS

4

Intercrgstalline embrittlement oj duralumin.—lluring the past year this subcommittee has
worked on the program for investigating intercrystalline embrittlement of duralumin, which
was approved by the committee on materials for aircraft last year.

Sheet duralumin had previously been found tO be subject to–a peculiar deterioration resulting
from corrosion. 11’ithout any marked surface evidence of the change, the metal may become
very brittle as a result of the weakening of the intercrystalline “bonds” by corrosion. The
change begins at the surface and gradually penetrates inward.

Considerable progress on this investigation has been made and it is believed that satisfactory
solutions for many phases of the prob]em are in sight= Much time necessarily has been spent,
however, on examination of materiaIs from the U. S. S. ilhenando~k and U. S. S. LOS Angeles.
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This work has considerably delayed the completion of the program on embrittlement-. This
examination of different material from the airships which had seen considerable ser~ice showed
that both the lattice artd the channel sections were more susceptible to corrosion if the metaI
had been worked after heat treatment.

An encouraging fact which should not. be overlooked is that almost all the duralurnk which
has been used for airship construction in this country has given satisfactory service until the
airship was taken out of commission. It is realized, however, that the design for future airships
may impose conditions for which any corrosion of the duralumin might reduce the structural
strength of the airship. This is particularity true if the duralumin is to be used in very thin
sections. Might corrosion, which in more massive sections would be of little importance, in
these very thin sheets would be very dangerous.

The purpose of the investigation has therefore been twofoId:
First. To study those factors in duralumin (composition, heat treatment, mechanical

treatment, etc.) which are favorable to this type of corrosion with the aim of making the alloy
more resistant. to corrosive attack.

Second. To study means for protecting or modifying the surface of duralwnin.
Dependable methods of producing iritercrystalline corrosion have been developed. Ten-

sion test bars are used as specimens throughout and are pulled in tension after a definite exposure
to corrosive attack by a sohtion of sodium chloride and hydrogen peroxide. Materials from
seve.raI cliflerent sources have been used in the investigation. These have been tested pIain and
coated in a variety of ways.

All the duralumins examined were corroded by the method used. Usually this produced
a combination of pitting and intercrystalline penetration. Proper heat treatment appeared
to reduce the severity of the attack but cold working after heat treatment increased it. How-
ever, it seems improbable that complete immunity to intercrystalline attack can be had in the
C!u-S~g-Si type of alloy, which gives the highest physical properties, since the present indica-
tions are that susceptibility to attack is connected with the presence of copper.

Although laboratory tests can not truly reproduce service conditions, it is belie~ed that
protection by spraying with pure ahminum, followed by heat treatment, and the coating
with biturnastic enamel are probably the two surest methods. Other methods, of varying
qualities, are, however, availabIe.

Exposure panels protected by various methods have been paralleled with tension bars
similarIy coated. These will be tested at intervals to determine the change in physical properties
with exposure.

If the laboratory tests can be taken as criteria of service, properly protected duralumin is a
thoroughly dependable mitterial of construction.

From its work so far the committee is convinced that—
(1) Although the corrosion of duralumin is a serious matter, especitiy because the attack

may be almost completely hiddeti, it is not more serious than the corrosion of ferrous metals.
(~) The corrosion of dura]utin can be prevented for all practical purposes.

S%uctures jor airships.—Tests of girders duplicating those used in the 5%enancloah-made
while that airship was under construction+howed that the strength of such girders was deter-
mined by the elastic properties of the chnnnels and the type of restraint offered by the lattices.
The principal elastic constants of the channels are their fle.sural stiffnesses (moments of inertia
x young’s modulus) in the directions of the two principal axes of inertia and their torsional
stiffness (torsion constant x shear modulus).

An investigation is being conducted to determine by tests the reIative importance of these
three constants in determining the strength of the girders. For this purpose it has been neces-
sary to study accurately and in detail the deformation of the channels in the girders ufider
compressive loads, first unconstrained and then with outside constraints applied to pre-rent
particular types of deformation. This has been done in the large Emery testing machine %t
the Bureau of Standards, using a technique especially developed for the purpose of securing
the proper loading conditions and accurate determinatio~ of the deformations.

~.l~~?+
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Because of the large amount of testing made necessary by the workin connection with
the investigation of the loss of the Shenandoah, not as much progress has been made as was
anticipated. However, complete tests have been mtide on two girders differing radicalIy in
their lattice arrangement, a special girder with opposite latticing and a standard girder with
spiral latticing.

These tests included runs with no restraint, restraint of the twist of 1, 2, and 3 chord mem-
bers, respectively, and restraint of spread of the channel lips, over 14,()()(1individual mea~ure-

ments were made.
The characteristic wavy flexure of these girders ~vas shown to be almost wholly a twist-

of the channel section. Restraining the twist of the chord members without in any way restrain-
ing the lateral deflection or spread of the flanges increased the carrying capacity of the girders
by over 40 per cent. The torsionaI stiffness of the channels is then the major controlling factor
in determining the strength of these girders.

T’he strength of this type of girder can be materially increased, without increase in weight,
only by increasing the resist ante of their chord members to twist, either (a) by increasing their
torsional stiffness, or (b) by altering the manner of their lattice support. Restraining the spread
of the outstanding flanges or increasing the moments of inertia of the section with-cut increas-
ing the torsional stiffness wiIl not appreciably increase the strength.

It is planned to see if these results will be confirmed by repeating the tests upon a suffi-
ciently wide range of girders to establish the range of application of these conclusions. The
completion of the tests promise to make it possible—

(1) To determine the strength of a full-length latticed girder of the Zeppelin type from
tests on short sections;

(2) To predict the strength of a girder of this type from tests on the chord members alone;
and

(3) To predict the strength of girders of this type from a knowledge of the three elastic
constants of the chord members and the dimensions of the girders alone.

The full or even the partial working out of these results in a definite form would provide
the basis for a rational (as contrasted with a purely empirical) development of improved designs
which would furnish stronger girders of equal weight or lighter girders of equal strength than
are at present possible.

IVew experimental chord-member sections have been fabricated. These are designed to
eliminate the eccentric application of the lattice restraints which tests have shown contribute
to the torsional failure of the girders. It is planned to test these sections to see how far they
accomplish the desired result.

AS a result of a careful and extended investigation of wreckage from the Shenandoah, made
for the court of inquiry on the loss of that airship, the conclusion was drawn, “No single speci-
men was found which had deteriorated sufficiently to lower the resistance of the structure of the
ship to static or aerodynamic loads, nor was any evidence found that fatigue failure had con-
tributed to the wreck of the ship.” The basis for this statement lay in the fact-that the original
tests of girders made for the Bureau of .~eronautics during the construction of the airship had
shown that” they would fail by flexure within the elastic limits of the material without produc-
ing tensile stresses in any case of more than 36,050 lbs./sq. in. as found by tests. ”

It was, however, thought desirable to confirm these conclusions by tests of full-sized girders
comparable with the tests made while the airship was building. Two 5-meter girders were
salvaged from the wreckage in which only small twisting of the channels had been produced by
the crash, although several of the lattices were badly bent and broken. These were recon-
ditioned in the following manner. The broken and damaged lattices were removed, the chan-
nels were straightened, and the lattices then replaced by other undamaged lattices salvaged
from the wreck. There was therefore no new material in the girders tested, as it all came from
the /Shenandoahwreckage.

Test fixtures taken from the original girder tests ~vere used and the tests repeated, repro-
ducing the conditions and methods of the originaI tests with one exception. Since there were
only two girders, it was desired to use each girder for both a column test and a beam test. Clon-
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sequently, steps were taken to prevent the complete collapse of the girder, ~hen tested as a
column, after the maximum load was p~~sed. Ltiti.ng stops were placed so that the increase
in lateral deflection after the column became unstable couId not exceed a few tenths of an inch.

In the co~umn tests the columns were loaded to beyond the maximum axial load. They
then suddenIy became unsbable and came to rest against the stops, producing some deformation
of the channels and destroying one or two lattices. They were reconditioned as before and
again tested, this time as beams and to destruction, under the same conditions as in the original
tests.

The test loads carried, both as columns and as beams, were as high ENthe corresponding
girders had carried in the original tests, thus confirming fully the conclusions quoted.

Sigh-speed fatigae hzs+ing.—A decision -was reached to adopt the type of high-speed fatigue
testing machine in which the specimen is Ioaded by means of compressed air. The specimen is
set into flexural vibration which produces pure bending without shear. After the construction
of a single e.xperirnental machine a battery of machines has been completed and these are now
available for operation. For the present all the test specimens used are made of dumlumin.
However, material for magnesium test specimens is no-w available and it is planned to extend
the series to steel specimens if this proves feasible.

The results so far obtained appear to be compar~ble very closely with those obtained from
the mechanical fatigue machines which were developed for determining the fatigue resistance
of metal used in the S’henundoak A tendency to develop lower fatigue values has been traced
to the existence of corrosion in some sheet material which had been on hand for a considerable
period.

SUBCOMMITTEEONTTOODSANTGLUES

The Forest Products Laboratory of the Department of Agriculture conducts practically alI
the investigations on the application of vioods and glues to aircraft construction. These inves-
tigations are undertaken at the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics of the &’avy Department,
the mat6riel division of the Army Air Corps, or the National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics. Some of the more important investigations now in progress are outlined below.

Continuous 6eams.-From a previous study of the stress distribution in continuous beams
under transverse load only, there were obtained simplified methods of calculation which led to
greater accuracy in design. The theoretical foundations for these methods were checked by
tests.

The methods of calculation developed for transverse loading seemed to apply quite well,
with slight modifications, to continuous beams under combked transverse and axial loadings.
However, the Bureau of Aeronautics wished additional tests to corroborate this idea. Accord-
ingly, 32 I and box beams of conventional type were tested for this purpose- The results
demonstrated that essentially the same principles -were involved as in the previous work and
justified the extension of the method.

Design of plyuvod webs for he 6eam.s.-UntiI quite recently practically all plywood for web
material of box beams was made in three plies. NTOWtwo-ply materiaI is commonly used for
such purposes. The purpose of this study was to compare the two types and to determine
working stresses for both. It was found that when similarly constructed, two-pIy web material
was equally as efficient as three-ply. Allowable shear stresses for the two types were set up for
conventional box beams without diaphragms and for beams with various diaphragm spacings.

Bea~ing strength of bolts in tcoocL-This is the subject of a series of investigations on the
strength of boIted fastenings. The first report of the series dealt with solid bolts and a condition
of loading where the pull on the bolt was parallel to the grain of the wood, and the second dealt
with hollow- bolts under the same conditions of 10ading. The third report covers the case where
the pulI is at an angle to the grain and in the plane determined by the grain of &hewood and the
axis of the bolt.

The analysis of the test data of the third report shows that-
(1) The end pull on the bolt must be taken care of by ample washers or plates.

—.
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(2) Thelineof action of thepulI ~nustrneet thesurface of thetimber bet\veen tl~eboItsor
within the polygon joining the boIts.

(3) Under the condition of loading of this report. the stre@h of a joint is dependent upon
the component of the force paraIIeI to the grain of the wood and may be calculated from the
curves of the former reports by using the component of the stress parallel to the grain of the wood.

Determination of acceptance-test values.—b the inspection of wood for airplanes, the need
has been felt for a simple and expeditious mechanical test which could be applied to each piece
to determine its acceptability. To meet this need the Forest l?roducts Laboratory touglmess-
testing machine was developed.

Studies were made to obtain data--enabling the use of this machine for the inspection and
selection of suitable airplane woods, and were completed on white oak, black walnut, yellow
birch, white ash, and Sitka spruce.

This year data for Douglas fir (coast type) have be-en added to the list. It is now possible
by the use of this machine to inspect and select woods of high quality of the six species for which
minimum -dues have been established.

Seasoning practice at naval aircrajt establishments and contractors’ pknts.-At the request of
the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department, an inspection was made of the Iumber-seasoning
practice at a number of naval aircraft establishments and contractors’ plants. Individual
inspection reports on the various pIants visited and a final summary and report were submitted.
Many specific recommendations and suggestions were made as well as a number of general
recommendations.

Preparation of publication on glaing.—A manuscript on gIuing woods for a;rcraft purposes
has been prepared and is now ready for editing for publication. It is based on the resuIts of
various investigations on glues and gluing and, in the light of these and other dataj outlines
methods and procedure with pm-ticuIar reference to aircraft requirements. It deaIs specifically
with glues for aircraft, preparation of glues for use, preparation of wood for gluing, application
of glue to the wood, pressing, drying, and conditioning glued stock; and other subjects.

Tesfing of commercial water-resistant glues. —Fourteen different brands of commercial water-
resistant glues were ~ested by the block and pIywood-joint- test methods and observations were
made as to their mixing characteristics, working life, and hardness. .Tests were also made on
samples of casein glues in stock since 1918.

The casein glues tested were not extraordinary, although some of them should be classed
among the better grades of this cIass of adhesives.

Hot-press glues made in England tested high in water resistance, although equally high
results have been obtained with the cold-press blood glue formula developed by the Foresi—
Products Laboratory.

The soya-bean glue, which came into- use within the past few years, has been improved
until it is equaI in water resistance to some of th~medium grades of casein glues. In dry strength
generally speaking, it is still somewhat below the casein glues.

JIarzujacture qf casein water-resistant plywood.—k a result of this investigation it has
been concIuded that the requirements for grade A pIywood are so severe in some respects that
they can not at present be complied with consistently by pIywood glued with casein glue.
It was found further that plywood test values, obtained under present testing methods, are
variable for differenfi combinations of ply thicknesses, and curves expressing the relation of
face and core thicknesses to test values have been worked out. Based upon this relation of
test values to ply thiclinesses, it has been shown that a specification value suited to the easy
combinations, such as allowed in one-sixteenth and three thirty-seconds inch panels, may not
be just for difficult combinations as required at present in one-eighth and three-sixteenths inch
panels. The working out of this relationship has explained why it has been possible to meet
the requirements of grade A plywood in some cases and not in others with the same care
gluing,
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Development oj mzter-rewktant glue.s.-The work on the development of -water-resistant
g~ues has resulted in ti formula for making animal glue water resistant through the zcldition of
paraformaIdeh-yde. In the past the drawback to mixtures of animal g~ue and formaldehyde
has been their quick setting, which has made their use impractical in commercial operations.
‘By the addition of a small amount of acid, the working Iife of an animal-glue-paraformaldehyde
mixture has been extended to several hours. Oxalic acid was one of the most effective acids
used, yielding a glue of a suitable working life and at the same time of high water resistance.
The treated anind gIue compares well in water resistance to the better casein gIues and there
is a possibility that it may be more durable under prolonged e.sposure to damp conditions.

sUBco>I>lITTEEoh- coVERIXGS,DOPES,A?JDPROTECTIVECOATIliGS

Gas-cell jubrics.—Work on the further deveIopmenL of e.xperimentaI gas-cell fabrics has
graduaIIy eliminated marry of the. compounds w-hic.hwere considered to afford possible soIutiom
of this problem, and has led to concentration on two types. The one uses sheets of commercial
cellophane as a substitute for the sheets of goldbeater’s skins and has been deve~oped suf%ciently
to enable the construction of a full-sized gas cell. The fabric of this cell has been subjected to
unusuaIly se~ere conditions of handling during the period of manufacture and to the further
unfortunate circumstance that it was necessary to stop zdI work on it for a period of some
months whiIe more urgent repairs to other gas cells -were being carried on by the navaI aircraft
factory. In spite of these clifEculties, the fabric first made appears to be in splendid condition.
An experiment intended to improve the fabric. by impregnation of the ceIIopharie of certain
areas with gIycerine resulted unfort.unateIy-, as the gIyeetie caused the materiaI to take up water
and the cellophane separated from the foundation fabric. These defects -wiI1 be remedied
by the use of cellophane in which the glycerine is compounded initially. It, is anticipated
that this celI will be placed in the LOS i4nge7es for test in a -wry short time.

The other type of fabric is believed to contain even more promise than the cellophane
fabric. In this case the gas-containing compound is spread on the foundation fabric instead
of being cemented on as in the case of goldbeater’s skin fabric or the cellophane fabric. An
experimental production order for about 1,500 yards of this type of material has been pIaced
and preliminary results indicate that the shop production wiU be, if anything, superior to the
laboratory production and t.hak the quality of the resulting fabric will correspond. AS this
fabric has shown a permeability much lower than that of goldbeater’s skin fabric and vmighs
even less, it is being watched most careffly.

Although other types of fabric are being examined, the great promise offered by the two
types which have just been described has led to a slowing down in the search for new types
and a concentration of effort on the de-relopment of the two which seem to have the most
promise. kfost of the work connecied with the experimental study of the fabrics has been done
at the Bureau of Standards. The construction of the e.sperimental gas cell has been done a~
the ATa-ralAhcraft Factory. lf the resultsf rom the experimental production order for the second
type of fabric prove to ‘be as good as anticipated, there -will be a similar experimental gas cell
constructed of that fabric.

Coatings joi- dura7umin to prerent corrosion .—Experiments with the anodic. treatment ha-i-e
continued. In contrast to the good results reported by the British, this process has not been
as satisfactory in this country as was expected. It has been found desirable to paint or varnish
over the anodic coating in order to improve the protection.

Paint and varnish of conventional type ha-re been found to be of short life as a protective
coating, particularly in salt water. Apparently the water penetrates the paint and the coating
quickIy separates from the metal.

A process has been developed by means of which a thin Iayer of gum rubber can be buiIt up
on a duralumin surface with the adhesion between the rubber and the metal of a very high order.
This protection has been applied to a seaplane ffoat. and also to a number of test samples. The
information received so far indicates that the protection is very good. Bituminous paints stilI
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remain the most certain protection where they are not exposed to sunlight. Viheu exposed
to sunlight they break down and dust off unless given a Iight color by means of some added
pigment.

The application of a thin coat of pure aluminum by means of the metal-spray gun seems
to give a very high degree of protection. This may be combined with additional painting or
coating, as ma-y be desired. On account of its recent introduction the Iife of this type of coating
can be judged only by its behavior in accelerated corrosion tbsts. It will probably be necessary
to- await the results of a series of exposure tests whichare now under way at Hampton Roads
on about 250 specimens before definite conclusions can be reached. In these exposure Lests
all manner of coatings are being tested, both qualitatively and quantitatively. The quan-
titative test is obkained by applying the coatings under examination to standard test bars and
breaking these bars at intervals in a tension machine. The r~ductions in tensile streng~h and
elongation afford a very accurate measure of the degree to which the protective coating has
failed to do its work.

The introduction of the nitrocelhdose lacquers for the protection of smalI types of metal
fittings was attended by ihe difficulty that such lacquers were applied practicality uniformly by
spray. During the past year methods have been developed for the application of these lacquers
by hand brush, thus making it possible to use them for the painting of small parts of a.irpIanes.
The quick drying of these lacquers—from 5 to 20 rninutes-maIies them highly desirable
under some conditions.

Airplane dope~ and paints.—.4 rather comprehensive study was made during the past
year of the durability obtained from various schemes of airplane doping and varnishing. This
includes a study of the use of ceIIuIose acetate and cellulose nitrate dopes and other schemes
for airpIane fabric surfaces. The tests were made in .lVashington at the Institute of Paint and
Varnish Research, and at the United, States naval air station, Peusacola, Fla. The effects of
various colors and plasticizing agents were studied. .

The weight of the fabric, its tensile strength and tautness were determined both before
and after exposure. The tautness tests were made both by striking the dope panels and by an
apparatus devised by Barnaby and Freymoyer. The two methods checked up very well.
Very comprehensive tables of results were obtained md it was finally recommended that one
type of dope, namely, nitrate dope, should be used exclusively for airplane surfaces and that it
shouId be pigmented at the time of application by the addition of approximately 10 per cent of
aluminum powder. As a result of the adoption of the standard recommended from these tests,
one type of dope can be carried in stock with a smaIl amount of aluminum powder and used
for all doping, The use of clear varnish over the doped surfaces for the purpose of keeping the
fabric clean was also suggested.



PART IV

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE

During the past year the committee added a new series of pubhcations ~0~ as Aircraft
Circulars, =aking a ~otal of four series of technical pubIic.ations issued regularly by the eorn-
mittee. Only one series is printed, that known as Technical Reports, the o}her three series
being mimeographed.

On recommendation of the committee on publications and intelligence, the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has authorized the printing of 24 Technid Reports during
the past year covering a wide range of subjects on which research had been conducted under
the cognizance of the various subcommittees, each report having been approved by the sub-
committee concerned and recommended to the executive committee for publication. The
Technical Reports represent fundamental research in aeronautics carried on in different labora-
tories in this country, including the Langley Memorial .Aeronauticd Laboratory, the aero-
dynamical laboratory at the T7ashington N’avy Yard, the Bureau of Standards, the V7eather
Bureau, Stanford University, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technoloa~.

To make available immediately technical information on experimental and research prob-
lems, and to present the results of small research irivestigations and the results of studies of
specific detail problems which form parts of long irmestigationsl the committee has during the
past year issued in mimeograph form 20 Technical Notes.

The third series of publicfitions, known as Technical Memorandums, contain transitions
and reproductions of important aeronautical articles of a miscellaneous character. A total of
50 Technical Memorandums were issued during the past year.

The new series, known as Aircraft Cuculars, contain translations or reproductions of articles
descriptive of types of aircraft. This series was inaugurated in May, 1926, and up to the end
of September 16 circulars were issued.

Summaries of the 24 Technical Reports and lists of the Technical Notes, Technical Memo-
randums, and Aircraft Circulars issued during the past year follow.

SU}ITIARIES OF TECHN1~~L REPOR’YS

The first annual report of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics cent ained
Technical Reports Nos. 1 to 7; the second annual report, ATOS.8 to 12; the third annual report,
LNOS.13 to 23; the fourth annual report, LTOS.24 to 50; the fifth annual report, NTOS.51 to 82;
the sixth annual report, Nos. 83 to 110; the seventh annuaI report, Nos. 111 to 132; the eighth
annual report, NTOS.133 to 158; the ninth annuaI report, NIOS. 159 to 1S5; the tenth annual
report, Nos. 186 to 209; the eleventh annual report, Nos. 210 to 232; and since the preparation
of the eleventh annual report the committee has authorized the publication of the following
Technical Reports, Nos. 233 to 256.

Report .ilTo.2%’, entitled “The Aerodynamic Characteristics of Seven Frequently Used
VTing Sections at Full Reynolds Number,” by Max M. Munk and Elton ~. ~Miller, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.—This report contains the aerodynamic properties of the
wing sections U. S. A. 5, U. S. A. 27, U. S. A. 35A, U. S. A. 35B, Clark Y, R. A. F. 15, and
Got tingen 387, as determined at various Reynolds Numbers up to an approximately full scale
vaIue in the variable density wind tunnel of the h~ational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

It is shown that the c.haracteris~ics of the wings investigated are affected greatly and in a
somewhat erratic manner by variation of the Reynolds- ~Number. In general there is a Small

increase in ma.zirnum lift and an appreciable decrease in drag at all lifk.
RepoIti il’o. .234, entitIed “Three Methods of Calculating Range and Endurance of Air-

pknes,” by lValter S. Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautics, A’avy Department.—This report, which
was prepared for the NationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, develops new equations
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which give the range and endwwnce of airplanes with an accuracy equal to th~t obtained from
a step-by-step integration of the flight. A method of obtaining equally satisft-ictory results
from Breguet’s equations, is also given in detail. A third method of calculating range and
endurance, derived by the writer for use in routine estimating in the Bureau of Aeronautics,
is s1s0 given in full.

.

The report contains tables and curves arranged for convenient use and illustrates the three
methods by comparative e.stima~es.

Report il’o. 2?35, e.ntitIed “Interaction between Air Propellers and Airplane Structures,”
by lV, F. Durand, Stanford University .-The purpose of the investigation, the results of which
are presented in this report, was the determination of the character and amount of intemc~ion
between air propellers as usually mounted on airplanes and the adjacent parts of the airplane
structure—or, more “specifically, those parts of the airpIane structure within the wash of the
propelIer and capable of producing any significant effect on propeller performance.

In report-hTo. 177, by Messrs. Lesley and Vi’oods, such interaction between air propellers
and certain simple geometrical forms was made the subject of investigation and report. The
present investigation aims to carry this general study one stage further by substituting actual
airpIane structures for the simple geomet,ricd forms.

From the point of view of the present investigation, the airplane structures, viewed as an
obstruction in the wake of the propeller, must also be viewed as a necessary part of the airplane
and not as an appendage which might be installed or_removed at will.

Report No, 236, entitled “Tests on Airplane Fuselages, Floats, and Hulls,’) by l~o,lter S.
Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautics, hTavy Department. -This report is a compilation of test data
on airpIane fuselages, nzcelIes, airship cars, seaplane floats, and seaplane hulls, prepared by the
Bureau of Aeronautics, at the request–of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
The discussion of the data includes the derivation of a scale correc~ion cur~e .to be used in
obtaining the fuII scale drag. Composite curves of drag and L/D for flofits and huHs are also
given.

Report A’o. .%3?, entitled “Tests of Thirteen hra~y Type Model Propellers,” by M’. F.
Durand, Stanford University .—The tests on these model prope~lers were conducted at Stanford
University under research authorization of the National Advisory Committee for Aerorifiutics,
and were undertaken for the purpose of determining the performance, coefficients, and chmac-
teristics for certain selected series of propellers of form and type as commonly used in recent
Navy designs.

The first series includes se~-en propellers of pitch ratio varying by 0,10 from 0.50 to 1.10,
the area, form of blade, thickness, etc., representing an arbitrary standard propeller which
had shown good results,

The second series covers changes in thickness of .blacle section, other things equal, and the
third series, changes in blade area, other things equal.

These models are all of the standard 36-inch diameter employed in this laboratiky.
The dimensions of these mode~ forms are as shown in Figs. 1 to 14.
1t will be noticed thrit propellers A to G form the series on pitch ratio, C, N, I, J the series

on thickness of section, and K, M, C, L the series on mea.
Report No. %78, entitled “The Effect-of Flight Path Inclination on Airplane VeIocity,”

by lValter S. Diehl, Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Diptirtment.-This report was prepared at
the request of the National Advisory Commi tt,ee for Aeronautics in order to supply a systematic
study of the relations between the flight ~~e]ocity Jr and its horizontal component VR, in power
gIides. Curves of 7T and V= plotted against the inclination of the flight path O arc given,
together with curves, which sho}v the.maximum values of V~ and the corresponding values of
6. Curves are aIso given shol~ing the effect of sma]] departures from the horizontal in high
speed performance testing.

Report No. 2$9, entitJed “ pol~er output and Air Requirements of a Two-Stroke Cycle
Engine for Aeronautical Use,” by C. Rz Paton and Carl ton Kemper, h’ationa~ Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics.-Thc investigation herein reported was undertaken by the ATational

—.
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Advisory Committee for Acro~auties at its research laboratory, Langley Field, Vs., in order to
determine the pressure and amounb- of air necessary for satisfactory high-speed, two-stroke
cycle operation and thus permit the power requirements of the air pump or blovier to be deter-
mined. Assembly and de~~opmenfi of the apparatus and preliminary work in connection with

the fueI-inj ection system were done under the direction of Mr. Robertson Matthews.
The object of this investigation was to determine the pressure and amount of air necessary

for satisfactory scavenging and operation of a high-speed, tWo-stroke cye~e eng~e for aerO-
mutical use, a 5 by 7 inch singIe-e@nder Liberty tesk engine being adapted for the purpose.
The fuel and scavenging system consisted of a fuel-injection pump and injection val-ve, used in
conjunction with a separately driven Roots type blower. Tests were conducted at speeds of
1,000, 1,200, and 1,300 revolutions per minute, with air-suppIy pressures from 2 to 6 Ib./sq. in.
gauge, and results show, that 53 brake horsepower could be de-doped at 1,300 re-rolutions per minu-
te, with a scavenging air pressure of 5.5 Ib./sq. in., a specific air consumption of 9 lb./ll.HP./l,.,
arid a specific fuel consumption of 0.61 lb./B. FfP./hr. Under these conditions 3 horsepower
was required to supply the air, resuIting in a net power output of 50 brake horsepower. A
minimum specific air consumption of 8.4 lb./B. HP. was obtained at this speed with an air-
SUppl.Ypressure of approximately 3.5 lb.lsq. in. ~~hen develop@ 41 brake horsepower. Chatter-
ing of cam-operated exhaust valves prevented higher speeds.

Based on po-wer output and air requirement here obtained the two:stroke cycIe engine
would seem to be favorabIe for aeronautical use. No attempts were made to secure satisfactory

operation at idling speeds.
Report No. 240, entitled “Nomenclature for .4eronauticsl” by the ATationaI Adltisory

Committee for Aeronautics.-This report was prepared by a special conference on aeronautical
nomenclature authorized by the executive committee of the ~Tational .Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics at a meeting held on August 19, 1924, at which meeting Dr. Joseph S. Ames wm
appointed chairman of said conference. The conference was composed of representatives of
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and, in response to the committee’s invi-
tation, speciaIIy appointed representati~es oficially designated by the Army .4ir Service, the
Bureau of Aeronautics of &he Navy Department, the Bureau of Standards, the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, the Society of .kutomotive lbgineers, and the Aeronautical
Chamber of Commerce.

This report supersedes all previous publications of the committee on this subject. It is
published for the purpose of securing greater uniformity and accuracy in the use of terms
reIating to aeronautics in official documents of the Government and, as far as possible, in
technicaI and other commercial publications.

Report A’o. .2&, entitled “Electrical Characteristics of Spark Generators for .4utomotive
Ignition,” by R. B. Brode, D. m. Randolph, and F. B. SiIsbee, Bureau of Standards.—This
paper reports the results of an extensive program of measurements on 11 ignition systems
differing. widely in type. The results serve primarily to give representative data on the electric

and ma=gyetic constants of such systems, and on the secondary voltage produced by them under
various conditions of speed, timing, shunting resistance, etc. They aIso serve to confirm certain

of the theoretical formulas which have been proposed to connect the performance of such systems
with their electrical constants, and to indicate the extent to which certain simpli~ed model
circuits duplicate the performance of the actual apparatus,

Report fi’o. .2+22,entitled “Characteristics of a Twirt-Float Seaplane During Take-Off,” by
John TT. C!ro-ivIey, jr., and K. hf. Rormn, National Ad-risory Committee for A.eronautics.-.At
the request of the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy Department., an in-restigation has been made

by the LangIey MemoriaI Aeronautical Laboratory of the NTational .4dvisory Committee for
Aeronautics of the planing and get-away characteristics of three representative types of sea-
planes, namely, singIe float, boa~, and twin Boat. The experiments carried out on the single

float and boat types have been reported on previously. This report covers the investigation

conducted on the twin-float seaplane, the D T–.2, and include- m an appendix, a brief summary
of the results obtained on fill three tests. ,

-.
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The fundamental take-off characteristics of the DT–,2 seadane (twin float) arc similar to
those of the .h7-9E (Single float) and the F–6L (boat type). ‘At lo~v-water speed;, 20 to 25
miles per hour, the seaplane trims by the stern and has a high resistance. Ab~ve these speeds
the Longitudinal control becomes increasingly effective until, wiih a gross load of 6,000 pounds,
it is possibIe to get away at angles of attack of 8° to_14° with corresponding speeds of 56 to
46 miles per hour. It was further determined that an increase in the load caused little if any
change in the water speed at which the maximum angle and resistance occurred, but that it did
produce an increase in the maximum angle.

Repo~t i170,24S, entitled “A Preliminary Study of Fuel Injection and Compression Ignition
as Applied to an Aimraf t Engine Cylinder, ” by Arthur VT. Gardiner, National Advisory Comm-
ittee for Aeronautics. —This report summarizes some results obtained with a single-cyIinder
test engine at the Langley hfemorial Aeronautical Laboratory of the NationaI Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, during a preliminary investigation of the problem of applying fuel
injection and compression ignition to aircraft engines. For this work a standard L~berty
engine cyIinder was fitted with a high compression, - 11.4 :1 compression ratio, piston, and
equipped with an airless injection system, including a primary fueI pump, an injection pump,
and an automatic injection vaIve.

The results obtained during this investigation have indicated the possibility of appIying
airless injection and compression ignition to a cylinder of this size, 5-inch bore by 7-inch stroke,
when operating at engine speeds as high as 1,850 revolutions per minute, aIthough the unsuit-
ability of the Liberty cylinder form of combustion chamber for compression ignition research
probably accentuated the difficulties to be overcome. No difficulty was experienced in meter-
ing and injecting the small quantities of fuel required. A minimum specific fueI consumption
with Diesel engine fueI oil of 0.30 po.u-nd per indicated horsepower hour was obtained when
developing about 16 brake horsepower at 1,730 revolutions per minute. Specific fuel consump-
tion increased for higher Ioads at these speeds. A maximum power output of 29.7 brake horse-
power at 1,700 revolutions per minute was obtained, but could not be maintained for more than
one-half minute due to piston failure. Mean effective pressures approaching standard aircraft
engine practice couId not be obtained, due in part, it was attributed, to the unsuitable form of
the Liberty cylinder combustion chamber. Excessive maximum combustion pressures were
encountered when developing only about 60 pounds B. M. E. P. at 1,700 revolutions per minute, .
and piston life was very short, The engine could be idled with regular firing at-400 revolutions
per minute~ but acceleration under load was not satisfactory, due probably to the fixed timing
of injection during any particular run.

Report No. 244, entitled “Aerodynamic Characteristics of Air foils-IV,” by National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.-This collection of data on airfoils has been made from
the published reports of a number of the leading aerodynamic laboratories of this country and
Europe. The information which was originally expressed according to the different customs
of the several laboratories is here presented in a uniform series of charts and tables suitable for
the use of designing engineers and for purposes of general reference.

It is a well-known fact that the results obtained in different laboratories, because of their
individual methods of testing, are not strictly comparable even if proper scale corrections for
size of modeI and speed of test are supplied, It is, therefore, unwise to compare too closely
the coefficients of two wing sections tested in dif?erent laboratories. Tests of difl’erent wing
sections from the same source, however, may be reIied on to give true relative values.

The series of airfoils designated NT.A. C. A.–Ml ‘to N. A, C. A.–M27 were tested in the
variabIe density wind tunnel of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics at a pressure
of approximately 20 atmospheres.

The absolutie system of coefficients has been used, since it is thought by the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics that this system is the one most suited for international
use and yet it is one from which a desired transformation can be easiIy made. For this purpose
a set of transformation constants is given,
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Each airfoil section is given a reference number, and the tesfi data are presented in the
form of curves from which the Soeficients can be read with sticient accuracy for designing
purposes. The dimensions of the profile of each section are given at various stafiions aIong
the chord in per ce~t of the chord, the latter also serving as the datum line. TVheri two sets
of ordinates are necessary, OQ acco~t of taper in chord or ordinate, those for the maximum
section (at center of span) are given on the individual characteristic sheets, while those for the
tip (dotted) section are given in separate tables. TThere the ratio of ordinate to chord remains
constant the one set of ordinates applies to both center and tip section. The shape of the
section is also shown with reasonable accuracy to enable one to more clearly visua.kze the sec-
tion under consideration, together with its characteristics.

The authority for the results here presented is gi-ren as the name- of the laboratory at
which the experiments -were conducted, with the size of model, wind velocity, and year of test.

Report No. 2.45, entitled “Meteorological Conditions along Airways,” by TV. R. Gregg,
weather Bureau.—This report was prepared at the suggestion of and for publication by the
IVational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, and is an attempt to shotv the kind of meteoro-
logical information that is needed, and is in part a~ailable, for the purpose of deteiminin g oper-
ating conditions along airways. In general, the same factors affect these operating conditions
along all airways though in varying degree, depending upon their topographic, geographic, and
other characteristics; but in order to bring out as clearly as possible the nature of the d~ta
available, a specific example is taken, that of the Chicago-Fort J1’orth airway, on which regular
flying beatis this year.

Report ilro. .246, entitled “Tables for Calibrating Altimeters and Computing Altitudes Based
on the Standard Atmosphere, ” by TV. G. Brombacher, Bureau of Standards.—During 1925 the
assumption of an isothermal atmosphere which was in gemml use as the standard for the calibra-
tion of altimeters in the United States was replaced by a standard atmosphere which assumes an
altitude-temperature relation closely corresponding to the average of upper air observations at
latitude 40° in this country. The same standard atmosphere had already been adopted sorce-
what earlier in the United States as the aircraft performance standard.

hTational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Reports LTOS. 147 and 218 give
necessary constants, tables, and information. However, neither of these reports includes all
of the tables required for the computation of actual altitmdes nor those readily suitable for use
in calibrating altimeters, since the altitude intervals for which data are given are not suiliciently
small. The present report has been prepared specitially for these purposes.

The formuIas which define the standard atmosphere are given in this report, together with
other formulas giving the corrections to be applied to the standard altitude in order to obtain
the actuaI altitude when the necessary observations of pressure and temperature are available.

The tables necessary for the use of this standard atmosphere in calibratkg altimeters and hi
computing altitudes form the principal part of this report. In Table I are given the standard
altitudes at pressure intervals of 0.1 millimeter of mercury in the range 87 to 200 millimeters of
mercury and at intervals of 0.2 millimeter of mercury in the range 200 to 790 millimeters of
mercury. I-n Table II standard altitudes are given at intervals of 0.01 inch of mercury in the
range 3.4 to 31.09 inches of mercury. In Table III are given the pressure in inches and milli-
meters of mercury, the temperature, the mean temperature, and the corresponding isothermal
aItitude at every 500-foot interval of standard altitude in the range – 1,000 to + 50,000 feet.
Temperature corrections for use in computing altitudes from obser~ed” pressures and tempera-
tures are given in Table IV.

An exampIe of the computation of actual altitude from the necessary observations of
pressure and temperature is also included.

Report .iiTo.247, entitled “Pressure of Air on Coming to Rest from Tarious Speeds,” by A.
F. Zahm, Construction Department, Washington Navy Yard.—The text gives theoretkal
formulas from which is computed a tabIe for the pressure of air on coming to rest from various
speeds, such as those of aircraft and propeller blades. Pressure graphs are given for speeds from
1 centimeter-second up to those of swift projectiles.

——
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The present treatment slightIy modified was prepared for the Bureau of Aeronautics, Navy
Department, February 17, 1926, and by it was submitted for publication to the NationaI
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.

Report i?To.248, entitled “The Corrosion of IIagnesium and the filagnesium Muminum
Mloys .Containing Manganese,}’ by J. A. Boyer, American Magnesium Corporation.-The
tentative conclusions drawn from the experimental facts of this investigation are as follows:

The overvoltage of pure magnesium is quite high. On immersion in salt water the mettil
corrodes with the liberation of hydrogen until the film of corrosion product lowers the potential
to a critical value. TIThenthe potential reaches this value it-no longer exceeds the theoretiwd
hydrogen potential PIUS the overvoltage of the metal. Rapid corrosion consequently ceases.
VVhen aluminum is added, especially when in Iarge amounts, the overvoltage is decreased and
hydrogen plates out at a much lower potential than with pure magnesium. The addition of a
small amount of manganese raises the overvoltage back to practicality that of pure metal, and
the film is again protective.

Report No. 249, entitled “A Comparison of the Take-Off and Landing Characteristics of a
lNumber of Service Airplanes, ” by Thomas Carroll, National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics.—This investigation, which is a continuation of Technical Report hTo. 154, “A Study
of Taking Off and Landing an Ai.rpIane,” follows very closely the earlier methods a~d covers
a. number of service airplanes, whereas the previous report covered but one, the JNT-4h.

In addition to the air speed, acceIera.tion, and control positions as given in report No. 154,
information is here given regarding the distance run and the ground speed for the various
airp~anes during the two maneuvers.

Report ilTo.250, entitled “Description of the hT. A. C. A. Universal Test Engine and Some
Test Results,” by Marsden Vlare, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.—This report
describes the 5-inch bore by 7-inch stroke singIe-cylinder test engine used at the Langley
hfemorial Aeronautical Laborato~y of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, in
laboratory research on internal-combustion engine problems and presents some results of tests
made therewith.

The engine is arranged for -rariation over wide ranges of the compression ratio and lif~ and
timing of both irdet and exhausi vaIves while the engine is in operation. Provision is ako
made for the connection of a number of auxiliaries. These features tend to malie the engine
universaI in character and especially suited for the study of certain problems involving change
in compression ratio, valve timing and lift.

Incident&l to investigations of cuburetor and fueI-injection engine problems, considerable
data have been obtained which indicate the effect of changes of compression ratio on friction
horsepower and volumetric efficiency. From this and some other worii, it appears that with
a change in compression ratio from 5 to 13, the friction horsepower obtained by motoring the
engine increases by about 15 per cent, whiIe the volumetric efficiency taken during power runs
is practically unchanged.

The results of some tests are presented also that- show the power obtained when operating
as a carburetor engine on aviation gasoline at compression ratios in excess of that which will
permit full throttle as a normal engine and controlling detonation by throttling the intalie charge
and by varying the inlet valve timing. For fixed compression ratios in these tests throttling
gave the least- power whiIe variation of the inlet valve closing time with the opening time kept
fixed gave the greatest power for the conditions tried.

Report No. Z51, entitIed “Approximations for Column Effect in Airplane Tying Spars,” by
Edward P. VTarner and Mac Short, Massachusetts Lnstitute of Technology .-The significance
attaching to “column effect” in airpIane wing spars has been increasingly realized with the
passage of time, but exact computations of the corrections to bending moment. grooves resulting
from the existence of end lobes are frequently omitted because of the additional labor involved
in an anaIysis by rigorously correct methods. The present reportysubmitted for publication
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, represents an attemp~ to provide for
approximate column effect corrections that can be graphically or otherwise expressed so as to
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be applied wi tb a minimum of labor. Cum-es tire plotted gi-ring approximate -ralues of the
correction factors for single and two bay trusses of varying proportions and. with -various ~el~~
tionships between a.xiaI and lateral Ioads. It is further shown from an analysis of those c~rve~
that rough but useful approximations can be obtained from Perry’s formula for corrected bend-
ing moment, with the assumed distance bet~een points of inflection arbitrarily modified in
accordance with rules gi-ren in the report.

The discussion of generaI rules of variation of bending stress with axiaI Ioad is accompanied
by a study of the best distribution of the points of support zdong a spar for various conditions
of loading.

Report ~Yo. 252, entitled “The Direct Measurement of Ena@e Power on an AirpIane in
FIight with a Hub Type Dynamometer,” by T7. D. Gobe and M. VT. Green, N’ational Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics.—This report describes tests made at the LangIey Memoria,I Aero-
nautical Laboratory of the ATationaI Advisory (!ommittee for Aeronautics, to obtain direct
measurements of engine power in flight. Tests were made with a Bendemann hub dyna-
mometer installed on a modified DH--4 airplane, Liberty 12 ergine, to determine the suitability
of this apparatus.

This dynamometer unit, which was designed specialIy for use with a Liberty 12 engine, is
a special propeller hub in which is incorporated a s-ystem of pistons and cylinders interposed
between the propeIler and the engine crank shaft. The torque and thrust forces are balanced
by fluid pressures, which are recorded by instruments in the cockpit.

These tests have shown the suitability of this type of hub dynamometer for measurement
of power in flight and for the determination of the torque and power coefficients of the propeller.

Report .&’o. 253, entitled “Drag and Pressure-Drag of Simple Quadrics,” by A. F. Zahm,
construction department, Washington FJavy l“ard.-In this text are given the pressure distribu-
tion and resistance found by theory and experiment for simple quadrics flsed in an infinite
uniform stream of practicality incompressible fluid. The experimental values pertain to air and
some fluids, especially water; the theoretical refers sometimes to perfect, again to viscid fluids.
For the cases treated the concordance of theory and measurement is so close as to make a sum-
mary of restits desirable. incidentally formulas for the veloeity at alI points of the flow field
are given, some being new forms for ready use derived in a pre-rious paper and given in Table I.

Report fire. 254, entitled “ Distribution of Pressure Over a Llodel of the. t~pper Wig and
Aileron of a Fokker D–VII .4irplane,” by .&. J. Fairbanks, h’ational .4d~isory Committee for
.-leronautics.-This report, describes tests made in the atmospheric wind tunnel of the ~ational
Advisory ~ommitt ee for .keronautics, for the purpose of determining the distribution of pressure
over a model of the tapered portion of the upper wing and the aileron of a Fokker D–lTII air-
plane. hTormaI pressures were measured simultaneously at 74 p~ints distributed over the wing
and aiIerons. Tests were made throughout the useful range of angles of attack with afieron
settings ranging from —20° to +20°. The results are preserded graphically.

It was found that the pressure distribution aIong the chord is in general similar to that of
thick tapered airfoils pretiously tested. The maximum resultant pressure recorde~ was five
times the dynamic pressure. The distribution of the air Ioad along the span may be assumed
to be uniform for design purposes.

Aileron displacements affect. the pressures forward to the leading edge of the wing and
may increase the air load on the outer portion of the wing by a considerable amount. With
the wing a~ large angles of attack, the o~erhanging portion of the aileron creates usually a
burbled flow and therefore a large drag. The balance reduces the control stick forces at small
angles of attack for all aileron displacements. At large angles of attack it does this for small
displacements only. Ti’ith the airplane at its maximum speed, an angIe of attack of 18”, and
a down aileron displacement of 20°, the lending moment tending to break off the overhanging
portion of the aileron will be greater than that. caused by a uniform static load of 35 pounds

-.

per square foot.
Report No. .255, entitIed “Pressure Distribution Over Airfoils at High Speeds, ”

Briggs and H. L. Dryden, Bureau of Standards.—This report deals with the pressure
by L. J.
distribu-
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Lion over airfoils at high speeds, and describes an eztension of an investigation of the ~ero-

dynamic characteristics of certain airfoils which was presented in ~. A. C. .4. Technical Report

No. 207.
The results presented in report ~o~ 207 have beeIL cofirmed and extended to higher speeds

through a more extensive and syste.mat.ic series of tes& Observations were also made of the

~ir flow near the surface of the airfoils, and the large changes in lift coeffkien ts were shown to
be associated with a sudden breaking away of the flow from the upper surface.

The tests were made on models of l-inch chord and comparison with the earlier measure-
ments on models of 3-inch chord shows that the sudden change in the Iif&coefficient is due to
compressibility and not to a change in the Reynolds number, The Reynolds numbir stilI
has a large effect, however, on the drag coefficient.

The pressure distribution observations furnish the propeIIer designer with data on the
load distribution at high speeds, and also give a bette~ picture of the airflow changes.

Report ATO.256, entitled “The Air Forces OB a Systematic Series of Biplane and Triplane
Cellule Models, ” by Max M. Munk, National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.—The air
forces on the largest systematic series of biplane and triplane cel.lule models ever pubIished,
measured in the atmospheric density tunnel of the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
are the subject of this report. The tests consist in the determination of the lift, drag, and
moment of each individual airfoil in each cellule, mostly with the same wing section.

The magnitude of the gap and of the stagger is_systematically varied; not, however, the
decaIage, which is zero throughout the tests. Certab check tests with a second wing icction
make the tests more complete and the conclusions more convincing.

The results give evidence that the present Army and h~avy specifications for the reIative
Iifts of biplanes are good, They furnish material for improving such specifications for the
relative lifts of triplanes. A larger number of factors can now be prescribed to take care of
clifferent cases.

LIST OF TECHNICAL NOTES ISSUED DURING THE PAST YEAR
No.

228. The I?lettner Rotor Ship in the Glght of the Kutta-Joukowski Theory and of Experimental
‘- - Results. By Frank Rizzo.
fi9~An Altitude Chamber for the Study and Calibration of Aeronautical Instruments, By

230.

231.
232,

233.
234.

235.

236,

237.

238,

239.
240.
241.

242.-..

H, J. E. Reid and Otto E. Kirchner.
The Spacing of Orifices for the Measurement ~f Pressure Distributions. By h’~~x h~,

—. .—.

hIunk,
The Resistance to the Steady Motion of SrnaI1 Spheres in Fluids. B.y R. A. Castleman.
The LateraI Failure of Spars. By Stevens Brorniiey and ~Vil.liam H. Robinson, jr.
N, A. C. A. Flight-Path-Angle and Air-Speed Recorder. By Donald G. Coleman.
An Investigation of the Characteristics of Steel Diaphragms for Automatic Fuel-Injection

Valves. By IV. F, Joachim.
Propeller Design. By Fred E. lVeick, Part L Practical Application of the Blade

Element Theory.
Propeller Design. By Fred E, lVeick. Part 11. Extension of Test Data on a Family of

Model Propellers by Means of the Modified Blade Element Theory,
Propeller Desig~. By Fred E. ll~eick. Part III. A ,Simple System Based on Model

Propeller Test Data.
Propeller Design. By Fred E. ~l~eick, Part IV. A SimpIe hlet.hod for Determining the

Strength of Propellers.
Steam Power Plants in Aircraft. By E. E. }Vi.lson.

The N. A. C. A. CYH Airfoil Section. By George J. Higgins.
Tests of Several Bearing Materials Lubricated by Gasoline. By TV. F. Joachim and

Harold IV. Case.
Improving the Performance of a. Compression Ignition Engine by Directing Flow of the

Inlet Air, By Carlton Kemper.
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.No .

z43- The ~haracferis~ics of &e ~. A. fJ. ~. X1–12 .~fo~ sec~jon. By George J. Hig.tis.
244. &Tavy PropelIer Section Characteristics as Used in Propeller Design. By Fred E. TVeick.
245. Report on Tests of Metal Model Propellers in Combination with a Model VIZ-7 AirpIane.

By E. P. Lesley.
246. Test of a Model Propeller with Symmetrical BIade Sections. By E. P. LesIey.
247. The Drag of Airships-Pm-t I. By Clinton H. Havill.

LIST OF TECHNICAL MEMORANDUMS ISSUED DURING THE PAST YEAR
N’O.

332. Concrete Airship Sheds at Orly, France. By Freyssinet. Part 1. General Aspect of the
ProbIem; Basic Principles of the Final Project; Principal Structural EIements. Tra.ns-
Iation from “Le Genie Civil,” September 22 and 29, 1923.

333. Concrete Airship Sheds at Orly, France. By Freyssinet. Part IT. Supporting Structure
and Method of Moving; Mechanism for Mowing and Centering; Apparatus for Handling
the Materials; Remarks on Construction Details.

334. Theory of FIapping Flight. By Alexander Lippisch. Transition from “Flugsport,”
June 17, 1925.

335. Schutte-Lanz Airship Projects after the _lVar. By Georg ~eiss. Translation from
“ Schiflbau,” May 27, 1925.

336. Pressure Distribution on Joukowski wings. By Otto Blumenthal.
Graphic Construction of Joukowski wings. By E. Trefftz. Translation from “ Zeit-

schrift fur FIu@echnik und Motorluftschi.fhhrt,” May 31, 1913.
337. A Method for the Direct Determination of TVing-Section Drag. By A.. Betz. Translation

from “Zeitschrift fur FIugteclmik und MotorIuftschiffahrt,” February 14, 1925.
338. Recent Progress in the Theoretical Deduction of Airpkme Wings. B-y Lf. Panetti. Trans-

lation from “ Rivi.sfia Aeronautic,” July, 1925.
339. Aerodynamic Characteristics of Aircraft with Reference to their Use. By M. Panetti.

Translation from “L’Ala d’ltalia,” April, 1925.
340. An Introduction to the Helicopter. By Alexander IClemin. From “Mechanical En=@eer-

ing, ” Mid-November, 1924.
341. Strength Calculations on AirpIanes. By A. Baumann. Transition from “ Berichte und

.ibhandlung~rt der Til.ssenschaftl;chen Gesel..khaft ftir Luftfahrt,,” JuIy, 1925.
342. Tilre Suspensions in Vilnd Tunnel Experiments. By Jean Kerneis. Transition from

“L’A.erophile,” September 1-15, 1925.
343. PotentiaI Flow in Engine Valves. By Bruno Eck. Translation from “ Zeitsehrift ftir

angewandte Mathernatik und Lf.echanik,” Vol. ITT, 1924.
344. Calculation of Tubular Radiators of the Automobile Type. By L. Richter. Translation

from “Zeitschrift fur angemandte Mathemat.ik und Llechanik,” August, 1925.
345. Photographic Time Studies of AirpIarie Paths. By A. G. Von Baumhauer. Translation of

Report V 79, from “ VersIagen en Verhandelingen -ran den Rijks-Studiedienst voor de
Luchkraart,” Vol. HI, 1925.

346. Behm Acoustic Sounder for Aircraft. Translation from “FIugsport,” N’ov-ember 11, 1925.
34’7. Two-Stroke-Cycle Engines for Airplanes. By J. Jalbert. Translation from “L’Aero-

nautique,” July and August,, 1925.
348. Protection of wooden Airplane Parts against Moisture by Means of Varnish. By E. B.

V701fl and L. J. G. ~’an Ewijk. Translation of Report kl 14.4 from “VersIagen en ~7er-
handelingen van den Rijks-Studiedienst voor de Luchtvaart,” Vol. 111, 1925.

349. The Metal Construction of AirpIanes-lts Advantages-its Present State-Its Future.
By M. De ~oitine. Paper read before the Institution of Aeronautical Engineers, De-
cember 15, 1925.

350. Change of 180° in the Direction of a Uniform Current of .4ir. Prepared for publication by
J. Bonder.

351. Kirsten-Boeing Propeller. By H. Sachse. Translation from “Zeitschriit fur FlugteehDik
urtd MotorIuftschiff ahrt,” January 14, 1926.
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352. Functioning of Reduction Gears on Airplane Engines. By Raff ad.i .Matteucci. Trans-
lation from ‘‘ hTotiziario Tecnico,” December, 1925.

353. Recent Experiments with Large Seaplanes. By Adolf Rohrbach. Translation from
“ B6richte und Abhandlungen der Vlissenschaftlichen Gesellschafi fur Luftfahrt,” ,July
1925,

354. Tests for Determining the Effect of a Rotating Cylinder Fitted into the Leading Edge
of an Airplane lying. By E. B. IVOIH and C. Koning. Translation of Report= A. 105
of the ‘( Rijl<s-Studiedienst voor de Luchtvaart, ” Amsterdam.

355. Slip Stream Effect. By Charles N. MontietJh. From “Slipstream)” December, 1925.
356. The Fundamental Principles of High-Speed Semi-Diesel Engines. By Doctor Buchner.

Part I. A General Discussion of the Subject of Fuel Injection in Diesel Engines and
Detailed Descriptions of many Types of Injection Nozzles. Translation from” Jahrbuch
der Brennkrafttechnischen Gesellschaft;” Vol. lT, 1924.

357. The Fundamental Principles of High-Speed Semi-DieseI Engines. By Doctor Buchner.
Part 11. A Discussion of the Semi-Diesel Principle and its Application to Various
Types of Solid-Injection Engines. Translatio~ from “Jahrbuch der Brennkrafttech-
nisc.hen GeselLschaftF” Vol. V, 1924.

358. The. Fundamental Principles of High-Speed Semi-Diesel Engines. By Doctor Buchner.
Part III. A Discussion of Fuel Mixing and Ignition, with Special Reference to Engines
with Precombustion Chambers. Translation from ‘ ‘Jahrbuch der Brennkrafttech-
nischen Gesellschaft, “ Vol. V, 1924.

359. Flight Tests on Airplanes. By Heinrich Koppe. Translation from “ BEirichte und
Abhandlungen der TTissenschaftlichen GeselIsch.aft fiir Luftfahrt,” July, 1925.

360. Mixing and Ignition in Supercharged Engines. By A. E. Thierman. Translation from
“Der Motorwagen,” December 10, 1925.

361. MetaI Airplane Construction. Translation of paper read at the Third International
Congress of Aerial Navigation held at Brussels-in October, 1925.

362. Experimental In}-estimation of the Physical Properties of .Medium and Heavy Oils, their
Vaporization and Use in Explosion Engines. By Friti Heinlein, Translation from
“Der Motorwagen,” October 10, 1925.

363. Experimental In-restigation or the Physical Properties of Medium and Heavy OiIs, their
Vaporization and Use in Explosion Engines—Part 11. By Fritz Heinlein. Trans-
lation from ‘‘ Der Motorwagen,” October 31, December 20, 1925; February 10, 1926.

364. Kinetographic Flow Pictures. By L. Prandtl and O. Tietjens. Translation from “Die
Naturwissenschaf ten,” Vol. KIII.

365. Tasks of Air Flow Research. By L. Prandtl. Translation from “Die hTaturwissen-
schaften,” Vol. HV, No. 16.

366. Calculation of Combining Effects in the Structure of Airplane JITings. A Rational Basis
for Estimating the Reduction in the Design Load on T1’ing Beams Due to the Influence
of Ribs and Covering toward Causing the Beams to Deflect Together. By K. Thalau.
Translation from ‘( Berichte- und Abhandlungen der Wiss.enschaftlichen Gcsellschaft
fur Luftfahrt,” July, 192.5.

367. Application of the “ Magnus Effect” to the Wind Propulsion of Ships. By L. Prandtl.
Translation from “Die Naturwissenschaften,” Vol. KIII, June 2, 1925.

368. Metal Spars. By J. D. Haddon, From “Flight,” February 25, 1926.
369. Tests orI an Airfoil with Two Slots Suitable for an Aircraft of High Performance-Glftl

Drag, Rolling, and l’aviing Moment Measurements. By F. HandIey Page. From
“Flight,” January 28, 1926.

370, Development of Light and Small AirpIanes. By G. Lachmann. Translation from
“Berichte und Abhandlungen der ~~rissenschaft~icheu Gesellschaft fur Luftfabrt,”
July, 1925.
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372.

373.
374.

375.

376.

377.

378.

379.

380.

381.

No.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

On the Knocking of Gasoline Engines. By Ludwig Richter. Translation from “Der
kfotorwagen,” &Tovember 20, 1925; January 20, hlay 10, June 20, 1926.

First Experiences with the Rot sting Laboratory. By L. Prandtl. Translation from
“~aturwissenschaf ten,” hfay 7, 1926, To]. ~’.

Tail planes. By L. Constantine. Translation from “L’Aerophile,” Idmy 1–15, 1926.
Experiments with an Airfoil from -which the Boundary Layer is Removed by Suction.

By J. ~ckeret, & Betz, and O. Schrenk. Translation from “ ~Torlautlge Wtteilungen
der Aerodynamischen Versuehsanstalt zu Gottingen,” N’o. 4, ATovember, 1925.

Effect of Roughness on Properties of Airfoils. By 0. Schrenk. Translation from “ JTor-
laufige Alitteihngen der A.erodynamischen Versuchsanstalt zu G6ttingen,” NTO. 4,
hTovember, 1925.

Designing Seaplane Hulls and Floats. By Lieut. Benoit. Translation from “L’.Aero- .
nautique, “ June, 1926.

The BeIgian Aerot.ethnical Laboratory at Rhode-Saint-Gen&se. Transition from Bulletin
of the Technical Service of Aeronautics (Brussels), January, 1926.

Recent Developments in the Construction and Operation of Ml-Metal Airplanes. By
C!. Dornier. Translation from “Berichte und AbhandIungen der Wissenschaf tlichen
GeselIschaft fiir Luftfahrb,” May, 1926

Digest of Some of the Speeches Made at the Fifteenth Regular Afeeting of the “ T7issen-
schaftliche Gesellschaft fiir Luf tfahrt,” June 17, 1926, in Dusseldorf, Germany. Trans-
lation from “Zeits&rift fur Flugtechnik und Lfotorluftmhiflahrt,” July 14, 1926.

E.xperirnents on Autorotation. By E. Anderlik. Translation from “ Zei tschrift fiir
F1ugtechnik und &lotorlufts&iffahrt,” August 28, 1926.

Take-Off Distance for Airplanes. By A. Pro?-l. Translation from “ Zeits&rift fiir FIug-
technik und Nfotorluftschiffahrt,” August 14, 1926.

LIST OF AIRCRAFT CIRCULARS ISSUEI) DURING THE PAST YEAR

Lior6-Olivier Airplane-Type 12 ~ight-Bomber or Type 20 commercial By J. Serryer.
Translation from “Les Ailes,” Jan;ary 28, 1926.

The Pander Light BipIan~A School Two-Seater with 45 Horsepower .&nzani Engine.
From “Flight,” April 1, 1926.

The Vic,kers “Vendace “-A Land or Sea Training Biplane. From “Flight,” March 18,
1926.

German Training Airplane, Arado AT. S. 1. By G. ManigoId. Translation from “Zeit-
schrift fur Flugtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt,,” Lfarch 28, 1926.

The Short S. 7 “Mussel “-A Training SeapIane -with 65 horsepower “ (lirrus” Engine.
From “Flight,” klarch 11, 1926.

A1l-lletal Junkers Airplane, ‘Pype F 13. Translation from the German.
Two “ G1oster” Airplanes: The Grouse II, Two-Seat. Training Airplane; the Grebe II,

Single-Seat Fighter. From “Flight,” November 19, 1925.
The Albatros L 7,2A, A German Newspaper Cmrier with Slotted Wings. From “Flight,”

April 15, 1926.
Wibauh Two-Seat Monoplane 8 (22, An A1l-Metal Pursuit and Observation Airplane. By

J. Serryer. From “Les Ailes,” ]Iay 13, 1926, and “The Aeroplane)” April 14, 1926.
A New De Havilland Commercial Airplane, The D. H. 66, with Three Bristol “Jupiter”

Engines. From “Flight,” June 10, 1926.
The Blackburn Sprat, A Training Airplane Convertible into Landplane or SeapIane. From

“Flight,” May 27, 1926.
Farman Monoplane F. 170, Commerical Airplane with One 500 Horsepower Farman

Engine. By J. Serryer. Translation from “Les Ailes,” April 8, 1926.
Heinkel Airplane H. D. 39 for Carrying ATewspapers. Translation from “ Flugsport,”

May 1, 1926.
~~S~~7+
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14. The Armstrong-W’hiimTorth -Argosy, The Latest Three-Engined Commercial Airplane,
l?rom “Flight,” July 1 and August 5, 1926.

15, The Farman Commercial Airplane Jabiru. Translation from the French,
16. AIbatros Commercial AirpIane L 73. By Karl ltuld and Hasso ViGederhold. Translation

from “ Zeitschrift fur Flugtechnik und Motorluftsehiffahrt,” July 28, 1926.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF AERONAUTICS.
During the year 1926 the committee issued a bibliography of aeronautics for the year 1923,

It had previously issued bibliographies for the years 1909 to 1916, 1917 to 1919, 1920 to 1921,
and 1922. A bibliography for the year 1924 is now in the hands of the printer and should be
ready for distribution during the coming year.

Citations of the publications of alI nations are included in the language in which the pub-
lications originally appeared. The arrangement is in dictionary form, with author and subject
entry, and one alphabetical arrangement. Detail in the matter of subject reference has been
omitted on account of cost of presentation, but an attempt has been made to give sufficient
cross reference to make possible the finding of items in specia~ lines of research.



PART V

THE PRESENT STATUS OF AVIATION

THE PRESENT STATE OF TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

AERODYNA311(%

Reviewers of the progress in aerodynamics in the past kave usually found that th~ theory
had advanced %t a greater rate than its practical application. This is a natura~ phase in the
development of a new science. However, it is apparent that the time has ROW-arrived when
the main theoretical foundation has been laid arid we may expect in the future to find extensions
of and additions to existing theory rather khan new fundamental conceptions. Vle are therefore
entering into a phase of refined and applied theory, as shown by the developments during the
past year. This phase demands tha~ theory be deveIoped in detail to fit particular requirements
or to explain unusual phenomena.

Considering first the general theories of air flow and the-ii- practical application, it is found
that satisfactory progress has been made. One of the most important contributions made by
theory to practice in recent years is the “wall effect” correction, by means of -which the int.er-
ferertce between a model and the wind-tunneI VWIIScan be calculated. During the past year
these corrections ha-ve been proved valid not onIy by check calculations based on more refined
assumptions and methods buti also by numerous practical applications whereby the test results
from different wind tunnels were brough~ into excellent agreement. Outstanding appJ.ications
of theory to practice are to be found in the reports of the British Aeronautical Research Com-
mittee, wide considerable work has also been done along similar lines at the Langley Xlemorial
Aeronautical Laboratory, where numerous checks on the wing theory have been made.

WIND TUNXELS.—AS more data are accumulated on wind tunnels and their limitations,
additional justification is found for reliance on them as an invaluable adjunct to design. The
faflure to recognize the existence Of large scale effect and the failure to make proper allowance
therefor in the interpretation of test results has frequently led to conclusions very much in
error. For example, it has been shown conclusi~ely during the past year that the variable-den-
sity wind tunneI gave data at high IleynoIds numbers which were correct only when the modeI
was a true geometrical scale reproduction, this feature etiendbg even to the surface iinish on
airfoil or wing modeIs. Along similar lines it. has been shown that tests on airp~ane models
in atmospheric R-ind tuels are of little ~~alue unless scale corrections or the equivalent of scale
corrections are made. This matter is now being satisfactorily handled in some wind tunneIs
by the ehmination, through special tests, of the scale effect on struts, wires, and fittings.

FREE-FLIGHT Tlzsr-rncestiga fion, of spinning.—.k increasing interest is being shown in
free-%ght research. This is due in part to the exce~ent results which have been obtained by
the use of new and improved recording instr~ents and devices and in part to the stimulus
brought about by the general discussions which have folIowed the disco~ery that certain types
of airplanes could be put into spins from xhich reco~ery was very difficult.. These spins,
which are charactetied by an unusuwy rapid rotation at a high angle of attack, have been
under investigation in this country and in EngIand for almost two years and the solution now
seems weIl in hand. Anflyses of this type of spin from wind-tunnel and flight-test data indicate
that equilibrium i.u the ~usual flat attitude is due to precessional moments brought about by
an excessively rapid ~otation and that the cure should be found either in a reduction of the rate
of rotation or in a new mass distribution giving the proper relations between the moments of
inertia about the principal axes. The correctness of these deductions has been demonstrated
by tests in which models of the airplanes have been dropped from a height h such a m~w

as to fall into spins. The motion is studied from standard and ultrarapid moving pictures.
57
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These models were constructed of balsa wood in such a manner that the mass distribution
was the same as in the fuI1-sized airplane. Provision was also made for changing the mass
distribution. This method of studying the behavior of airplanes in maneuvers has apparently
opened an entirely new field in aerodynamic research.

Pressure distribution and loading.—The questions of loading, such as the distribution of
loads between the wings of a biplane, distribution of Ioad along the span, local loadings, and Ioads
on control surfaces, have aIways received considerable attention, but-as a generaI ruIe no more
than was demanded for immediate design requirements. With the demand for refinements
in design it-is inevitable that more free-flight tests along these lines wilI be required. It is
gratifying to record that the testing program at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
contains a number of important pressure-distribution studies and thai considerable data are
now available for design use. —.,

In thk connection, attention is invited to the fact-that pressure-distribution measurements
have Iong been known to yieId data not obtainable by other means, but the difficulties involved
have prevented this field of testing from developing to a degree commensurate with its worth.
With the advent of the special photographic recording instruments designed and built at the
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory it became possible to secure a continuous and
simultaneous pressure record for any desired number of points on the airplane and for any
desired length of time. These instruments enable an almost unlimited amount of data to be
obtained on a single flight, with the obvious result that the only limit now imposed is that-of labor
involved in tabulating and analyzing the test-data., It is the opinion of many who are in touch
with these developments that pressure-distribution studies made with the new equipment offer
the most- Iogical and most promising method of increasing the knowledge of design requirements,
particularly since it has been demonstrated that in no case does the recorded pressure vary more
than a few per cent from the true pressure.

Supplementing the free-flight pressure-distribution data, a very important wind-tunnel
research on the distribution of Ioading between the wings of bipIanes and triplanes has been
compIeted during the past year. This research covers systematically the effect of gap, stagger,
and wing section on the load distribution, and, in connection with the exceIIent work previously
done along similar lines in Germany and England, it is beIieved that present needs will be fully
met.

Control at low speeds.—~ontrol at low speeds has now been under investigation for severaI
years in England and real progress has been made through the demonstration of several methods
01 securing control in stalled flight. This investigation has been so thorough and complete that
any extensive work in this country would be largely a duplication of effort. The National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has therefore ~dopted the general policy of limiting low-
speed-control tests as far as practicable to features not covered in the British tests, or to flight
tests on special devices. In accordance with this poIicy tests have been made by the Army
and Navy on the Savage-Bramson antistall gear, the Frise aileron, and differential ailerons of
various types, with and without the ‘~spoiIer’> gear. The British tests on the Hill tailless air-
plane and the La Cierva autogiro have been watched with great interest, in view of the potential
value of these types for special purposes.

During the past year flight tests have been made at the Langley Memorial Aeronautical
Laboratory to determine landing and take-off runs, ground effect, and the effect of super- ‘
charging on performance. The preliminary reports of these tests, which are now available
are of considerable general interest as weII as technicaI value.

SCALICEFFEcT.—The investigation and comparison of model and full-scale data have
continued both here and abroad. In this country tests, both model and full scale, have been
under way for some time on the Sperry messenger airplane fitted with different. wings, while the
Army and Navy have conducted a number of design studies along similar lines. The. same
problem has been under investigation in England to-an even greater extent and a number of
reports have been issued by the British Aeronautical Research Committee.
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The variabIe-density wind tunnel is now supplying data of great importance in design and
design anaIysis. During the past year several features demanding further attention have been
brought out. For example, the tests have shown that the scale effect ~matmospheric tunnels
may be very favorable for certain wing sections and unfavorable for others. This tendency
had previously been noted, buk its magnitude was greater than expected. It has aIso been shown

conclusively that the characteristics of certain wing sections are extremely sensitive to slight
alterations in camber. or surface conditions, thus e.xph.ing the poor performance of certain
designs and the decrease in performance after a Iong period of service. It is believed that a
fruitful field for research lies in the determination of those sections which have a stable flow
with good aerodynamic properties.

LIGHTER-THAN-AIR CEAm.-Arnong the Iighter-than-air investigations, the determination
of pressure distribution on the Los Angele$ is by far the most important. The data from the-se
tests are expected LOsupply a large part of the background for the design of rigid airships in the
future. Tests are now under way in the variable-density -ivind tunnel on a series of airship
modeIs in -which the ratio of length to diameter is varied over a wide range in order to determine
the best ratios for various voIumes.

31ETAL Pr&oPzIJmrw--@e of the most pronounced tendencies noted during the past year
is the general adoption of metal propellers. Continued testing in service has proved that the
thin-section metaI propellers not only give higher efficiencies tha~ the conventional wooden
designs but that the higher eficiency is accompanied by greater economy. The problems
involved in propeller design, however, have become more numerous and more cliflicult, for the
metal propeller shows a decided tendency to flutter and the deformations under Ioad are large.
These defects have been remedied for the time being by cut-and-try methods pending the
completion and operation of the propeller research equipment of this committee.

TESTS OF hfODEL PRoPmmRs.-Additiond model data on propetier characteristics and
interference effects have been made available during the year, but there is almost universal agree-
ment among designers that the differences in deformation between model and full scale are so
great that only fdl-scaIe tests will bring outi the impro~ements which may be expected in the
future. lb should be noted in this connection, however, that those comparisons between modeI
and fW scaIe which have been completed show excellent agreement. in most cases and lead to
the conclusion that model data obtained under proper conditions may be used with cordidence.

FIELDS FOR FUTURE REsEARcH.—1n concluding this review of ~erodynamic.al progress, it
is desired to emphasize the fact that all indications now point to a stabilized progress, in -which
improvements are restricted largely to refinement of design. The possibilities in refinement of

design are very great, since there is no part of an airplane which is not subject to improvement
structurally and aerodynamically. For example, the subject of slots and flaps has long been
under investigation and excellent airpIanes hav-e been built incorporating them, but these devices
aIone can not convert a poor airpIane into a good one, since they mereIy gi-re a moderate
improvement.. The most promising fields for future research are: First, aIong the lines which
increase our knowledge of forces and force distributions, thus leading to more efficient st,ruct ures
and greater safety through better controI; second, in the development of better wing sectio~s
free from unstable flow characteristics; and third, in the adaptation of speciaI devices, such as
slots, flaps and other devices to the improved wing sections.

.UR~Li~lIS~RuC~llRIR

TREND OF DESIGX—8ia~dQ?d~Za$iOE of types.—The tendency to~ard standardization of
types for particular services has contimued. For commercial service -ivhere air speeds are low
and efficiency is the prima~ requirement, the tendency is toward the use of monoplanes. In the
lighter and faster types of commercial airphznes, the biplane is used, as it has in general the
advantages of maneuverability y and compactness of form.

For military airpIanes, particularly of the lighter types using :emiinterm.lly braced, moder-
ately thick -wings, the biplane combinations predominate. This type of wing c.ellule is used
not only in the best types of pursuit airplanes but also in observation and bombing types.

—
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Number and location qf engines.—Last-year there appeared to be a tendency toward the use
of singIe engines of 800 horsepower or more in large bombing airplanes. Of late there seems to
be a change and it is probable that any large bombers built in the near future by the Army Air
Corps will have more than one engine. The Navy recognizes some advantages in the multiple-
engine arrangement and is investigating the possibility of its adaptation to meet the peculiar
requirements of operation from shipboard. In commercial types the tendency is definitely
toward a design using three engines.

Amphibian airplane~.—The further development of the amphibian airplane has been
especially successful during the last year,. and this type has now been adopted by the Army,
Navy, and Coast Guard as 8 service airplane.

Differences ibetween military ancZcommercial types.—There is increased appreciation of the
differences in the fundamentals of design of military and commercial types of airplanes. In
the military types the design must be such as to enable the airplane to be catapulted, landed in
an arresti~g gear, to carry bombs, torpedoes, and other armament, and in the lighter types to be
higldy maneuverable. This results in a structure which is highly specialized as compared with
airplanes of commercial types,

Shock absorbers.---shock absorbers of the hydraulic type have given such successful results
in the landing gear of service airplanes that similar gear is being fitted to W service types,
Future production orders will probably specify the use of this type of gear on all airplanes.
This gear is also beginning to be used quite widely on commercial airplanes,

Brales.—As a result of the successful development-and use of brakes on the landing wheels of
airplanes by the Army Air Corps, many commercial airplanes are now being fitted with wheel
brakes. These are used not only to reduce the run after landing but also to increase the
maneuverability of the airplane on the ground,

STRUCTURALh’fATERIALs-.itfetal contdrudion.-l=~ith the practically complete adoption
of metal construction for the fuseIage, attention has been transferred to the use of metal con-
struction in the wings, Interest in this development is greatest in those cases where it appears
possible to accomplish a saving in weight by the substitution of metal for wood. Extensive
tests have been made on experimental metal wing beams by the engineering division, Air Corps,
United States Army. Spars for these tests were designed by practically all of the important
aircraft manufacturers.

It is particularly gratifying to note the extensive use of metal construction in many successful
types of commercial aircraft developed in the last year. In addition to the metal fuselage,
several manufacturers have introduced metal spars with metal ribs, others use metal spars and
wooden ribs, while at least one manufacturer uses wooden spars with metal ribs. As a rule all-
metal airplanes are original in design as well as in detail of construction, but one manufacturer
has taken successful and standard types of military design in wood, or wood and metal, and
reproduced them in all-metaI construction,

Steel tubing.—Alloy steels, nickel and chrome molybdenum, are being used increasingly in
pIace of miId steels for making the tubing used in weIded fuselages. This type of fuselage is
bound to profit from the race for improved welding mpthods which is now on. The new elec-
trical methods in particular seem most promising of clean, high-strength welds.

.Dzwalumin t@ing.-Duralumin tubing aIso is superseding the mild-steel tubing. Manu-
facturers are successfully producing round and square tubing as well as structural shapes, They
are being ex~ensively used in the construction of fuselages and buiIt-up spars,

F’iloak.-MetaI construction has extended from the flying-boat hull to the smaller seaplane
goat of advanced design. Such floats have the double “advantage of light weight to begin with
and practical freedom from increase of weight caused by soakage whiIe moored out. The
uncertainty regarding the ability of duraIumin to withstand corrosion, particularly under
adverse circumstances, has retarded progress along these lines. With the development of a
satisfactory method of protection against-corrosion progress will certainly be accelerated.

Rubber “Zumber.’’-An alternative material for metaI, recently developed, is a varie~y of
hard sponge rubber which is supplied in sheet form. T3is has been used in place of wood for
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the decks, bottoms, and bulkheads of floats of wooden type of construction. IL is being employed
in production orders and if as successful in service as preliminary tests @dicate, it may replace
wood -very widely.

Rubtler protective coaiings.—A rubber coati~g which can be applied directly to wood and
which is very difEcuIt to remove has also been developed as a protection againsfi soakage in the
wooden floats. This appears to have possibilities, and in particular might be of use as a pro-
tection for existing wooden floats.

A rubber coating similar to that used for wood has also been applied to duralumin with a :
view to protecting it against corrosion. Service tests on both wood and metal floats protected
in this manner are in progress.

AIRCRAPTE&’GIX~

ENGINES ~VAILABLE.—The present status of aircraft engine development is most

satisfactory. In the water-cooled types -we have proved engines of 200, 400, 500, 600, and 800

horsepower. In the air-cooled types we ha~e higtiy developed engines of 200 and 400 horse-
power. These en=fies meet most of our requirements. The air-cooled engines have been

developed primarily for the Navy, which annoumed some time ago its policy of standardizing on
air-cooled engines of three sizes-200, 400$ and 500 horsepower. The 200-horsepower engine
meets the needs of the primary training airplanes. The 400-horsepower engine is especially

designed for high-performance aircraft, such as the observation and fighter types. The
500-horsepo-iver engine is adapted to we in single or twin engined bombing, scouting, torpedo,
and patrol airplanes. upon the satisfactory completion of the 500-horsepower development, a
line of three air-cooled engin~~ will be avaflable and new types of airplanes are being built
around them to meet most of the needs of the hTavy.

PRINCIPAL REQUIREMENTS.-The principfl requireme~ts for aircrtift engines may be listed
as folIows: (1) Ilinimum weight per horsepower; (2) mum fuel consumption; (3) maximum
dependability; (4) maximum durability; (5) minimum first cost; (6) minimum maintenance cost.
In so far as -weight per horsepower is concerned, the new air-cooled radial engines -weigh much
less than 2 pounds per horsepower installed and ready to run as against more than 3 pounds per
horsepower for the war-time Liberty engine. In so far as fuel economy is concerned, the new
air-cooled radials show an improvement over the -water-cooled engines.

In the matter of dependability, greah strides have been made. Both the water-cooled and
the air-cooled engines have been improved and refied to the poink where ordy reasonable care
is required to insure dependability of the engine itself. The chief difEcilties are with gasoline,
oil, and water systems, which do not always receive proper attention either in installation or
maintenance.

The durability of aircraft engines is greatly increased. Many modern en.ties are running
welI over 300 hours without major overhaul, while the average life between such overhauls is
at least twice that of earIier engines. The lates~ of the modern engines have been designed
with particular reference to low first cost and Iow maintenance cost. The radiaI type air-cooled
engine lends itself singularly weIl to this end.

In general, the aircrafb engine situation is satisfactory from mosti viewpoints, and progress is
being made. The developments so far are the result of excellent cooperation between the Army
Air Corps, the Bureau of Aeronautics, and the industry. Thus in the development. of the three
sizes of air-cooled radial engines for the Navy, the industry has had a definite plan on which
to work and has, under the guidance of the ~~avy Department, produced highly satisfactory
engines. The 200-horsepower engine has already been wide~y adopted by the builders and
operators of commercial aircraft. NTOdoubt the other two types wilI prove of equal interest to
the rapidly expanding commercial field. The 200-horsepower engine is no-iv being redesigned
from the standpoint of cost reduction, -which should prove a further boon to commercial
development.

—

—
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..URSHIPS

TECHNICAL DizvrLoF~~Exr---l%esent sifuation.-The technical development of airships still
lags behind that of airplanes. This may be expectid to continue until airships are built in larger
numbers and the correspondingly increased opportunities for the development of new ideas are
available.

Aside from the erection of practically standardized small nonrigid airships by the lumy
and Navy, there has been no new airship construction begun in the United States, Experimental
investigations and research have continued for the dual purpose of improving the existing
airships and of providing improved materials and methods of construction for new airships
when they are begun. Along this line considerable progress has been made. The corrosion of
duralumin has been studied intensively and satisfactory methods for its protec~ion are in sight.
Satisfactory substitutes for the gold-beater’s skin fabric used in earlier airships have been de-
veloped and are now being used in the construction of gas cells. Methods for the design of
new girders of the ZeppeIin type are being derived from tests of these girders. Continued study
has been given to the development of methods for anaIyzing the distribution of loads in the
structure of rigid airships, and such methods have been-brought to better form.

B70rk with Los Angeles.—The Los Angeles, which has now been in the United States about
two years, still remains a most usefuI and active airship and is regularly used in research on
problems connected with the design and operation of~igid airships. A series of pressure-dis-
tribution experiments made simultaneously with the study of strain distribution has been
carried out on this airship and the results generally conform to those obtained from the earlier
experiments on the 0–7. The measurement of pressures was confined primarily to the fins and
rudders; and the measurement of strains, to the principal girders in certain selected locations.
It was found that flying in rough air produced stresses much greater than those produced by
maneuvering in still air. This airship was also used to determine by means of observations
in a camera obscura the behavior. of an airship whiIe tmrning.

The operating personnel of the Los Angeles have been active in the development of improved
methods for handling airships on the ground and in and out of the sheds and have developed
apparatus which has ah-eady given good promise of success. They have also made modifications
in the methods of mooring to the Patoka, which have reduced the time required for this maneuver
very considerably below that which prevailed in the past.

The Navy has utilized the Los Angeles very effectively in the calibration of the inshore
sectors of the various radiocompass stations along the Atlantic coasti from Maine to North
Carolina. In this work the airship has accomplished things which could not be done by any
other means in such a short time. A notable operation was a flight to Detroit where the airship
was moored to the new Ford mooring mast. This is the first time the mast was used for a rigid
airship and the first time that a naval airship was moored to a privateIy owned mast.

Work WML Ri$-1 .—The large Army semirigid RS–1 was completed earIy in the year and
given a series of tests similar to those applied to the Los Angelee in order to determine the agree-
ment between stresses in the structure of the keel as determined by computation and from model
tests. The strain-gauge readings made in flights during April check the proportion of bending
load carried by the keel with that indicated by computations and the model. The breathing
stresses were found to be greater than computed. However, the stresses in the keeI while in
flight in rough weather were less than the breathing stresses alone.

This airship had the distinction of being the first airship to moor to the new Ford mooring
mast. The operation was successful in every way.

Metal-clad airship.—An airship of novel design is under construction for the Navy Depart-
ment- by the Aircraft Development Corporation, of Detroit. In this design the flexible fabric
envelope is replaced by a thin metal shell reinforced by transverse and longitudinal girders.
Many novel constructions and new features are introduced in this design and its comp~etion
and tests will be watched with great interest.
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.hTewmooring ma.sts.—i! binge mooring mast generalIy similar to the one at the naval air
station, Lakehurst, fiT.J., has been completed at the Ford Airport, near Detroit, and, as noted,
has been used by the 17S-1 and the Los Angeles. A second mooring mast diilering radictiy
from any previously constructed is being built at Scott Field, Belleville, Ill. In this case the
mast is being desi=~ed as a circular tower of steel plate very much like a smokestack.

Helium.—Helium tank cars have been deli~ered to the Army and Navy. These cars ha~e
aheady shown the antic.ipat ed savings and the Army .tir Corps has ordered a second car. There
has been a disheartening fall in the production of helium owing to the exhaustion of the Petrolia
gas field. New sources of supply will have to be found in the near future if the operation of
airships with helium is to be continued.

Progress in Great Britain.—In spite of the progress noted above, the world leadership in the
design and construction of rigid airships has passed from the United States to Europe. Great.
Britain now has under construction, after an extensive series of tests, two rigid airships each
having a volume of not less than .5,000,000 cubic feet. One of the airships is built of members
constructed of duralumin which are -iery similar to those used in the Shenandoah and the -LOS
Angeles. The structure of the other is made of stainless steel. The construction of these two
airships, practically sisters, mill afford a very fine opportunity for the determination of the real
merits of the two materials.

The beginning of &al construction of these airships was preceded by a very thorough-
going series of pressure-distribution tests made on the old British airship R–W. Results so far
made available from these tests indicate that they gave very useful information to the designers.
FulI-size tests of sections of the structure to be used in these airships ha,~e also been made with
very gratifying results.

Mooring masts having a structure of novel type have been erected at IsmaiIia, Egypt, as
weIl as in Great Britain, while an airship shed has been built at Karachi, India. These masts
have eight -vertical members in place of three, as in the case of the Lakehurst and Ford masts.

Progress in Germany.-The limitation of the size of airships which might be built in Ger-
many having been removed, thati country is now engaged in the construction of a new rigid
airship of about 3,500,000 cubic feet. This was originally proposed in connection with the
flight to the North Pole and subscriptions to the amount of about one-half the cost were obtained
for that purpose. Its completion is now being urged to demonstrate the practicability of trans-
atlantic airship traffic.

An important development proposed for this new airship is carrying in speciaI cells, com-
parable to ballonets, fuel gas instead of gasoline for use in the engines. The purpose is to increase
the range and reduce bhe 10SSof buoyant gas during operation. This accomplishes the same
end as the water-recovery apparatus used in ilmerica but with lighter ~eight. However, it
introduces an inflammable gas which nuUifies the advantages of helium. This development
appears to have very good possibilities and will be followed with interest.

Progress in Italy.—The flight of the Norge from Rome across the &Torth Pole was a triumph
for the semirigid type of airship which has been under development for a number of years in
Italy. The technical excellence of this type of airship couId be demonstrated in rio more striking
form.

It is understood that t~e ItaIian Airship Works is preparing to construct a semirigid airship
of 53,000 cubic meters volume, very nearIy the size of the Shenandoah, which is to be ready in
1928. This airship is intended for flighk to South America.

In further testimony of the high opinion which is held of the ltaLian sernMgid airships, it is
reported that Russia has purchased a semirigid airship of the same size as the hTorge and that
Japan has purchased two in succession. The second of these is to be erected -very shortly.

AERONAUTICAL LEGISLATION AN’DGOVERNMENTAL ORG. WIZATION

During the past year notable progress was made in clarifyiig the aeronautical atmosphere,
which had been more or 1sss beclouded for several years. The principal factor was the enactm-
ent by Congress of a program of constructive legislation based largely upon the recommend a-

.——
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tions of the President’s Aircraft Board, of which Mr. Dwight W, Morrow was chairman, and
the House Select Committee of Inquiry into Operations of the United States Air Services, of
which Representative Florian Lampert was chairman. The reports of these two investigating
bodies were made in November and December of 1925. The immediate effect was reflecied in
the enactment of:

1. The air commerce act (Public No. 254, 69th Cong.), approved hfay 20, 1926.
2. The NTavy five-year aircraft program act (Public hTo. 422, 69ih Cong.), approved June

24, 1926.
3. The Army five-year aircraft program act (Public No. 4461 69th Cong.), approved July 2,

1926.
Following is a brief analysis of the three measures referred to:
The Air Commerce Act,—The air commerce act represents the culmination of years of

effort to secure legislation providing for the Federal regulation and encouragement of com-
mercial aviation. It asserts for the first time in American history the doctrine of Federal
sovereignty in the air space over the lands and waters of the United States to the exclusion of
foreign nations, and the right of the Federal Government to regulate interstate air commerce and
to prescribe air traffic rules governing privafie as well as commercial aircraft engaged in intra-
state as well as interstate tiir navigation. It authorizes the Secretary of Commerce to establish
airways, to light the same for night flying, to, establish and maintain emergency landing fields,
and leaves to the municipalities and to private industry the establishment and maintenance of
airports. It provides for the Federal inspection and registration of aircrafty the examination
and licensing of airmen, the furnishing of weather report service along airways, and the appli-
cation of existing laws to foreign air commerce, It provides civil penalties for violations and
makes the aircraft involved subject to liens for such penaIties. It also authorizes the use of
Government airports or landing fklds by private citizens or corporations, and the furnishing of
suppIies and repairs in cases of necessity. It authorizes the transfer of the postaI airways to the
jurisdiction of the Secretary of Commerce and the transfer of the postal air terminals or air-
ports to the municipalities concerned under arrangements subject to approval by the President.
It creates an additional Assistant Secretary of Commerce for the sole purpose of assisting in
the administration of the air commerce act.

Subsequently an appropriation of $250,000 was ‘tiade for the administration of the act
during the fiscal year 1927, and an additional appropriation of $300,000 for the furnishing of
aids to air navigation along airways.

The Navy Five-Year Aircraft Program Act.—The Navy five-year aircraft program act
provides Legislative authority for the procurement over a period of five years of a total of not
to exceed 1,614 airplanes for naval purposes at a cost, including spare parts and equipment, of
not to exceed $85,078,750, and authorizes the annual procurement, after the fiscal year 1931,
of not to exceed 333 airplanes, with spare parts and equipment to cost not to exceed $.17,476,250.
It contemplates the constant maintenance of 1,000 useful airplanes in the naval service. The
act provides legislative authority for the construction of two rigid airships of approximately
6,000,000-cubic-foot volume each ata total cost of not to exceed $8,000,000 for both, and also
authorizes the purchase of an experimental metal-clad airship of approximately 200,000 -cubic-
foot volume at a cost of not to exceed $300,000. --

The act clarifies the status of air personnel in the Navy and provides that Navy and Marina
Corps air activities, including the operation of aircraft carriers and tenders, shall be commanded,
respectively, by naval and Marine Corps flying personnel.

The act creates an additional Assistant Secretary of the Navy primarily to aid the Secretary
of the Navy in fostering naval aeronautics.

The Army Five-Year Aircraft Program Aot,—The Army five-year aircraft program act is
a companion measure to the hTavy five-year program act. It provides for the reorganization
of the Army Air Service into an Air Corps and increases its strength to 1,650 oi%cers and
15,000 erdisted men, authorizes the transfer to the Air Corps of officers of other branches of
the Army, provides temporary advanced rank to commanding officers under certain limitations,
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provides for an investigation and study by the Secretary of War of alIeged injustices in the
promotion list of the Array and for the submission of recommendations to Congress to correct
the same, creates for a period of three years an air section in each of the divisions of the General
Staff, and clarifies the situation regarding flying pay.

The act authorizes a fi~e-year air personnel expansion and aircraft procurement program,
the latter being limited to the maintenance of 1,800 serviceable airplanes and such number of
airships and free and captive balIoons as may be necessary for training purposes.

The act creates an additional Assistant Secretary of mar primarily to aid in fostering
military aeronautics.

The act pro-rides a method of procedure to be folIowed by the Army and the ~avy in the
procurement of aircraft, which involves design competitions and the recognition of proprietary
rights for aircraft designs. The act creates a Patents and Design Board consisting of the
Assistant Secretaries for Aeronautics in the Departments of War, Navy, and Commerce and
provides that “to this board any individual, firm, or corporation may submit a design for
aircraft, aircraft parts, or aeronautic-al accessories, and whether patented or unpatentable, the
said board upon the recommendation of the IITational Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
shaLl determine whether the use of such designs by the Government is desirable or necewary,
and evaIuate the designs’ so submitted and fix the worth to the United States of said design,
not to exceed $75,000. The said designer, individual, firm, or corporation may then be offered
the sum fked by the board for the ownership or a none-dusive right of the United States to the
use of the design in aircraft, aimraf t parts, or aeronautical accessories and upon the accept ante
thereof shaII execute complete assignment or nonexclusive license to the United States: Pro-
vided, Thai no sum in excess of ‘$75,000 shall he paid for any one design.”

The act further provides for the award of a soldier’s medal and distinguished flying cross
and eert ain increased emoluments for enlisted men of the Army who distinguish themselves in
time of peace.

Contract Air-Mail Legislation.—The previous Congress had enacted an important measure
known as the Kelly Act (Public ~To. 359, 68th Cong.), approved February 2, 1925, which
authorized the Postmaster GeneraI to contract for air-mail service on a basis that promised
successful commercial operation provided sufbient business could be secured. This measure
led directIy to the inauguration of contract air-maiI service, which, in accordance with the
Government’s policy, will be increased untiI aII air mail is carried under contracts and the
Post Office Department is no longer engaged directIy in the operation of aircraft. All air-mail
contractors have not been successful fhancially, owing principality to lack of sufficient voIume of
business. The brief experience to date seems to indicate that contractors who depend for
revenue on air mai~ aIone can not succeed, and that they should extend their activities to include
the transportation of passengers and goods.

Further legislation Reconsmended.-To round out the program of constructive aero-
nautical Legislation recently enacted into law, the NTationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
recommends further action by Congress along the following lines:

1. That the membership of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics be increased
from 12 to 15 to provide for the appointment of the Assistant Secretaries for Aero-
nautics in the Departments of War, Navy, and Commerce. A bill to this effect
(S. 4529) introduced by Senator Bingham passed the Senate a-t the Iast session of
Congress, and a similar measure (H. R. 13115), introduced by Mr. James, was
favorably reported to the House by the Committee on Military Affairs.

2. That the five-year aircrafb construction programs of the Army and Zavy appro~ed at
the Iast session of Congress be carried into effect.

In addition, there is the matter of “ a~eged injustices which exist in the promotion list of
the Army,” as to which Congress, in section 4 of the Army five-year aircraft program act,
authorized the Secretary of War to make an investigation and study and to submit a report
to the Congress.

—

.—
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The Present Government Aeronautical Organization.—In view of recent legislation, the
committee deems it- of timely interest to present briefly an outline. of Lhe present aeronautical
organization of the Government:

1, Under the War Department there is an Army Air Corps functioning as a coordinate,
combatant arm of the Army, with an authorized strength of 1,650 officers, 15,000 enlisted men,
and 1,800 serviceable airplanes, and with an actual strength, as of June 30, 1926, of 919 oflicers,
8,720 enlisted men, and 1,254 serviceable airplanes, and under the immediate control of an
Assistant Secretary of War for .4eronautics.

2. Under the Navy Department there is a Bureau of Aeronautics, functioning largely as a
mat6rieI bureau for the supply and development of naval aircraft and the training of flying
personnel; a naval air organization serving as an integral part of the fleet, having no Iegal limi-
tation on the number of personnel, but with an actuaI strength, as of October 1, 1926, of 715
officers and 3)600 enlisted men, and with an authorized complemenfi of 1,000 serviceable airplanes,
but a present strength of 639 serviceable airplanes; and with aII aeronautical activities under the
general cognizance of an Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Aeronautics.

3. Under the Department of Commerce, authoriiy is vested in the Secretary of Commerce
to reguIate and encourage commercial aviation, with an Assistant Secretary of Commerce-for
Aeronautics in immediate charge of the work.

4. The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is the governmental agency that
supervises and conducts scientific researches in aeronautics.

In addition to the above there are (a) the Air-Mail Service, the actual operation of which is
gradually being turned over to private contractors; (b) the Weather Bureau, which has recently
been authorized to furnish special weather report service aIong airways; (c) the Patents and
Design Board, consisting of the Assistant Secretaries for Aeronautics in the Departments of War,
Navy, and Commerce, to pass upon aeronautical inventions and designs submitted to the
Government; and (d) the Aeronautical Board, composed of Army and NTavy air officers, to
effect coordination of military and naval air plans.

COMRIERCIAL AVIATION

With the enactment of the air commerce act of 1926, the Congress has laid the legislative
corner stone for the development of civil and commercial aviation in America on a practical
basis. Under this act the Secretary of Commerce will establish airways and emergency landing
fields, inspect-and register aircraft- and facilities, and examine and license airmen. He will en-
courage the establishment of airports, recommend the necessary meteorological service to be
provided by the Weather Bureau, study the possibilities for the development of air commerce
and disseminate information relative thereto, provide for the development of air navigation
facilities, investigate and report upon causes of accidents in civil air navigation, and in general
foster the development of air commerce. A significant feature of the law is that the establish-
ment of airports or air terminals is left to the municipalities or to private industry, the Federal
Government providing the connecting airways and facilities between terrninals.

The act is comprehensive in scope and meets a fundamental need that has been the subject
of annual recommendations of the committee for several years past-, The committee does not
propose to report on commercial aviation as such, as this matter, in accordance with the air com-
merce act;will be dealt with in the future by the Secretary of Commerce. The committee wishes
at this time to record its gratification with the enactment of this legislation and to express its
belief that it is fundamentally sound, and will, without direct subsidies, lead to the development
of commercial avi~tion in America on a sound basis.

AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH IN THE UNITED STATES

Under the law the supervision and direction of the scientific study of the problems of flight
are intrusted to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, which is also authorized to
conduct researches in its own ‘ aboratories provided by governmental appropriations, and in
any other Laboratories which may be placed at its disposal. The committee is composed in
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pm-t of representatives of governmental agencies concerned ~it.h the use of aeronautics—namely,
the Army and ~avy air organizations; of certain governmental scie.nt.ific agencies interested in
aeronautical problems—name~y, the Smithsonian Institution, the Weather Bureau, and the
Bureau of Standards; and of members appointed from private Life. These latter, five in num-
ber, are not connected with aeronautics as a business but are men of science who have been
appointed by the President because of their knowledge of aeronautical science. Lfembership
on the committee is, therefore, bath an honor, being a recognition of scientific ability, and an
opportunity for patriotic service. It has never been refused by anyone who has been invited
to serve either as a member of the main committee or on one of its subcodttees.

Because of this feature of its organization, the committee is able to obtain the services of
men eminent in science, whose services on a compensation basis would be practically unobtaina-
ble. This applies equally to the subcommittees, which are organized along much the same
lines as the mah committee and Fhicb are composed of technical representatives of the Army
and Lravy air organizations, and civilian e-xperts appointed from private life. Thrcmgh the
committee and its subcommittees fihe research activities of the country are coordinated and
guided for the purpose of advancing the science of aeronautics in berica.

Aeronautical research in the United States is supported by the Government both for the
purpose of advancing the science and art of aeronautics as such, and because of the recognition
of the direct bearing of aeronautical development upon national defense.

Each year shows improvements in the performance of aircraft, and consequently the
relative military importance of aviation in war increases. Because of this continuous develop-
ment, it has become more and more desirable to achieve and maintain leadership.

~eadership in the operation of commercial air lines VW probably remain in European hands
for some years, owing to the European policies of direci subsidies. Ultimate leader&ip will
depend upon the solution of the basic problems of reduced cosb and greater safeby. These
problems will be most effectively met through the encouragement and support of a comprehen-
sive program of aeronautical research.

For ultimate leadership in the development of aeronautics, whether for milit~.ry purposes
or for commercial purposes, the United States depends primarily on the results of continuous
research and development. The &Tational Advisory Committee for ~eronautics therefore be-
lieves i~ to be its duty t.o emphasize the importance of scientific research as the most funda-
mental activity of the Government in connection with the development of aeronautics.

~eronautical research programs are initiated by the various teGhnica] subcommittees as a
result of frequent nieetings and discussions of the need for development in their respective
spheres. The research programs usually indicate the laboratory, public or private, in which
each investigation recommended can be conducted to the best advantage. The executive
committee considers the recommendations of the various subcommittees, determines the inves-
tigations to be undertaken, and allots funds when necessary-.

The more fundamental investigations are undertaken by the committee in its own labora-
tory known as the Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory, located at Langley Field, Vs.,
on a pIot of ground set aside for the purpose by the War Department and on which necessary
buiIdings and equipment have been erected by the committee from appropriations made by
the Congress. Special investigations for which adequabe facilities are available eIsewhere are
referred to other organizations, such as the Army and hTavy air organizations, the Bureau of
Standards, the Weather Bureau, the Forest Products Laboratory, and educational institutions.

In the allocation of problems, the executive committee is guided by two main purposes:
First, to have each investigatiori undertaken by an organization having proper equipment and
personnel to handle the problem expeditiously and economically; and second, to distribute
problems to educational institutions in such a manner as to encourage the development of
trained investigators in the field of aeronautical science.

In this connection, as well as along other lines, the Daniel Guggenheim Fund for the Pro-
motion of Aeronautics promises to be of much help, as it has made allotments of funds to uni-
versities to provide needed equipment and to maintain facilities for instruction of students in
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aeronautics. There is close cooperation between the committee and the management of the
Guggenheim fund. Two members of the committee, Dr. W. F. Durand, a past chairman, and
Mr. OrviIle Wright, are also members of the Guggenheim fund.

It is evident from the statement of the governing principles of the Guggenheim fund and
the caliber of its personnel that its activities will be carefully planned to produce a maximum
of beneficial results and at the same time wiII avoid duplication with existing agencies, govern-
mental and private.

The aeronautical research work of the committee does not relate exclusively to the develop-
ment of military and naval aircraft but also includes the fundamental problems in aeronautics
which relate to commercial aviation. The committee’s organization for the conduct of aeronau-
tica~ research as described is such as to enabIe it to work effectively with such agencies as the
Guggenheim fund, as well as with educational institutions and the other governmental agencies
concerned, This makes it possible to obtain results with a maximum of economy and et%ciency.

The fundamental factors which have made for the success of the committee may be briefly
stated as follows:

1. Its members serve without compensation, which enables the Gover~ment to obtain the
services of men who wouId not--otherwise be available for Government service.

2. The committee reports direct to the President and receives its appropriations direct
from the Congress and by virtue of its status is enabled to initiate. and conduct investigations
of a truly scientific character, limited only by the funds avaiIable.

3. The research laboratories of the committee are located on an adequate flying field where
@ phases of the work, incIuding the flight-operations involved, are controlled and actually
performed by the committee’s own technical staff, thus bringing theory and practice together
under ideal conditions.

4. The commitiee has the confidence and support of thelmmy and the NTavy air organizations
and is able at all times to obtain any cooperation desired.

SUMMARY

Progress in te.chnicaI development has been continuous and has been reflected in improved
performance of aircraft for both miIitary and commercial purposes. In the matter of technical
development for military purposes America has fully kept pace with foreign developments,
The commercial use of airplanes is much further developed in Europe than in America. There
large airplanes have been extensively develope.d for commerical and passenger-carrying services.
This has been made possible Lirgely by reason of direct governmental subsidies. In America
since the war there have been intermittent attempts to estabIish passenger-carrying services.
These have usually not-been financially successful. Aviation in-the United States must largely
pay its own way, the Governtient merely doing what it should properly do in the way of estab
lishing and maintaining airways and otherwise encouraging the development of commercial
aviation without res.o~ting to the European policy of direct-subsidies.

Before commercial aviation can be extensively developed in the United States On a self-
supporting basis, there must be substantial reductions in cost of construction, maintenance,
and operation of aircraft, and substantial improvement in the safety of aerial navigation. For
military purposes the problems are not so acute but are basically the same. The probability
is remote that a revolutionary principle will be discovered that will contribute any great or

sudden improvement to aircraf~. It follows that-the development of aviation willbe limited to
a graduaI progress from year to year that is based largely on the fruits of scientific study and
investigation of the basic problems of fl.ight,~ This is the prescribed function of the lNationa]
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and in the last analysis iS necessarily the most fundamental
activity of the Government in connection with the development of aeronautics for civil and
military purposes. The fact is emphasized that the problems which confront US are greater
safety and lower cost–of structure.
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The enactment by Congress in 1926 of a constructive program of aeronautical legislation
affecting military, naval, and commercial aviation in .tierica promises great improvement in
the aeronautical situation from the poinfi of view of organization, persormel, and mat6riel.
The creation by Congress of an aeronautical Patents and Design Board, consisting of assistant
secretaries for aeronautics in the Departments of War, hTavy, and Commerce, takes care of
the problem of considering aeronautical inventions offered to the Government. The enactment
of the air commerce act gives an important measure of stability to commercial aviation as a
business proposition and in its direct effects will go far toward encowagtig the developmen~ of
civil and commercial aviation. The condition of the aircraft industry has continued to impro~e
and the enactment into law of five-year aircraft building programs for. the Army and the Navy,
when carried into effect, will assure su.fllcient Government business to maintain a healthy
nucIeus of an aircraft industry that in time should find its principal support in meeting the
needs of commercial aviation.

A BRIGHT @TLooK.-Wit.h the governmental agencies organized on a soud and logical
basis and functioning in cooperation; with the regulation of commercial aviation under Federal

. .
supervmon; with the impetus given to aeronautical education by the Daniel Guggenheim
Fund for the Promotion of Aeronautics; with the continuous development of military and
naval aeronautics assured under the approved five-year programs of the Army and Navy; and
with the aircrafi industry in a heal~hy condikion, -we have, for the first time in our hktory, a
well-rounded aeronautical orgatiation in the Government and a bright outlook for the advance-
ment of aeronautics, civil and military. T15th the concerted effort of all the agencies concerned,
governmental and private, we can reasonably expect greater progress than we have had in the
past. There remain, however, the fundamental problems of increasing the safety and economy
of aircraft and of interesting the people in their use and in the establishment by the municipali-
ties or by private industry of their own airports and air termimd facilities. Federal pressure can
not properly be exerted in this direction, but it is thought that those private organizations
w-hich concern themselves with the civic, national, and scientific development of the country
have a field of great pote~tid usefulness in educating the business men of every city as to the need
for airports and in educating the public generally as to the possibilities of aviation as a means
of transportation and of pleasure that is destined ultimately to prove as revolutionary in the
economic life of the N’ation as was the development of the automobile.

CONCLUSION

America leads the worId in the private ownership and operation of aircraft; is at least
abreast of other progressive nations in the technical development of aircraft for military pur-
poses; and has the technical knoviIedge necessary to equal or excel the commercial airplanes
of other nations. It is the opinion of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics that,
without following the European policy of direct subsidies, American commercial aviation wilI
surpass European developments -when, but riot until, the construction and operation of aircraft
can meet the economic demands of lower cost and gre~ter safety. Gradual improvement aIorig
khese lines would result from trial-and-error methods, but substantial and rapid progress dl
necessitate, and depend mainly upon, the continuous prosecution of scientific research on the
fundamental problems of flight.

Respectfully submitted.
hTATION-AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR .ilERON-AUTICS,

JOSEPE S. AMES, G%airman Executice Committee,
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